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ABSTRACT

Understanding, analyzing, and modeling human behavior within the context of social net-

works is a constantly ongoing study, being one of the central focuses of many scientific

disciplines, include social and network science. Human behavioral dynamics are complex

and multifaceted, but the advent of digital communications and online social media has

made researching some of the driving mechanics and underlying trends more feasible. And

while concepts such as value homophily, polarization, and relationship dynamics are integral

to how people interact with each other, only recently have we begun to analyze, model, and

forecast such behavior in a quantifiable way. And even with the advance of this kind of

research, many aspects of human behavior are still not accurately modeled beyond simula-

tions. In this thesis we seek to elucidate some behavioral dynamics through comprehensive

analysis and modeling with empirical validation. In particular, we investigate the behavioral

aspects mentioned above: value homophily, polarization, and relationship dynamics (in the

context of tie strength analysis), with the addition of conversational dynamics.

First, we analyze value homophily and how it drives the creation, evolution, and dis-

solution of groups. Using insights gained from a unique dataset, we formulate a measure

of utility that individuals gain from groups based on their alignment with the opinions of

other group members. We hypothesize that group membership changes (as well as opinion

changes) are driven by a need to maximize this utility. We empirically validate this hy-

pothesis by analyzing how many actual group membership changes occur within the data,

and how many of them improve utility of the individuals making the changes, improve the

utility of the changing individuals’ like-minded peers, and improve the utility of all affected

members. We then analyze how membership changes are affected by the popularity of the

opinions held by those making the changes, and how utility gains differ as a consequence.

Finally, we implement the mechanic of utility maximization in a predictive analytical model,

showing how such a model can accurately forecast group membership and opinion changes.

Next, we investigate political polarization on a comprehensive scale, using a massive

longitudinal Twitter dataset covering the 2016 and 2020 U.S. presidential elections. En-

hanced with media classifications allowing us to identify fake news, extremely biased news,

and traditional news propagated within our data, we extract Twitter users that are “super-

spreaders” of these types of content. We analyze these influencers, measuring their shifts in

xiv



degree of influence and affiliations (or lack thereof) from 2016 to 2020. We then analyze how

the user base of our Twitter data polarize themselves with respect to our media classifica-

tions, comparing this analysis between our two elections. We find that users have become

increasingly polarized over time on this platform. We expand upon this result by also analyz-

ing how influencers group together based on the similarity of the users that propagate their

content to see if influencers inherently separate based on this basis, finding that, between

the two elections, ever-tightening “echo-chambers” are formed around media classification,

similarly increasing polarization.

We then introduce a novel framework for continuously predicting tie strengths of dyadic

connections over long periods of time. With a suite of analytical and machine learning models

implemented within this framework for a pair of longitudinal datasets, we explore the upper

bounds of prediction for both single-dataset predictions and cross-domain predictions. Then,

taking advantage of the uniquely continuous nature of our generated tie strengths, we analyze

these values over the length of our data, augmenting them with relationship classifications

to investigate long-term relationship dynamics, observing strong trends that both reinforce,

and expand upon, previous related literature.

Finally, we design an ensemble of unique, text-agnostic measures to characterize con-

versational dynamics as they occur within forum-like online social media, exploring the

relationship between conversational structure and content topics. We use a Support Vector

Machine to accurately classify different content based on their genre using only our mea-

sures. We then cluster content using our measures, finding that the resultant groupings

effectively delineate topical divisions inside genres, with finer clusters even capturing subtle

semantic differences within singular topics. We find that the distance between clusters also

correlates to difference in content, with farther clusters being less related in content than

closer clusters. We conclude our cluster analysis by using an outlier detection algorithm to

identify content that is, according to our measures, substantially different from the content

of inliers. We investigate these identified outliers with their associated text and discuss the

different aspects that contribute to their differences from the majority.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The process of analyzing and modeling the dynamics of human interpersonal behavior has

spanned decades of research among multiple fields of interest. With the advent of digital

communications and online social networks, many researchers have delved into the complex-

ities of human behavior as exhibited through these mediums, including phone calls, text

messages, and the myriad of interactions across social media platforms. The exploration of

these dynamics comes in many forms, from simulations and agent-based models to event

forecasting using analytical and machine learning solutions. In our research, we extensively

explore a few aspects of interpersonal behavior exhibited through several social networks

and communication mediums, employing a variety of techniques to analyze and, in some

cases, apply the observed behaviors in predictive frameworks. In the following sections, we

describe the different social networks and behavioral trends we analyze and model, and their

relevance to the understanding human interactions.

1.1 Creation, evolution, and dissolution of social groups

One of the driving interpersonal mechanics for human interaction is the interest in

seeking out other individuals that are similar, a phenomena referred to as value homophily

[1]–[3]. These similarities can include attributes such as language, personal interests, income,

with the importance of such attributes may even differ from person to person [4]. And as

most human social interactions occur within small group settings and not isolated dyads [5],

[6], an important aspect of human behavior to observe is how this mechanic affects groups.

Specifically, how value homophily be used to explain the formation, evolution, and dissolution

of small social groups.

In this chapter, we focus our work around the NetSense study [7], using it to empirically

validate our analysis on group dynamics. This study that follows 196 randomly selected

incoming freshman from the University of Notre Dame during the fall semester of 2011 until

the end of the spring semester of 2013. Over the course of these four semesters, Bluetooth

proximity records were collected continuously from the phones of the study participants.

In past works, similar data collection strategies and the analysis of Bluetooth proximity

data have been used in the finding of real-world groups [8]–[10], and so we follow suite.

1
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Implementing a hierarchical clustering method [11] we were able to extract stable groups from

the dyadic Bluetooth interactions in the NetSense study, finding 436 groups with variable

periods of existing, lasting anywhere from one semester to all four semesters, with 149,771

individual group meetings identified. We also found that the average attendance of members

in these groups is about 90%. Therefore, we assume that the creation and disbanding of

groups generally happen at the boundary between the four semesters. Subsequently, that is

where we analyze group changes.

In addition to the Bluetooth proximity data, demographic surveys were also collected

from the participants once per semester. These surveys included 38 questions on a variety of

topics, ranging from family background, to political orientation, to hobbies. Following the

work from [12], we filter these questions down to the five that were identified to be the best

at predicting the formation of new social relationships in NetSense. These questions were

U.S. political orientation, stance on legality of gay marriage, abortion, and marijuana usage,

as well as general alcoholic drinking habits.

Provided these opinion stances, as well as the stable groups detected from the Bluetooth

data, we formulate two alternative generalized models based on value homophily, where

members gain utility from interacting within a given group based on the alignment of the

opinions of the other group members. Each model has a tunable parameter to determine how

strong value homophily is in driving the utility gain of members, with us choosing two base

values in order to establish simple yet effective models for our analysis. Hypothesizing that

members will join, leave, or stay in groups in an attempt to maximize utility, we derive three

unique criterion for each of our models that individuals should meet when deciding to change

groups: egocentric, strongly altruistic, and weakly altruistic. A change is egocentric when

an individual makes a change that increases their own utility. A change is strongly altruistic

when an individual makes a change that not only increases their own utility, but also the

utility of all the members of the group they are leaving or joining. The weakly altruistic

criterion is similar to that of the strongly altruistic criterion, with the exception that the

change need only improve the utility of the individual making the change, as well as the

other affected members that align with the opinions of the change-making individual. For

both models we compute the frequency of the three types of criterion for group changes in

the NetSense data to empirically validate our hypothesis. We found that a high degree of the

group changes made in NetSense met the egocentric criterion of both models, indicating that,
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empirically, individuals in NetSense were very likely to change groups in order to maximize

utility.

From here we were able to show that this mechanism drove polarization in the groups,

as opinion homogeneity in said groups were found to grow over time. We furthered this

analysis by then looking at the differences in utility gained between majority and minority

stances in our data, and how the majority and minority stances affects group membership

changes. We conclude our work by developing a predictive model based on our hypothesis

that group changes are driven by members’ attempts to maximize their utility. Using the first

semester boundary to train our model, we then tested our model on the remaining semester

boundaries and compared the results against a random baseline model, finding that we were

able accurately recreate the dynamics we observed in the NetSense study.

1.2 Twitter influencers and increased polarization during two U.S.

presidential elections

As we found in our analysis of the NetSense study, when social relationships are formed

and dissolved based on like-mindedness, polarization across the resulting groups formed

from these interactions can increase as value homophily becomes an increasingly dictating

factor. One extremely common form of this dynamic can be found in the interactions of

individuals on the basis of U.S. politics, a phenomenon that has been the focus on many

previous works [13]–[16]. And with the advent of social media platforms, researchers have

been able to observe the formation of polarized political groups online, ushering in an age

of new, high-paced political discourse [13], [14]. A discourse in which the barrier of entry

is very low. Anyone can participate in discussions, propagating opinions and news that can

potentially influence large numbers of people on the platform. Indeed, prior to the internet

the centerpiece of political new dissemination were the official political platforms and their

affiliates. But with decentralized, wide-spread social media this ability to influence has

become achievable by anyone with the skills and capabilities to engage followers. Those that

are in the position to broadcast opinions, news, and other information to a large following

on social media are referred to as “influencers”. In this chapter we analyze the types of

influencers that are interacting on social media, specifically Twitter, within the scope of

modern-day U.S. politics. We use this analysis to characterize our study of polarization,
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looking into how influencers polarize politics on Twitter, affecting both themselves and those

that follow them.

Using a massive Twitter dataset that covers both the 2016 and 2020 U.S. presidential

elections, we are able to pursue our analysis in great depth, comparing the types of leading

influencers between these years. We then compare the levels of polarization in the detected

communities to interpret the trends of growing partisanship. Building off the methodol-

ogy established in [17] we first identify the influencers from 2016 and 2020. To understand

the degree of influence an influencer has on a particular political stance, we use a classifi-

cation system that denotes URL-linked posts as fake news, left-oriented, right-oriented, or

center-oriented by the news platform that the link propagates [18]. Given these events, we

generate stance networks and extract the influencers within those networks using the Collec-

tive Influence algorithm [19] and PageRank [20]. Provided these influencers we investigate

their accounts, finding that traditional news influencers are primarily media-affiliated and

politically affiliated accounts, while extreme news and fake news influencers usually con-

tain independent accounts (accounts that are not affiliated with any officially recognized

platform).

To investigate changes in polarization between the two presidential elections, we first

analyze the shift in the general user base. Specifically, we use the methodology from [21] to

identify all users that propagated a classified URL as either pro-Trump or pro-Clinton/pro-

Biden using machine learning based on hashtag co-occurrence. From this we can find the

distribution of users, distributed by their alignment, which is the degree to which they

propagate either right, center, or left news. We then separate users by their pro-presidential

candidate classification, resulting in two distributions for 2016 and two distributions for

2020. We then measured the overlap of these distributions, finding that 2020 has a markedly

smaller overlap in these two distributions compared to 2016, indicating that pro-Trump and

pro-Biden users have been migrated farther to the right and left respectively, reducing the

overlap of shared information propagation between the two. However, during our design of

the stance classification for news platforms from 2016 to 2020, we found that there is a subtle

shift in political alignments for several news platforms. For example, CNN goes from being

classified as center-oriented in 2016 to leaning left politically in 2020. As such, to reinforce

our above analysis and show that the observed increase in polarization between users on

Twitter is not an artifact of our news classification method, we subsequently introduce a
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second analysis of polarization using user base information propagation overlap, which is

agnostic to news classification.

We measure the overlap in users that retweet each influencer posts and generate a post

propagation similarity network, finding that users will clearly cause the influencers they

propagate to cluster into two groups. Cross-referencing these influencers with the types of

news that they are associated with reveals that these detected groups are clustered by the left

and the right. We perform this analysis in 2016 and 2020 and run several tests to measure

the separation between the two groups (normalized cut), as well as the modularity of those

groups. We find that the normalized cut decreases and modularity increase between the two

years, indicating a clear increase in polarization in the user base of our detected influencers,

which in turn indicates that the polarization of political discourse on Twitter is increasing

as well as time goes on.

1.3 Transferable learning of continuous tie strengths from behav-

ior

While it is important to understand homophily and polarization exhibited within net-

works on a group scale, it is equally important to understand how the individual dyadic ties

between individuals evolve, as these relationships are a central feature of social networks [22]–

[24], and can often help determine the phenomena within groups and communities. In the

network and social sciences, dyadic relationships within social networks are often character-

ized by tie strengths; an edge weight which can be used to quantify how close the two linked

individuals are interpersonally. These links are established empirically using information

from people’s reports of such tie characteristics as subjective closeness, social support, and

interaction frequency [25], [26]. But while the survey-based self-report approach is effective

for static snapshots of relationships, such methods have a hard time capturing fine-grained

dynamics in time-evolving networks, usually due to the paucity of self-reports, and the issue

of accurately predicting tie strength over long periods of time.

In this chapter, we propose an approach that allows for the continuous evaluation

of relationship strengths as they evolve using the NetSense and NetHealth studies. These

unique, longitudinal studies provide comprehensive communication records of students at

the University of Notre Dame over the range of two and four years, respectively, allowing us
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to reconstruct the time-evolving social network at a low level of temporal resolution. The

studies also collected traditional ego network surveys at the boundaries between every pair

of subsequent semesters, which provide discrete samples of each participant’s perceived tie

strengths. We develop a suite of predictive models that interpret communications records

as dynamic tie strengths, accurately recording the evolution of relationships between the

individuals in our social networks. This suite includes three class of models: a baseline class,

a time series class, and a machine learning class. The baseline class includes a selection of

models that integrate features of communication behavior often cited as attributive to tie

strength [27]–[29]. The time series class includes the Hawkes and CogSNet models that im-

plement the point process to predict tie strength from communication events [30], [31]. The

machine learning class includes two machine learning models that use the pairwise compar-

isons of individual relationship evolutions to extract tie strengths. The first machine learning

models builds off of the random forest methodology [32], while the second implements a Long

Short Term Memory (LSTM) network [33].

We evaluate these models on their ability to predict the tie strength of a subset of

individuals over the course of the NetSense and NetHealth studies and find that machine

learning models perform the best, followed by the time series models. The quality of the pre-

dictions of these four models show that our approach to continuously predicting tie strength

is effective, allowing us to accurately observe how relationships can evolve over years without

requiring constant self-reports. We subsequently do so, illustrating how significant others

tend to have abrupt, dramatic shifts in tie strength over short periods of time compared

to familial relationships, which are often more steady and consistent. We quantify this tie

strength stability and find that kin tends to be the most stable, while friends tend to be

more volatile [34]. We also find that regardless of the level of volatility of a relationship, the

evolution of tie strength inevitably slows with enough time, settling in the absence of major

external perturbations (e.g., experiencing a break-up) [35].

1.4 A reaction-based approach to information cascade analysis

The subtleties and latent patterns of communication can be used for more than model-

ing the strength of personal relationships between individuals. Indeed, communication data

can be used on a wide variety of analytical and predictive applications, especially within the

scope of larger-scale discussions, not just within dyadic links. Online social media specifi-
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cally can provide massive open-ended platforms to host all kinds of discussions, inviting a

host of different individuals to contribute. With these individuals come a host of different

opinions, backgrounds, and interests that define the type of interactions that make up the

many information cascades that form. In this chapter we show that the discussions that

make up information cascades can be used to characterize them, using a text-agnostic ap-

proach. We introduce a set of unique representative features that can be extracted from the

comment cascades that form in the wake of any given post in forum-like online social media

like Reddit [36].

First, we formally define the discussion posts in Reddit as directed comment trees, with

responses to the base-level post producing branches that contain multiple levels of responses

to responses. Four of the six features that we can extract from these posts are based on

the branching architecture. These four features are depth (the longest path length within a

branch), magnitude (the maximum in-degree centrality of a branch), engagement (the num-

ber of unique users that contribute to a branch), and longevity (the absolute time between

the initial node in a branch and the last response in that branch). As these features are

branch-specific, we introduce two more features to supplement them as aggregate character-

izations of the discussion as a whole. These aggregate features are based on [37], which use

entropy-based measurements to represent communication dynamics within temporal social

networks.

When we use these features to evaluate a large set of Reddit posts under a general

topic (such as politics or soccer) and then cluster those posts based on their features, we find

that the clusters formed essentially segregate themselves based on sub-topic. For example,

evaluating a set of posts on soccer will reveal two primary clusters, one cluster will contain

posts related to analytical post-game discussions and team statistics, while the other cluster

will contain trash talking posts and memes. Further validation indicates that this process of

feature extraction and clustering can be used for effective text-agnostic topic modeling. We

test these features further by making them time-dependent, extracting the features from a

post at equally spaced time intervals. We find that within three hours our process is able

to correctly predict what sub-topic cluster a post is going to end up in within a general

topic with high accuracy. We scale this test up to general topics as well, finding that we can

also correctly classify posts that fall under different topics (i.e., video games versus politics)

accurately in even less time.
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Finally, we show that we can use our features to identify posts that are outliers given

the context of some other posts under the same general topic. To clarify, when clustering

posts by our features, we find that using outlier detection methods like Isolation Forests [38]

can pinpoint posts that are substantially different from other topically similar posts with

respect to subsequent discussions. While this method does not clearly identify viral posts

(as virality does not play a primary factor in our analysis), we can find posts that evolve in a

markedly different way than other posts of the same type. Usually, these differences are due

to a unique, uncommon sub-topic. For example, under the topic of soccer, an outlier might

be a major scandal within a major soccer organization. The reaction to this scandal will be

such that the proceeding comment cascade will vary differently than the average post-game

discussion or soccer-related meme. And so, our features will capture this unique difference

and characterize it such that outlier detection methods will be able to identify it accurately.



CHAPTER 2

CREATION, EVOLUTION, AND DISSOLUTION OF SOCIAL

GROUPS

2.1 Introduction

Most social interactions among humans occur in the context of a set of relatively small

face-to-face groups, and not in isolated dyads [5], [6], [39]–[42]. In addition, these groups are

not static. Instead, their membership changes over time with individuals constantly deciding

whether to stay in their current groups and perhaps adjust some opinions, or leave to join

other groups [43]. To date, however, the dynamics of human group formation, evolution,

and dissolution in real social groups remain poorly understood [44], [45]. Among humans,

groups represent a level of association mediating between the individual and whole societies,

producing a variety of personal benefits, including companionship and support [6], while

also allowing people to come together to pursue instrumental goals or work together toward

common purposes [46]. Despite the introduction of telecommunication as an entirely different

medium of interaction between individuals, the importance of offline groups as the primary

nexus of social life has prevailed. Indeed, new technologically mediated interactions such

as texting, online chatting, and social media complement rather than replace face-to-face

interaction in small groups, and a great majority of online ties ultimately relies on (or

emerges from) offline face-to-face interactions [47]. Extended to social connections within

face-to-face groups, computational and empirical literature have found that these groups are

continually evolving rather than being static [41], [44], [45], [48], [49]. Such evolution has

been aided by the tendency of the contemporary societies to relax social and institutional

restrictions on group joining and leaving behavior compared to the past or to the societies

that are more traditional [46], [50].

The previous theoretical works identified homophilic interactions within groups and

communities as the primary component of the membership benefits [5], [43]. More recent

papers [3], [51], [52] separately consider a role of homophily in popularity, ranking of minori-

ties, and structural change in social networks. Here, we formalize a notion of utility of group

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as: J. Flamino, B. K. Szymanski, A. Bahulkar, K. Chan,
and O. Lizardo “Creation, evolution, and dissolution of social groups,” Sci. Rep., vol. 11, no. 1, pp. 1–11,
Sep. 2021.
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membership as a function of compatibility of opinions between a member and all others in

its group. The utility enables us to integrate in a single model the three aforementioned

phenomena and to account for the two dynamic patterns observed in empirical data. We

find that changes of opinions or group memberships that increase members’ utility recreate

the group dynamic patterns observed in empirical data and the theoretically postulated role

of homophily in these dynamics. This agreement validates our utility maximization hypoth-

esis. Subsequently, we introduce a predictive model based on utility maximization. This

model performs well on forecasting opinions and group membership dynamics within the

data, which further validates our approach.

In this chapter we assume a broad definition of “groups” since within the social sciences,

there are a variety of ways of defining groups [6], [40], [53]. Some definitions emphasize

enduring affective ties among members, while others point to a unique sociometric signature

(e.g., fully connected cliques). However, all approaches point to three features that seem

to be characteristic of all human groups [53]. First, groups are located in specific settings

allowing for face-to-face interaction within relatively small spatial distances (dormitories,

homes, workplaces), happening at specific times (mornings, evenings) [40], [43]. Second,

groups are relatively small [6]. After a human gathering reaches a limit size, it loses its

capacity to function as a coordinated group, and becomes a “crowd” or a “mass” instead [46].

Finally, groups can overlap. This means that persons are not constrained to belong to only

one group. Instead, groups share members, and people need to make decisions (given a

limited budget) as to how much time and energy they will dedicate to each group.

These three features, namely, specific location in time and space, relatively small size,

and possibility of overlap, inform our approach to group detection and to analysis of group

composition dynamics presented here. We are agnostic as to whether “strong” ties exist

among group members as we define them; instead, we allow for people to be either weakly or

strongly attached to the groups to which they belong as that becomes an endogenous factor

driving the dynamics of change in group membership we observe. By definition, since, as in

previous work [44], [54]–[56], we use data sensitive to spatial co-location to define groups,

every group we observe is a sociometric clique [40].
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2.2 Data

In this chapter, we use the NetSense study that follows 196 randomly selected students

from the incoming freshman class of fall 2011 at the University of Notre Dame, until the

spring semester of 2013 [7]. The collected dataset includes study participants’ answers to

survey questions about their stances on a variety of topics and the Bluetooth proximity

records collected continuously by the student’s cell phones. Every phone of a NetSense

study member makes a record of every Bluetooth interaction between a pair of participants

when this interaction meets the threshold of physical proximity. To extract stable groups

formed in each semester from this proximity data, we use the hierarchical clustering method

that we proposed in [11], which we discuss in greater detail in the following section. Similar

data collection strategies and the use of Bluetooth proximity for finding real-world group

gatherings were used and validated by others in [8]–[10], [44], [57], [58]. Table 2.1 lists the

details about the groups identified from the Bluetooth data. Our approach discovers 436

groups, with their periods of existence ranging from one to four semesters, and identifies

149,771 meetings. Since the average fraction of group meetings attended by a member

ranges from 0.89 to 0.91, members stay with their groups for 90% of the 14 week semester.

Accordingly, we assume that changes happen at the three boundaries between the semesters.

By design, this is where we analyze any changes in the data. Having so reconstructed groups,

we are able to detect changes in these groups and their group members between semesters

(see following section for mode details). We use these changes as a ground truth for our

analytical model, which we design to predict group membership dynamics and changes in

individual opinions.

To study the dynamics of student opinions, specifically, we use demographic surveys

that the NetSense study participants completed at the beginning of each semester. These

surveys contain 38 questions pertaining to family background, activities on campus, hobbies,

and stances on various social and political issues, favorite types of music. The possible

answers to these questions also came in a variety of forms, ranging from “yes” and “no”

modalities, to closed lists, to open-ended text boxes. In our study, we include the five

survey questions that were found to be the most predictive on the formation of new social

relationships [12]. These questions are related to general political orientation, as well as

stances on the legality of abortion, marijuana usage, gay marriage rights, and alcoholic

drinking habits. For political stances, the possible answers rely on a seven-point scale, with
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Table 2.1: Group properties and general statistics on the groups detected
through hierarchical clustering for each of the available semesters in
NetSense. Reproduced from A. Bahulkar, B. K. Szymanski, K.
Chan, and O. Lizardo “Impact of attributes on group formation,” in
2018 IEEE/ACM Inter. Conf. Adv. Soc. Netw. Anal. Min.
IEEE, Oct. 2018, pp. 1250-1257. The publisher (IEEE) does not
require individuals working on a thesis to obtain a formal reuse
license for this content. c©2018 IEEE.

Properties of group structure
Semester

1 2 3 4
Number of people in all groups 189 185 171 153
Number of groups 256 269 149 100
Number of meetings per group 177.9 224.5 205.1 132.8
Average number of group members 4.1 3.9 3.9 4.0
Average fraction of attended meetings 0.89 0.91 0.90 0.91

one being extremely liberal, four being neutral, and seven being extremely conservative. The

other questions use a similar point scale, ranging from strong support to strong opposition to

the question, with a neutral stance in the middle. Drinking habits answers describe a range

of drinking frequencies, ranging from no drinking to very frequent drinking. For all questions

(including drinking habits), we cluster the range of responses into three modalities; joining

extreme and moderate stances into two opposing stances while the third stance represents

neutral answers. To track a change in opinion across a semester for our ground truth, we

simply compare the stances of a student before and after the boundary.

In contrast to other studies that rely on routinely and massively collected Call Record

Data, our study relies also on Bluetooth and survey data. This approach allows us to track

actual face-to-face groups, rather than hypothetical or ersatz groups purely based on remote

communications. While work based on remote telecommunications may have the advantage

of scale [59], it has the disadvantage of not being able to account for face-to-face group

dynamics, which is the core scientific question we are after. In this respect, the sample size

of human subjects in our study is consistent with that used in the very few other studies

that have been able to track on-the-ground human groups over time.

For instance, [56] tracked 100 participants in an executive MBA program at an elite

business school using infrared wearable badges on a single occasion, while [60] also tracked

100 subjects (using a similar bluetooth technology approach as NetSense) for nine months.

In the same manner, [55] tracked 24 graduate student participants for a whole year, also
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using wearable badges. A study that tracked 200 students for a whole year using motion

sensors comes close to the sample size in NetSense [54]. All this previous work identifying

groups using wearable technology or bluetooth proximity detection is able to identify face-

to-face groups using non-obtrusive methods. However, the data used in this previous work

lacks measures of people’s opinions, attitudes, and beliefs, and thus is unable to link the

observed group dynamics with the opinion distribution across people and groups and related

dynamics of opinion change and distribution, as we do in this chapter.

The most ambitious effort to study face-to-face groups using computational social

science techniques we know of is that of [44] which, in similar design as NetSense, tracked

about 1000 freshmen students from an undisclosed European University for several months

determining the existence of groups via bluetooth. However, like the other studies mentioned

earlier, [44] lacks information on individual opinions and beliefs (and thus cannot link group

evolution dynamics to opinion change). While smaller than [44] in terms of sample size, the

NetSense data used here has the advantage of tracking participants for almost two years,

allowing for richer temporal dynamics to be detected. In addition, while [44] discovers

a number of descriptive sociometric dynamics of groups similar to the ones we observe,

the authors do not develop an underlying formal model capable of predicting the observed

patterns, and thus cannot shed light on the individual micro-mechanisms underlying the

observed patterns [61].

The initial number of participants in the NetSense study is 196. However, its retention

rate is about 71% over all four semesters. This is comparable to published studies with

similar sample sizes [34] and avoids the pitfalls of low retention rates which have been shown

to seriously affect results [62]. Like previous work, which has studied group dynamics using

data collected from “captive” populations (e.g., MBA executives, graduate and undergradu-

ate students, workers at scientific labs and so forth [8], [44], [54], [55]), our study also uses a

student population, namely, a sample of Freshmen who began their studies at the University

of Notre Dame in 2011. In studying face-to-face groups “in the wild” [55], it is important

to note that the main scientific issue is not necessarily scale or “representativeness” in the

probability sample sense. Yet, the University of Notre Dame has a strongly diverse under-

graduate student body, both socio-demographically and geographically [7] with 89% of the

students from out-of-state [63]. Thus, we consider these students a representative sample of

the life experience for half of the U.S. population born around the year 1993. In that respect,
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our study is also similar to many other published studies focusing on social network dynam-

ics among individuals undergoing other significant transitions, like going into retirement or

having a child [34], [64], [65].

Beyond this, studies like ours need to worry about when studying group dynamics in

real-life settings is whether the human gatherings detected are in fact face-to-face groups in

the sociological sense [6], [40], as the scientific objective is to determine the “life-cycle” of

actual groups on the ground, not ersatz groups. Therefore, we need data with high ecological

validity of the underlying data, study location, and participant population [66] and the

NetSense data provides that feature. Absent high ecological validity, even the largest sample

of participants will yield the wrong (or misleading) answers.

University of Notre Dame has a nearly entirely residential campus located on north

outskirts of South Bend city, Indiana, in the Midwestern United States. Hence, student

life there, especially during the first two years of study, revolves mostly around activities

(studies, recreation, social and religious life) located exclusively on campus. In that sense,

University of Notre Dame is a nearly perfect closed-system, a “social laboratory,” where

generic behavioral processes applicable to all human groups can be observed with little ex-

ogenous disturbance. For the time of observation, almost all the groups to which individuals

belong are located on campus. Additionally, for most of these students, this is their first

long-time away from home and family, creating a transformative and shared experience in

their social lives [67], [68]. The social ties students form at this stage are both personally and

sociologically significant as are the groups that they join [6]. Furthermore, at Notre Dame,

freshmen students are required to take a specific set of foundational courses heavily oriented

toward philosophy, theology, and humanities to delay disciplinary specialization until the

second academic year when students can declare majors. This allows for friendships and

groups to form invariant of major, as well as keep specialized courses from initially forcing

connections between particular students. As such, in this case, given the scientific objec-

tive to study general behavioral processes of face-to-face group formation and evolution at

fine-grained time-scales, restriction to a student population should pose no barrier to proper

inference.
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2.3 Methods

In the following section, we will discuss in detail the methods we implement to empir-

ically analyze the group dynamics within the NetSense study. First, we outline how groups

are clustered from [11] for each semester of our data, and how groups are identified as persist-

ing across consecutive semesters. Second, we consider the sociological processes established

in past works to identify the primary components of the model we will formulate. Thirdly,

we define mathematical representations of utility that we hypothesize group members will

attempt to maximize (consciously or unconsciously) when joining, leaving, or staying in

groups. We then derive a measure of polarization that we can use to track the trend of

increasing value homophily within groups across semesters if our hypothesis holds. To fur-

ther test this hypothesis, we then implement an analytical predictive model that utilizes an

augmented version of our utility to predict group membership and opinion changes across

our semester boundaries using some training data. To reinforce the predictive capabilities

of the analytical model, we also design a random baseline model to establish a predictive

baseline within the NetSense study.

2.3.1 Group detection within NetSense

The first step in analyzing group dynamics within the NetSense dataset is to extract

groups from the Bluetooth proximity data. As mentioned in earlier, we extract groups

from this proximity data using the hierarchical clustering method proposed in [11]. This

method first finds persistent connected components in the dynamic network generated from

NetSense’s dyadic Bluetooth interactions, where a dynamic network is produced for each

separate semester of the study. Each detected component is a potential group meeting. The

largest sequence of components such that each component includes at least a fraction fi of

the union of the members of all other components is considered a representation of a meeting

of a single group. Members of this group are the nodes that attend at least a fraction fm of

the meetings of this group. Finally, each meeting that attracts less than a fraction fmi of its

group members is removed. The details of the algorithm to extract groups with the required

properties and for finding the best values of parameters that are fi = 0.6, fm = 0.5, fmi = 0.3

is presented in [11]. Since this reference uses the same NetSense data as our study does,

we use these parameter values to extract groups. Bluetooth interactions collected on the

phones of participants include proximity data of all cell phones. Yet, we found that the ratio
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of non-participant meetings with participants (required to establish a group) to participant

meetings with participants is 0.0489. Thus, no phone owned by a person not enrolled in the

NetSense study passed the described above group membership requirements. As the result,

the extracted groups include only participants of the NetSense study.

Given our groups, detected for each semester, we must then extract a mapping to

identify a self-subsisting group across consecutive semesters. The mapping uses the Jaccard

Similarity on the two sets of members of both groups. A threshold is set for similarity level

for the latter group to be a continuation of the former. By tracking these mappings across

semesters, we can identify new or missing members between subsequent group reincarnations.

We consider new members as the true positive cases for joining the affected group and

treat missing members as ground truth cases for leaving. However, when an entire group

finds no succeeding group mapping in the following semester, we do not record the ingroup

participants as a ground truth case of leaving the group en masse. Instead, we just dissolve

the group by removing each node from this group for the new semester. The reasoning

behind this decision is that the data collection process for NetSense could sometimes be

noisy [7] causing the match to be algorithmically lost.

With these consistent initial group mappings, we observe in the ground truth data that

the majority of people join groups with members with whom they share some communication

links. This is in agreement with previous sociological work on network-based recruitment

into groups [41], [43] discussed previously. To account for this phenomenon, we introduce a

lower bound on the number of connections that a given person has with current members

of the new group over all meetings in which they participate. This bound is the product of

the fraction of group’s members linked via communication contacts to that individual in the

current semester and the number of meetings held by the group’s members, which measures

group stability. We selected the bound value in such a way that a typical group with five

members of which two are familiar to the person attempting to join would require holding

50 meetings to qualify. However, just ten meetings would have sufficed if the joining person

had connections to all five members.

2.3.2 Sociological processes for determining social group dynamics

Provided our detected groups, their membership changes between semesters, and the

tracked individual opinion changes of group members, the next step in our analysis is to
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formulate a model that can represent the processes of group opinion composition with re-

lation to influencing group membership dynamics. While there is little empirical research

on face-to-face group membership dynamics [55], theoretical work relying on agent-based

modeling and simulation in computational social sciences points to three basic processes de-

termining social group dynamics: selective interaction, network-based recruitment, and value

homophily. These intuitions can be used as the building blocks to construct a formal model

that can shed light on the micro-mechanisms that account for patterns of group evolution

observed in the data. First, people selectively concentrate their interactions on members

of the groups to which they belong and not on outgroup members [2], [5]. The reason is a

limited budget of time and energy a person can devote to interactions with others. The more

people interact in face-to-face settings, the more likely they are to form strong attachments

with one another [4], [6] and to stay with a group [5]. Still, some dyadic ties link members

to individuals outside of their current groups [39]. These ties enable individuals to join new

groups via the process of network-based recruitment [41], [43]. The more time and energy

people spend interacting with others outside the group, the more likely it is that they will

leave their current groups and join new groups [48]. Hence, the extent to which groups

attract an individual’s time and energy is an important determinant of whether individuals

will stay with the group [41], [43].

The benefit that people gain from their current group memberships depends on the

extent to which they share important attributes with others, referred to as homophily. It

may include shared socio-demographic characteristics [2], [4], and shared beliefs and opinions,

referred to as value homophily [2]. People are also likely to leave a group when others disagree

with them. Because people share values, beliefs, and opinions via social interaction, selective

interaction and homophily can be mutually reinforcing [5].

2.3.3 Utility of group member interactions

To account for the aforementioned sociological processes that drive social group dy-

namics, we develop a formal model based on subjective utility, a common modeling approach

in behavioral science [69]. In the model, member v gains utility from interactions with mem-

ber m within group g. This utility is a function of the interacting members’ fractions of

group meeting attendance and their stances on an attribute a. In our overview of NetSense,

we grouped participant opinions within the NetSense surveys into three discrete modalities,
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with a stance being an opinion that lands within that modality. We denote the liberal stance

by −1, neutral by 0 and conservative by 1. Now, as we are designing our model based on

subjective utility, we must consider the stances of members within a group relative to v, our

target individual; therefore, we mathematically consider stances as marks on the vertices of

the equilateral triangle, with the neutral stance at the top, the liberal stance at left bottom

and the conservative stance at right bottom. Then, for each stance s, stance s+ denotes its

clockwise neighbor, while s− its counterclockwise neighbor. With this notation, 0+ = 1 and

0− = −1, etc.

However, while this setup is intuitive provided two polarized stances, the neutral stance

is, semantically, usually considered the “middle-ground”. Should this stance be quantified

in the same manner, despite being ideologically nonpartisan? In [70], ruling parties tend to

have an equally negative attitude toward members of opposition parties. This corroborates

our use of the equilateral triangle. But ultimately the focus of this chapter is to understand

how opinion and membership dynamics relate; therefore, we do not want to assume the equal

treatment of neutral stances as a set rule, which could result in ad hoc parameterization.

Accordingly, we formulate two mathematical representations of utility: one in which we

parameterize the strength of aligned opinion homophily, while treating misaligned opinion

animosity the same for both the opposite and neutral stances. For the other we parameterize

the weakened state of aligned opinion homophily and misaligned opinion animosity of the

neutral stance compared to the opposite extreme stances (therefore giving the treatment of

neutrals a more subtle approach).

Using the mathematical definitions described above, consider our first formulation of

utility below. Let for a node m, sm,a denotes its stance for attribute a. For a member

v of group g, let wv,g denote a fraction of meetings of g that v attended. Finally, let

W s
g,a =

∑
m∈g∩sm,a=swm,g.

Ua
g = α

[(
W 1
g,a −W−1

g,a

)2
+
(
W 0
g,a

)2
]
− 2

(
W 0
g,a + α− 1

) (
W 1
g,a +W−1

g,a

)
(2.1)

Where α defines the ratio of utility gain from interactions of a pair of members with the

same stance to the loss from interaction of pair members with different stances. Naturally,
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α > 1. For our second scenario, we define utility as:

Ua
g =

(
W 1
g,a −W−1

g,a

)2
+ β

[(
W 0
g,a

)2 − 2W 0
g,a

(
W 1
g,a +W−1

g,a

)]
. (2.2)

Where β defines the utility ratios of interactions of pairs of members involving members

with neutral stances, where opposite stances gain less utility from interacting with neutrals,

but not as little as when interacting with each other. Since this kind of loss from interacting

with neutrals is fractional compared to the polarized ends, we state 0 < β ≤ 1.

Now in order to empirically validate these representations of utility in our groups,

we need to assign values to α and β. Due to the fact that we only have three semester

boundaries to test changes of group membership, and that there is no previously literature

(to our knowledge) that quantifies utility as seen in Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2, we choose parameter

values that yield simple yet robust representations of utility. For Eq. 2.1 we set α = 2, which

implies that a member of a group will gain twice as much “utility” from members that have

the same opinion than from any members that do not. This allows us to reduce the general

representation of Eq. 2.1 to Eq. 2.3, which we can use to represent the utility a member v

of group g gains from other members of g provided v’s stance on attribute a:

uv,g,a = wv,g

(
2W sv,a

g,a −W s+v,a
g,a −W s−v,a

g,a

)
(2.3)

And so, with α = 2, the utility of interactions of node v with each member of the

group g, including v, is represented by the product of fractions of the meetings in which

each of these two members participated. For each pair of members of the same stance the

doubled result is added to the utility, while for each pair with different stances, the result

is subtracted from the utility. We include v in the list of members of the same stance so it

represents the expected vote for this stance. The total utility of node v from interactions

with members of g is just the sum of utility over all attributes. The utility of an entire group

is the sum of the total utility of all members of this group.

For Eq. 2.2, we can follow suite by finding a β that diminishes the utility from interac-

tions with neutrals in an easily reducible way. In this case, we set β = 1/2, where extreme

ends of the stance scale only lose half as much utility when interacting with a neutral com-

pared to interacting with an opposing extremist. With β = 1/2 we can derive the member
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utility from equation Eq. 2.2, which produces

uv,g,a = wv,g

(
M sv,a

g,a −M s−v,a
g,a −M s+v,a

g,a

)
(2.4)

Where, for notational simplicity, we let M s
g,a = 1+|s|

2
W

sv,a
g,a , so for neutral stance s = 0,

it is
W

sv,a
g,a

2
and just W

sv,a
g,a otherwise. Hence interactions involving at least one neutral use the

coefficient 1
2
, otherwise the coefficient is 1. The resulting utility is positive when both nodes

agree on the stance for the corresponding attribute, and negative otherwise. As before, the

total utility of node v from interactions with members of g is just the sum of utility over all

attributes, and the utility of an entire group is the sum of the total utility of all members of

this group.

We hypothesize that the members attempting to maximize their utilities (as defined

by Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2) drive group evolution dynamics. Indeed, it is natural to expect

that people will seek their own benefit, and that they will make changes in their group

membership to seek an improvement to their utility. If this is the only acting criterion when

an individual makes a change, this change is egocentric. However, participants might also

consider the feelings of others when changing group membership or opinions. To account

for this, we introduce another criterion based on the average benefits of all group members.

This criterion is called strongly altruistic, since it is close to the traditional definition of

altruism in the social sciences [71]. However, research in economic games also shows that

people are more cooperative when they interact with others whom they believe share a group

identity [72] or who share opinions with members of the group [73]. In the dictator game,

players in the dictator role transfer more money when they believe the recipient shares their

group identity [74]. Hence, it is reasonable to suppose that people making a decision about

a change, will take into account how this change will affect members with whom they share

a stance on the involved attribute. Accordingly, we refer to a change as weakly altruistic if

the total utility change for all members who share the most of their stances, and thus, value

homophily, with the person making the change, is positive.

Formally, all three types of changes use the same function computing a difference in

utility for a certain subset of members of a group g on which node v, making a change,

focuses on. This subset contains just v for egocentric change, the entire group for strongly

altruistic change, and all nodes in g with the same stances as v for weakly altruistic change.

Therefore for node v in a group g, we compute the utility change by subtracting v’s utility
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before the change from this utility after the change. A change is accepted if, across all

attributes, the sum of utility changes for all member in the focused subset is positive. By

finding if these criterion are met universally in our dataset, we can empirically validate our

hypothesis that utility maximization drives membership change, as quantified by our utility.

A B

Figure 2.1: Example of group dynamics with polarization and utility growth
over time. (A) illustrates evolution of group memberships, with
three potential groups and nine different participants. These
individuals hold three different stances (each marked by its own
color, either blue, orange, or grey) for some arbitrary attribute.
(B) shows the increase of group utility and group polarization in
discrete steps as the members of the example groups change
membership to maximize their utility. All steps made are
egocentric and altruistic.

Now, if the maximization of utility holds across each semester, each semester will

increase value homophily, which in turn will increase stance polarization across groups. As we

hypothesize that utility maximization drives these group membership changes, being able to

measure if there is an increase in group polarization is important. Here we define polarization

as the increased bimodalization or variance of beliefs and opinions in a population [15], [75].

In the context of this chapter, this would be the increased in-group opinion homogeneity and

out-group opinion heterogeneity; the clustering of opinions within groups and separation of
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opinions across groups. To quantify such a change, we formulate a measure of polarization as

a function of stance alignment. To measure polarization across a group, we sum the squares

of differences between globally expected fractions of stances of all attributes and the actual

fraction of these stances in each group. More formally, let W s
g,a denote the sum of fractions of

attendances for all group members in g with stance s, while Wg,a =
∑1

s=−1W
s
g,a denote the

sum of such fractions for all group members. Then, Gs
g,a = wg,a

∑
gW

s
g,a∑

gWg,a
denotes the expected

attendance of stance s for attribute a in group g. With this notation, the polarization of

group g on attribute a can be expressed as

Pg,a =
1∑

s=−1

(
wg,aG

s
g,a −W s

g,a

)2
. (2.5)

The total group polarization is just the sum of the values of this function for each

attribute. Polarization is 0 when there is a full agreement between the global and local

frequencies of stances among members. It grows when members increasingly align their

stances with each other. This can be accomplished within each group by members either

changing their stances or leaving groups in which their stance is the minority, and joining

those where their stance is the majority. Figure 2.1 illustrates a group evolution in which in

each step both utility and polarization increase for groups involved in a change; phenomena

we expect to observe within the NetSense data. In the Results section of this chapter, we

will deploy the egocentric, weakly altruistic, and strongly altruistic criterion derived from

Eq. 2.3 and then from Eq. 2.4 to empirically validate our hypothesis of utility maximization.

We will then use Eq. 2.5 to show that this trend of utility maximization leads to increased

polarization across the semesters of the NetSense study.

2.3.4 Analytical predictive model

To test our hypothesis even further, we also implement an analytical model to forecast

future group affiliation and stance changes based on the mechanic of utility maximization.

For this predictive model, we hypothesize that maximizing a person’s total utility from group

memberships also requires accounting for the time and effort of attending group meetings.

Therefore, the total utility for predictions is then the sum of two terms: the ingroup interac-

tion utility and the utility of membership in the given number of groups. And so our model

aims to predict the set of changes maximizing the utility individuals derive from the groups
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to which they belong or will join with the opinions they hold using a unique utility function

parameter x. This parameter defines an exchange rate between utility derived from ingroup

interactions versus an adjustment representing the commitment of belonging to the current

number of groups. Our analytical model maximizes this augmented version of utility. To

find the optimal x, we define a penalty function for changes predicted by the model but

not made in reality (false positive changes) and for changes not predicted by the model but

made in reality (false negative). There is no penalty for changes predicted correctly (true

positive) or changes not made and predicted as such (true negative). We split our NetSense

data into training data and test data, where all the group membership changes and opinion

changes between the first two semester boundaries go into the training data, and all other

changes around the last semester boundary go into the test data. Using training data and

this penalty system, we find the optimal value of the parameter x.

To formally define the augmented utility of a node v in group g with a stance on

attribute a, we use Eq. 2.3, which we show in the Results section more accurately captures the

group membership behavior observed in the empirical data than its counterpart. Summing

over all attributes and over all groups to which v belongs with Eq. 2.3 defines the overall

utility derived by node v from all ingroup interactions. However, belonging to a group

requires the commitment of time, a resource limited for all humans, for attending meetings.

Human interactions satisfy a genuine human need, but this part of utility decays from the

utility with the optimal time commitment to groups for both under and over participation

in groups. This decay grows non-linearly with the imbalance of the committed time. To

account for this, we define a quadratic function for each node v, f g(v) = Wv(2W −Wv),

where Wv =
∑
{g|v∈G}wv,g is the total time commitment of node v to all groups to which this

node belongs and G denotes a set of all currently existing groups. W = 1
n

∑
v∈P Wv is the

average time commitment of all nodes to all groups where P denotes a set of all participants,

and n stands for the total number of nodes. Using our training data to establish an empirical

value of average, we found that W = 3.95. The sum of the ingroup interaction and time

commitment utility of a node represents its augmented utility. Both terms of this augmented

utility are function of time, but represent different units, therefore we introduce an exchange

rate x between the two. Hence, a person v who belongs to group g and holds A opinions
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(attribute values) in a given semester, gains the augmented utility defined as

fuv = xf g(v) +
∑
g∈Gv

∑
a∈A

uv,g,a (2.6)

where Gv denotes the set of groups to which node v belongs. When considering a mem-

bership change, our model evaluates Eq. 2.6 before and after the change is made, subtracting

the former from the latter. If the difference is positive, the move is eligible for execution,

otherwise it is not. For opinion change, the model subtracts the sum of augmented utilities

for v in all the groups to which v belongs before a change from such utility after the change.

The non-linearity of the commitment function makes the eligibility of moves dependent on

the order in which they are attempted. When the current number of groups to which a node

belongs is below four, the new group joining proceeds to trial before any other change. Oth-

erwise, the group leaving, if one exists, has the execution priority. Opinion changes proceed

only after all other changes have finished their trials.

To find an optimal value of x, we define penalty functions for group affiliation and

opinion changes. Our model minimizes the total penalty incurred for all individuals within

our training data (the first two semester boundaries) to find the globally optimal value of x.

The total penalty used is

C = min
x

∑
v∈P

S∑
t=1

∑
g∈G−

v

plg,v,t +
∑
g∈G+

v

pjg,v,t

 (2.7)

where C represents the total penalty for all individuals considering a change, x denotes

the exchange rate parameter, v is the change-making individual, t represents the semester, P

is the set of all study participants, and S is the constant denoting the number of semesters.

G−v denotes the groups of which v is currently a member of, and G+
v denotes the groups that

v is eligible to join in semester t. Value plg,v,t is the penalty for leaving or not leaving group

g in semester t + 1, and pjg,v,t is the penalty for joining or not joining the group g by v in

semester t+ 1.

Penalty for leaving a group. We can construct the leaving group penalty function based

on the utility function as follows:

plg,v,t = |∆l
gf

u
v | −ml

v,t∆
l
gf

u
v (2.8)
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Where ∆l
gf

u
v is computed by subtracting the augmented utility fuv before v leaves group

g from that utility after the leave, while |∆l
gf

u
v | denotes the absolute value of this difference.

Using the absolute value in the term containing the unknown parameter x makes the entire

function non-linear with respect to x. The factor ml
v,g,t represents if person v leaves group

g in semester t. In particular, if this person indeed makes the predicted change in the

ground truth data, then the value of ml
v,g,t is 1, otherwise, it is −1. The intuition behind

such a penalty function is that a person makes a change if and only of the resulting utility

differential is positive. For changes with a positive utility, the value of ml
v,t is equal to 1,

so no penalty is incurred when the change is positive. However, if the value of ml
v,t is equal

to −1, a penalty is incurred by the model for predicting a change not made in the ground

truth data. Conversely, a change associated with a negative utility differential, but made in

the ground truth data incurs a penalty since with ml
v,t = 1, the absolute value of the second

term is added to the first. In opposite case, when the second term is equal to the first and

when ml
v,t = −1, the expression in Eq. 2.8 reduces to 0.

Penalty for joining a group. We construct the joining group penalty function by re-

placing the difference in the augmented utility for leaving a group in Eq. 2.8 with the utility

differential of joining a group from. Hence, the penalty for joining a group, pjg,v,t, has prop-

erties analogous to properties of penalty for leaving a group. Naturally, the weight of node

v is not known before the individual joins the group. Therefore, as before, we use either the

average rate of all of v’s other groups or set the attendance rate to 1.

The optimal value of x defined by Eq. 2.7 is efficiently solvable by replacing each

derivative of an absolute value of a term with the product of the sign function of this term

and the derivative of this term, yielding the expressions in the form

plg,v,t
dx

= sign
(
xAlg,v,t −Bl

v,t

)
(1−ml

v,t)A
l
g,v,t (2.9)

where Alg,v,t = wg,v(2Wv − wg,v − 7.9) and Bl
v,t =

∑
a∈A 2W

sv,a
g,a −W s+v,a

g,a −W s−v,a
g,a , where

g is a group that node v is leaving. Each term defined by Eq. 2.9 changes its value only

once for x = Bl
v,t/A

l
g,v,t. We will refer to these values as signum discontinuity points. The

product of the number of nodes and the number of groups whose memberships are subject

to change is the upper bound for the number of signum discontinuity points. After sorting

these discontinuity points from smallest to largest, and processing them in this order, we can
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than find optimal value of x, by computing the derivative’s value at each discontinuity point

to identity the smallest value of penalty and corresponding value of x in the current interval

between the previous and the current discontinuity point. After processing all discontinuity

points, we will have the minimum penalty and the value of x at which it is reached. For our

data specifically, using the observations from the first two semester boundaries, we found

the optimal x to be 1.4095× 10−4.

To reiterate, our model ultimately uses Eq. 2.6 to find the utility a member v has in

group g where x = 1.4095× 10−4. When considering a membership change for v, our model

evaluates all available groups that v can move to, and all available groups that v is a part of

and can leave, and finds Eq. 2.6 before and after v is either added to the group (for group

addition) or v is removed from the group (for group removal). If the difference is positive,

the considered move is eligible for execution, otherwise the move is not considered. The

model then selects the group additions and group removals that yield the maximum utility

gain for that member v as its proposed group membership changes to compare against the

ground truth. After these decisions are made, the model then considered opinion changes,

upon which the model subtracts the sum of augmented utilities for v in all the groups to

which v belongs before a change from such utility after the change.

2.3.5 Random baseline model

To provide a practical comparison against our analytical model, we introduce a simple

random model to act as a baseline for our group membership and opinion change predictions.

To account for the first two semesters of training data, we model some prediction thresholds

using that data to dictate how students will be selected to make random moves for the

test data. First we find how many students were active in the testing data for semester

boundary i: ni. We then find the number of students belonged to groups at semester

boundary i and denote it as ngi. Given these, we find the number of students that left at

least xl groups in the first and second semester boundary denotes as nl1(xl) and nl2(xl),

respectively, where xl is the minimum number of groups left. From this we can craft the

threshold pl(xl) = (nl1(xl)
ng1

+ nl2(xl)
ng2

)/2. We compute the same thresholds for group joining and

opinion change, yielding the thresholds pj(xj) and pc(xc) where xj is the minimum number of

groups joined and xc is the minimum number of opinions changes. We also define a threshold

for the number of students that were not initially part of a group that subsequently joined
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a group by finding the number of non-members that joined at least xnjgroups for each

semester boundary denoted as njn1(xnj) and njn2(xnj). With this notation, we express the

threshold as pjn(xnj) = (
njn1(xnj)

n1−ng1 +
njn2(xnj)

n2−ng2)
)/2. Since these thresholds were learned from the

training data, we begin to iterate through all active students to make random membership

and opinion changes to compare against the test data.

For each active student, we check to see if that student was part of any groups in the

previous semester before the test data. If this is true, we generate a sequence of random

numbers to compare against each of the first three thresholds. Each threshold is evaluated

independently, so any considered student can make all three possible types of changes if

they are lucky enough. For group leaving by some arbitrary active student, we find select

a random number r, where {r ∈ R|0 < r < 1}, We then check if there is index l such that

r < pl(xl). If there is one, then the student will randomly leave a group, which is randomly

chosen from the set of groups to which this student belongs (no selection replacement).

Otherwise, the student keeps all his current memberships. This entire process is then done

for group joining, and opinion change. If the currently considered active student was not

a member of any groups in the past semester, we simply repeat the above process for the

pjn(xnj) thresholds. We also evaluate for this student opinion change, but not group leaving

as there are no groups to leave. This model was run and compared against the ground truth

N = 1000 times. The presented results in the Results section average over these iterations.

2.4 Results

In this section we analyze the actual group membership changes made in our empirical

data using the criterion derived from Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4, and then measure the polarization

of the groups across the semesters of NetSense using Eq. 2.5. We reinforce this analysis

by delving further into the differences between majority stance holders and minority stance

holders with respect to group membership changes. We then produce results for our analyti-

cal predictive model and random baseline model and compare their capabilities of forecasting

group membership and opinion changes.

2.4.1 Measuring utility and polarization in NetSense

For referential simplicity, for the remainder of this chapter we will refer to the utility

derived from Eq. 2.3 as “symmetric utility” as non-aligned stances are treated the same. We
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Table 2.2: Dynamics of altruism and group polarization. Analysis of the total
number of altruistic changes and the growth of group polarization
across the three semester boundaries.

Semester Boundary
Symmetric Utility Asymmetric Utility

Egocentric
Altruistic

Egocentric
Altruistic

Weakly Strongly Weakly Strongly
1-2 90.6 80.4 76.6 76 95 76
2-3 92.4 84 81.4 82 93 82
3-4 95.3 89.2 86.2 69 88 69

will then also refer to Eq. 2.4 as “asymmetric utility” as neutral stances in this version of

utility are treated differently than the other non-aligned stance.

Now, we computed the frequency of the three types of criteria in the empirical data,

finding the percentage of empirical moves in the data that met each type of criteria. The

left side of Table 2.2 shows the results using criteria derived from symmetric utility. The

right side shows the results using criteria derived from asymmetric utility. For symmetric

utility we see that, on average, 93% of changes made by members are egocentric, 85% of

them are weakly altruistic, and 81% are strongly altruistic. These results show that large

majority of individuals make group changes benefiting not only themselves, but also others.

It seems counter-intuitive that an average of 7% of changes result in no utility benefits

for the change-making individual in any way. Yet, these types of changes are likely made

due to sudden and unexpected circumstances that cannot be traced by our indicators of

value homophily. (E.g., leaving a group due to the discovery of irrevocable differences of

personalities with some members). Interestingly, 81% of changes also benefited those who

did not even align their stances with the node making a change. This might well be an

unintentional consequence of egocentric changes. For example, when a holder of minority

stances in a group leaves motivated by the low utility this holder is gaining, all holders of

majority stances gain utility, and their total gain may be higher than the utility lost by the

peers of the leaving member.

For asymmetric utility, we can analyze the altruistic tendencies of the person making

changes in the three semester boundaries from a different perspective. Here, we discovered

that the extended definition of the neutral stance increases variation of the results. Specif-

ically the right side of Table 2.2 shows that, on average 92% of moves made per semester

boundary are weakly altruistic, while on average 76% of such moves are also strongly altru-
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istic. Additionally, 76% of moves were also egocentric. Ultimately, the results are strong

enough to indicate that there is a propensity for altruism in ingroup behavior. Overall, we

found that asymmetric altruism is weaker here than under the symmetric altruism.

But given the great overlap between the results of asymmetric and symmetric altruism

models, we conclude that there is a clear trend toward opinion homophily. Ultimately, the

two interpretations of altruism presented here show only small differences in the dynamics

of group affiliations. We observed some noticeable differences only in distribution of util-

ity in interactions among subgroups with different alignments of opinions. The resultant

equations comprehensively preserved the properties of group dynamics. Given the relatively

small difference in the utilities, we will continue our analysis specifically with the symmetric

utility, which is slightly more comprehensively reflected by our data (our decision here is

corroborated by the observations in [70]).

In addition to the trends of group dynamics observed using our criterion derived from

the symmetric utility, we measure the difference in utility between changes made versus

not made in the data to show that the changes that were made yielded the highest utility

(subsequently maximizing the considered member’s utility). To clarify: every group to which

participant v does not belong in the subsequent semester is a group that v could have joined,

but did not. Additionally, every group that v is a part of in the following semester is a group

that v could have left, but abstained from doing so. Between the 196 NetSense participants,

889 group membership and opinion changes were made across all three semester boundaries,

and 16, 348 possible changes were not. To quantify the actual utility differences between

changes made and changes not made, we subtract utility of node v in group g for some

attribute a before the change is made from this utility after the change. For a node joining a

group without an associated attendance history, the average frequency of attending meetings

of its other groups is used, and the frequency is set to 1 if the former is not available. For

opinion changes, the total utility change is computed by subtracting the sum of the utility

for each group to which node v belongs before the change from that sum after the change.

We found that the differences in utility resulting from the changes made versus not made in

the data are always positive. Yet, their magnitude depends on the type of changes compared.

The biggest differences arise for egocentric changes. Yet, they vary significantly from 27%

to 45%. The smallest are seen for the strongly altruistic changes, for which the differences

vary the most from 2% to 32%.
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Table 2.3: Analysis of the growth of group polarization across the three
semester boundaries.

Semester Boundary
Group Polarization

Percentage Increase Absolute Difference
1-2 64 2.64
2-3 49.1 1.96
3-4 37.4 1.8

Now, by running Eq. 2.5 on all the groups in the data, we can measure the polarization

of groups across the semester boundaries. The results are presented in Table 2.3. As seen in

the percent increase and absolute difference, group polarization monotonically increasing over

time, which makes sense as users in the data do seemingly tend to make group membership

choices in order to maximize utility.

2.4.2 Utility of majority and minority opinions

Analyzing the NetSense data even further, we also discover that students holding the

campus majority stances change their group membership less frequently than do those hold-

ing less popular stances. The data shows that quantitatively, the majority stance holders

retain membership in about 85% of the groups while such fraction for students with the mi-

nority stance is 75%. Additionally, we find that the majority stance holders not only retain

membership of groups for a greater amount of time, but they also enjoy a majority control of

membership in a greater number of groups. We find that on average, the number of groups

in which the majority of members hold the minority opinion is just 53% of the number of

groups with a majority of members holding the majority opinion. We also measure the de-

pendence of utility gained on the popularity of stances of a group member on four attributes

(we excluded the drinking habits attribute since its values represent ranges of frequency, not

stance). The ratio of the average utility gained by members with the minority stance to

such utility earned by members with the majority stance is the highest for the legalization

of gay marriage (0.55), followed by political leaning (0.29), legalization of marijuana (0.25),

and abortion (0.11). We also present the fractions of people with majority and minority

stances for the entire population and for the top 10% of members, ordered by the utility

they received. Table 2.4 presents these results.

We find that the nodes gaining high utility are more likely to hold majority stances

than expected by chance based on their fraction in the entire population. Likewise, the high
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Table 2.4: Majority and minority stance analysis. A comparison between
stance popularity for fractions of nodes with majority and minority
stances among all members and among the top 10% of members with
the highest utility.

Fractions of:
All individuals with High utility individuals with

Majority stance Minority stance Majority stance Minority stance
Politics 0.55 0.16 0.74 0.10
Legalization of
◦ marijuana 0.54 0.14 0.75 0.03
◦ abortion 0.49 0.13 0.63 0.13
◦ gay marriage 0.54 0.20 0.68 0.12

utility nodes are statistically less likely to hold a minority stance, as indicated by the fraction

of minority stance holders in the entire population. To summarize, this section demonstrates

that our utility increases for 93% of the changes made by members in the NetSense dataset

and 81% of all changes also increase utility across the entire group. Moreover, nodes observed

to make frequent group membership changes have lower utility than other nodes. This

validates our hypothesis that members attempting to increase their utilities are driving

social group dynamics.

2.4.3 Comparing predictive models

Table 2.5 shows the results for the test data predictions of both the analytical model

and the random baseline compared to our ground truth, the NetSense study. The results

indicate that group joining behavior is more predictable than both group leaving and stance

change behavior. This is important, as the random model shows that, as a baseline, this

task is very difficult to perform. While the baseline does poorly in all prediction areas, it

does especially poorly in forecasting group joining. This is because while for group leaving

and opinion changes a person belongs only to a few groups to leave and holds a few opinions

open to change, group joining has many groups a person can choose from (especially when

the considered students that were previously not part of any groups). Using Eq. 2.3 and

Eq. 2.5 we also compute the group utility and group polarization changes propagated by

the baseline by subtracting utility and polarization before random choices are made from

the after the predicted changes. We find that, for the test data, there is an average 4.10%

decrease in group utility and an average 4.46% decrease in group polarization. These results,

compared to the actual trends seen in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3, indicate that random moves
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Table 2.5: Performance of the models. A comparison of the Precision, Recall,
and F1 between the analytical model and the random baseline
model. The baseline model’s results are included in the parentheses.

Measure Group joining Group leaving Stance change
Precision 88% (0.28%) 26% (2.8%) 58% (21%)
Recall 84% (0.23%) 93% (2.8%) 50% (27%)
F1 86% (0.24%) 41% (2.7%) 54% (22%)

ultimately decrease the shift toward opinion homogeneity. This makes sense, as random

choice does not account for the underlying mechanic of utility maximization, so a majority

of moves will find students ending up arbitrarily in groups that are not aligned with them

at all in terms of stances. But for the analytical predictive model, the quality of prediction

for all predictive areas is substantially higher compared to the baseline, and the utility and

polarization trends show in the empirical data previously are preserved. Overall, the results

demonstrate that the analytical model is very effective at predicting changes. These results

also validate maximizing the group membership utility as a process driving group dynamics.

2.5 Discussion

Previous theoretical and simulation-based works in computational social sciences and

complex networks have pointed to a variety of processes involved in selecting group affiliation

by humans. Those include network ties, rates of interaction and time investment, and shared

knowledge and opinions [5], [39], [41], [43]. Yet, empirical validation of these processes and

their relevance to explaining and predicting group affiliation and opinion change behavior

has been scant. The main reason is a paucity of naturalistic data in which there is a mapping

from such behavior to data on beliefs and opinions of group members.

In this chapter, we are using the NetSense study dataset, which is unique in contain-

ing longitudinal information about communications, locations, and opinions for randomly

selected students from the University of Notre Dame geographically diverse student body.

We detected in this data 436 groups and their evolution across four semesters of activities.

The data captures a large representative sample of social group dynamics within the context

of college life. We observe that groups slowly transition toward ingroup stance homogene-

ity. Moreover, we find that the frequencies of group changes by individuals strongly depend

on popularity of their stances. We use these empirical observations to formulate and vali-
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date our hypothesis about the group evolution. Theoretical works have postulated that the

level of homophily with other members in groups and communities defines the benefit of

membership [5], [43]. Recent works have also analyzed the roles of homophily in members

popularity [3], ranking of minorities [51], and structural change [52], respectively.

In this chapter, we formalize two generalizable notions of utility of group membership,

both as a function of compatibility of opinions between a member and all others in its group.

The first formula (symmetric utility) assumes that members will treat other group members

who are not aligned with their opinion the same in terms of utility loss. The second formula

(asymmetric utility) has a dampening term on members with neutral stances, assuming

others will treat these individuals differently than those on the extreme opposing side of the

stance. These formalizations enable us to integrate the aforementioned phenomena and to

account for the dynamic patterns observed in empirical data. We then postulate that the

a driving mechanic of the group membership and opinion changes observed in the data is

peoples’ attempts to maximize utility, as quantified by our formulas. But whose utility should

a member maximize when considering a change of an opinion or group membership? To probe

different answers, we introduce three maximization criteria. The first, called egocentric,

requires that the change of utility of a decision-maker needs to be positive for the move

to be accepted. We also consider a more considerate alternative in the form of the weakly

altruistic criterion, which requires the positive average change of utility for group members

sharing stances with the node making the change. Finally, we produce a strongly altruistic

criterion, when all group members on average benefit from a change.

We find that for the criteria derived from symmetric utility that, on average, 93% of

changes made by students in NetSense data are egocentric and 85% are weakly altruistic (us-

ing symmetric utility). Additionally, over 76% of these changes are also strongly altruistic at

the first semester boundary, with this fraction growing to 86% at the third semester bound-

ary. These changes increase polarization, resulting in its observed growth. These results

empirically confirm that it is important to allow for an altruistic component in agreement

with previous work linking altruism, empathy, and group identity. Using the criteria derived

from asymmetric utility we find that a similar amount of behavior is captured from the data,

but ultimately symmetric utility does it more comprehensively. For the proceeding analysis

we subsequently use symmetric utility as our default utility representation.

Another observation from empirical data finds the differences in frequency of group
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membership changes between individuals espousing majority and minority stances. Our

utility decays with the decreasing popularity of the member stances. This naturally in-

creases such member motivation to attempt changes to maximize the utility. This agreement

with empirical observations validates our hypothesis that utility maximization drives group

dynamics. Subsequently, we introduce a predictive analytical model based on utility maxi-

mization to forecast the evolution of groups. It balances the two terms of total utility at the

value that globally maximizes model performance on training data. This model accurately

predicts affiliation (group joining and group leaving) and stance change.



CHAPTER 3

TWITTER INFLUENCERS AND INCREASED

POLARIZATION DURING TWO U.S. PRESIDENTIAL

ELECTIONS

3.1 Introduction

A growing number of studies have documented increasing political polarization in the

U.S. that is deeper than at any time since the American Civil War [76]–[78]. Partisan division

over issues has increased among those affiliated with political and news media organizations –

elected representatives, party officials, and political pundits – alongside an alarming increase

in affective polarization among voters. This two-level pattern – issue polarization among

political elites and affective polarization among voters – invites further research on the

diffusion of polarized political information between those in positions of political influence

and the larger population.

This diffusion of political information is difficult to track with traditional survey and

roll call data that lack relational measures. Increasing reliance on social media for political

communication is opening up unprecedented opportunities to study the diffusion of political

information and misinformation [79] over communication networks [80]. Our study leverages

social media data from Twitter to better understand the diffusion dynamics of news media

information during the two most recent U.S. election cycles.

Twitter users are embedded in relatively stable communication networks created by

the exchange of “retweets.” A 2015 study by Metaxas et al. [81] found that “retweeting

indicates not only interest in a message, but also trust in the message and the originator,

and agreement with the message contents.” The content of retweets makes it possible to

identify information that is highly biased, as well as the ideological direction of the bias.

Using retweet data we also can identify “influencers” with the greatest ability to propagate

new information, and to track the flow of this information over the retweet network. An

influencer is a user whose tweets are highly likely to be retweeted, not only by their followers,

but also by their followers’ followers, and so on. We classify Twitter influencers into two

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as: J. Flamino, A. Galezzi, S. Feldman, M. W. Macy, B.
Cross, Z. Zhou, M. Serafino, A. Bovet, H. A. Makse, and B. K. Szymanski, “Shifting polarization and Twitter
news influencers between two U.S. presidential elections,” Nov. 2021, arXiv:2111.02505.
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categories. The first includes the “affiliated” who are associated with media or political

organizations, and the other is the “unaffiliated” who do not have such associations, so most

likely represent themselves or informal groups.

Our study also aims to better understand how polarization unfolds on social media.

Given that this work is contextualized by political science, it is important to clarify the

definition of polarization as used in this chapter on these terms. Specifically, political scien-

tists distinguish multiple types and levels of polarization [15], [82]–[86]: policy polarization

(extreme differences of opinion on highly salient issues), partisan polarization (alignment

of opinions with opposing political parties), ideological polarization (alignment of opinions

with liberal vs. conservative world views), and geographic polarization (regional alignment

of opinions, e.g. “red state/blue state”). Each of these four types of polarization can in

turn be classified by level: elite polarization among political officials and pundits, media

polarization among news organizations, and polarization among the underlying population

as usually measured by exit polls and opinion surveys. In this chapter, we use data from so-

cial media to study ideological polarization among the political elite, news organizations, and

Twitter users more broadly. Over the past decade, the rapid growth of Twitter, Facebook,

Reddit and other social media have transformed the communications landscape. Alongside

traditional broadcast media and face-to-face communication, people now have the ability to

search for and exchange information with billions of other users in a global network. Re-

cent studies have examined the impact of new technologies like Twitter and YouTube on

election outcomes [13], [14], [21], [87]–[93], including the effects of disinformation [17], [94]–

[98]. Other studies have documented how social media platforms contribute to polarization

through the creation of echo chambers [99]–[108].

The work done here focuses on the diffusion of news media information between influ-

encers and those whom they influence. We start by applying the methodology of Ref. [17],

that was used to analyze the 2016 U.S. election, to the case of the 2020 U.S. election. We

classify tweets containing a link to a news outlet into several news media categories corre-

sponding to different political orientations. We observe that the volume of tweets and users

with a center orientation decreased from the 2016 election to the 2020 election. For each

news media category, we reconstruct the corresponding retweet network and identify the

most important news media influencers of the category by finding the most important nodes

in terms of their ability to spread information in the network. The top 25 influencers in
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Figure 3.1: Importance of the different news media categories in Twitter in
2016 and 2020 and number of postings across categories. Fraction
of (A) tweets and (B) users having sent tweets with a URL
pointing to a website belonging to one of the presented categories.
Users are classified in the category in which they posted the most
links. (C) & (D) For the users that have at least two links classified
in a media category, we show the fraction of links across categories
as a function of the users’ main categories. Figure author:
Alexandre Bovet.

each news media category are then classified as affiliated with a media or with a political

organization or unaffiliated. Finally, we measure the strength of the polarization of the in-

fluencers and of their retweeters, de?ned as the separation of the influencers’ retweeters in

two opposite clusters and find a clear increase of the polarization from 2016 to 2020.

3.2 Data

First, we must note that the classifications of news sites or Twitter users used in

this chapter, such as “fake” or “extremely biased” or “left” or “right”, are a matter of

opinion, rather than a statement of fact. The categorizations and labels assigned to the

corresponding classes used in this chapter originated in publicly available datasets from fact-

checking organizations credited below. The political views and conclusions contained in this

article should not be interpreted as representing those of the author of this thesis, the authors

of the paper that this chapter is based off of, or any related funders in general.

We tracked the spread of political news on Twitter by analyzing two datasets contain-

ing tweets posted in 2016 and 2020 between June 1st and election day (November 8th and

November 2nd, respectively). The data was collected continuously using the Twitter Search

API with the names of the two presidential candidates as keywords and represents a sample

of all the tweets mentioning the candidates. The 2016 dataset contains 171 million tweets
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sent by 11 million users and was used in [17], [21] to assess the influence of disinformation on

Twitter in 2016. The 2020 dataset contains 702 million tweets sent by 20 million users. We

estimate the fraction of tweets that may originate from bots by counting tweets sent from

unofficial Twitter clients, i.e. unofficial applications used to send tweets. Unofficial Twitter

clients include a variety of different applications used to automate all or part of an account

activity, such as third party applications used typically by brands and professionals (e.g.

SocialFlow or Hootsuite) or bots created with malicious intention (see the Methods in [17]

for a detailed explanation and for a comparison with another methods for detecting bots).

We identify and classify 2020 tweets containing links to news outlets in several categories,

of which the main two are disinformation and traditional news. We use the latter for news

outlets that mostly follow the traditional rules of fact-based journalism.

We further divide the disinformation category in two: fake news and extremely bi-

ased news based on the level of factual reporting. Websites in the fake news category have

been flagged as spreading fabricated news or conspiracy theories. Websites in the extremely

biased category include controversial information that distorts facts and may rely on pro-

paganda, decontextualized information, or opinions distorted as facts. The classification of

2020 disinformation news outlets is based on the list of outlets in the “questionable” cate-

gory maintained on the website mediabiasfactcheck.com (MBFC). It is maintained by a small

independent team of researchers and journalists and is widely used for labeling bias and fac-

tualness of news sources in research studies (e.g., in [109]–[111]). MBFC was found to offer

the largest set of biased and low factual news sources among five fact checking datasets [18].

News outlets from the MBFC questionable sources list with a factual reporting of “low”

or “very low” are placed in the fake news category and the remaining outlets (all with a

factual reporting of ”mixed”) are placed in the extreme bias category and further separated

according to their political leaning (left or right). In the Methods section, we discuss the

details of this classification and the relation between the 2016 and the 2020 classifications in

greater detail.

We further divide the outlets in the traditional news according to their political orien-

tation in the categories: right, right leaning, center, left leaning and left. We use the same

reference for the 2020 classification as in 2016, namely the bias classification from the website

allsides.com (AS) followed by the bias classification from MBCF for outlets not present in AS

(both taken as of January 7th, 2021). The website AS rates media bias using a combination

mediabiasfactcheck.com
allsides.com
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of several methods such as blind surveys, community feedback, and independent research

(see www.allsides.com/media-bias/media-bias-rating-methods for a detailed explanation of

their methodology). The bias classification of several outlets from AS and MBFC was up-

dated between 2016 and 2020 and that changed the classification of several outlets between

2016 and 2020. For example, CNN Web News was classified in the center category in 2016

by AS and in the left leaning category in 2020, reflecting a bias shift occurring during this

time (see www.allsides.com/blog/yes-cnns-media-bias-has-shifted-left).

We limit the number of outlets in each category by discarding as insignificant outlets

that accumulate less than 1% of the cumulative number of tweets of the more popular outlets

of their category, as was done in 2016 [17]. Imposing a similar threshold on all categories

also ensures that the tweet volume in each category is independent of the number of outlets

classified per category in AS and MBFC. The full lists of outlets in each category in 2016

and 2020 shown in Table A.1 and Table A.2, respectively.

We identified 30.7 million tweets with URLs directed to a news outlet website, sent by

2.3 million users in 2016, and 72.7 million tweets with such URLs sent by 3.7 million users in

2020. An important point when comparing the number of tweets and users contributing to

the spread of different types of news is the bias introduced by the keywords selected during

the data collection of tweets. Indeed, if we had used keywords targeting specific news outlets

or hashtags concerning specific news events, it would be impossible to control the bias toward

fake and reliable news or representation of the political orientation of the tweet sample. We

therefore used neutral keywords in terms of media representation: the names of the two main

candidates in the presidential elections in 2016 and 2020 respectively, in order to collect a

sample representative of the real coverage of the election on Twitter by all media sources.

The fraction of tweets and users who sent a tweet in each of the news categories is

represented in Fig. 3.1 A & B along with other statistics about the activity of users in each

category. Between 2016 and 2020, the fraction of tweets and users decreased the most in

the center category, while they increased in the right leaning category and, mostly, in the

left leaning category. The likely causes are polarization of the users who shared center news

in 2016 and the shift in bias of the news outlets categorized as center in 2016. cnn.com

which was classified as center in 2016 and left-leaning in 2020, accumulated more than twice

the number of tweets in 2020 than the top outlet of the center category (thehill.com),

accounting for most of this decrease. See Table A.2.

www.allsides.com/media-bias/media-bias-rating-methods
www.allsides.com/blog/yes-cnns-media-bias-has-shifted-left
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The fraction of tweets in the fake and extremely biased category, representing outlets

that were most susceptible to sharing disinformation, decreased from 10% to 6% for fake

news and from 13% to 6% for extremely biased (right) news. The number of users who

shared those tweets also decreased for extremely biased news (right) (from 6% to 3%) but

not for fake news (stayed at 3%). The fraction of tweets in the extremely biased left category

is very small (2% in 2016 and even less, 0.05% in 2020). Fig. 3.1 C & D shows the fraction

of links across categories as a function of a user’s main category, for users having posted

at least two links in our datasets. The overall fraction of tweets sent from unofficial clients

was 8% in 2016 and 1% in 2020. A similar drop over the same period was observed in the

average activity of their users. This decrease could be attributed in part to measures taken

by Twitter to limit the virality of disinformation. Our results suggest that while the relative

volume of disinformation did decrease in 2020 compared to 2016, the fraction of users sharing

fake news did not.

To understand how users shifted from 2016 to 2020, we estimate the flow between each

category by tracking users that are present in both datasets and classified in a category

in both years according to the category in which they posted the most tweets. Fig. 3.2

shows the resulting flows. The two largest shifts are of users that were in the center and

left news category in 2016 and shifted to the left leaning category in 2020. This reflects the

consolidation of the left leaning as the largest category in 2020 with the three most shared

outlets: New York Times, Washington Post and CNN (see Table A.2). We also observe a

large fraction of users in the fake & extremely biased news category in 2016 that moved to the

right news category in 2020. These user flows also reflect the change of leaning classification

of the news outlets.

3.3 Methods

Now, in order to classify individuals within Twitter that play a major role in dissemi-

nating news, we must first generate news diffusion networks that represent the type of news

that users will propagate. We separate these networks by news classification type in order

to capture the dissemination of that particular political alignment within Twitter. Next,

provided these networks, we can use an algorithm such as PageRank [20] to identify the

most “important” nodes in the networks, called the top influencers of that news category.

Given the nature of these networks, these influencers are then central hubs of information
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the flow of users across news categories from 2016
(left) to 2020 (right). The size of each category in 2016 corresponds
to the number of unique users in the category in 2016. The flow
from one category to another is proportional to the fraction of
users that were classified both in 2016 and in 2020 in the two
respective categories. Figure author: Alessandro Galeazzi.

propagation for that news category, allowing us to investigate what types of Twitter users

influence the flow of what kind of political information. From here, we can investigate polar-

ization, not only on the scale of the average user, but also on the targeted scale of the central

spreaders of information, revealing how influencers affect polarization overall in Twitter.

3.3.1 Networks of news diffusion

In Twitter, we use retweets as the dyadic links that make up our news diffusion net-

works. We exclude replies and quotes in this system, as retweets are more often a stronger

indication of endorsement than the other two methods of tweet propagation, as mentioned

in the introduction. We reconstruct the retweet networks associated with each type of news

to assess the reach of each type of news and to identify the most important users in terms
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of news diffusion. The news diffusion networks for a given category of news media are

constructed as follows.

First, we add a link, or edge, going from node v to node u in the news network when

user u retweets the tweet of user v that contains a URL linking to a website belonging to one

of the news media categories. We also consider tweets sent from unofficial clients since many

professional users, such as journalists, may use them. The links between nodes are directed,

as the direction of information flow between Twitter users is directed (from the author of a

tweet to the user that is retweeting it). And so, the out-degree of a node is its number of

out-going links, so it is equal to the number of different users that have retweeted a tweet

of the node at least once. A node in-degree is its number of incoming links, so it represents

the number of different users who retweeted these node tweets. We do not include self-links

(when a user retweets their own tweet). Initially, we weight the links between nodes using

the number, with the weight being the number of different, independent retweets between v

and u. However, as we will see in the following section, link weight does not result in much

of a difference compared to not including multiple links with the same direction between the

same two users. Ultimately, by using the retweet network instead of the follower network,

constructed by the static followers of each user, we capture the effective dynamic network of

information diffusion.

The number of nodes, edges, average and maximum degree and degree heterogeneity

of each network are shown in Table 3.1. In 2016 and 2020, the largest networks in terms of

number of nodes are the left leaning news networks followed by the center news networks,

indicating their larger global reach than any other type of news in Twitter. Compared to

2016, the average degree of the fake and extremely biased news 2020 networks decreased and

their out-degree heterogeneity increased making their out-degree heterogeneity similar to

that of the other news networks. This suggests that the gap in numbers of retweets between

popular and unpopular users widened in these networks from 2016 to 2020. The decrease in

the average degree, in particular in the fake news category, could also be due to Twitter’s

better control of spamming influencers in 2020 than in 2016, which is in agreement with the

results about the activity from unofficial clients described above.
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Table 3.1: Retweet network characteristics for each news category. Number of
nodes, edges, average degree and degree heterogeneity of each
network. The in- and out-degree heterogeneities are calculated by
taking the average and standard error of 1000 independent samples
of the degree heterogeneity (σ(kin)/〈k〉 and σ(kout)/〈k〉), each of which
is computed on 78,911 samples with replacements from their
respective degree distributions. Table author: Brendan Cross.

News category Nodes Edges 〈k〉 max(kout) max(kin) σ(kout)/〈k〉 σ(kin)/〈k〉

2016

Fake News 175,605 1,143,083 6.51 42,468 1232 32± 4 2.49± 0.06
Extreme bias (right) 249,659 1,637,927 6.56 51,845 588 36± 6 2.73± 0.03
Right 345,644 1,797,023 5.20 86,454 490 44± 11 2.70± 0.04
Right leaning 216,026 495,307 2.29 32,653 129 45± 11 1.72± 0.02
Center 864,733 2,501,037 2.89 229,751 512 75± 39 2.69± 0.06
Left leaning 1,043,436 3,570,653 3.42 145,047 843 59± 19 3.38± 0.10
Left 536,903 1,801,658 3.36 58,901 733 47± 12 3.50± 0.08
Extreme bias (left) 78,911 277,483 3.52 23,168 648 33± 6 2.49± 0.08

2020

Fake News 367,487 1,861,620 5.06 90,125 292 59± 11 2.05± 0.02
Extreme bias (right) 445,776 2,008,760 4.50 89,902 313 60± 16 2.09± 0.02
Right 674,935 4,452,861 6.59 109,053 607 54± 9 2.43± 0.03
Right leaning 882,552 3,203,999 3.63 115,302 298 59± 16 1.86± 0.02
Center 1,163,610 4,461,011 3.83 276,289 709 65± 29 2.37± 0.04
Left leaning 2,355,587 17,461,102 7.41 325,726 1,564 63± 20 3.62± 0.05
Left 819,684 4,688,119 5.71 175,841 1,042 57± 14 2.68± 0.04
Extreme bias (left) 21,411 26,888 1.25 5,755 27 41± 3 0.60± 0.01

3.3.2 Algorithms for identifying influencers

Provided our retweet networks and their associated news categories, we are able to

extract influencers. As mentioned above, a very popular example for identifying important

nodes in networks is PageRank. PageRank is particularly useful in weighted directed net-

works, in which the “PageRank centrality” of a node is calculated iteratively, corresponding

to the principal eigenvector of the normalized edge matrix for the network. However, the

paper that this work builds off of [17] utilizes a different algorithm called the Collective

Influence (CI) algorithm [112] that finds the optimal network percolation. Such percolation

identifies the minimal set of nodes, called the super-spreaders, whose removal would dismem-

ber the network into many disconnected components. A Twitter user highly ranked by the

CI algorithm does not necessarily need to be directly retweeted by many users. It is sufficient

for the user to be surrounded by highly retweeted users. The CI algorithm considers influ-

ence as an emergent collective property, not as a local property such as the node’s degree. It

has been shown to be able to identify super-spreaders of information in social networks [19],

[113]. Unlike the PageRank algorithm, the CI algorithm operates on the unweighted retweet
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networks. Given our goal of identifying top influencers of political news dissemination within

Twitter, we must verify whether or not weighting the retweet networks produce significantly

different results. And so, we compare the CI ranking with the ranking obtained from the

PageRank algorithm applied to the weighted networks. To do this, we produce rankings first

using the PageRank algorithm on the weighted directed retweet networks, and then using

the CI algorithm on the unweighted version of the directed retweet networks. We produce

the top 100 ranked influencers for all news categories in 2016 and 2020.

We then compare these pairs of ranked lists for each year and each news category

using Ranked Bias Overlap (RBO) [114] and Jaccard Similarity. Jaccard is used to simply

show how many of the top 100 influencers are shared between the two algorithms; however,

given that we are looking for these algorithms to consistently preserve rank between them,

RBO is a very important metric to show as well. Specifically, RBO is an indefinite rank

similarity measure that weights the agreement of higher ranking items more and works with

any given ranking length. For this analysis, RBO’s ranking weight parameter p is set to

0.98. We complement these comparisons visually by plotting the influencers included in

both algorithm rankings, with their PageRank rank on the y-axis and their CI rank on the

x-axis, allowing a x = y line of points to indicate perfect agreement of both algorithms. This

visual comparison, as well as the RBO and Jaccard Similairty measures, are all shown in

Figure 3.3.

As seen in the figure, RBO values are generally above 0.7 indicating a high agreement

of the two ranking, especially for the top ranked users. The only network that shows a

poor agreement between the rankings is the extreme bias left network of 2020. This may

be explained by the small size and low average degree of the network compared to networks

of other categories (see Table 3.1). Overall, the comparison reveals a strong agreement,

especially for highly-ranked users. Given this, we choose to use the CI algorithm for the

rest of this analysis when extracting influencers from the retweet networks, which allows our

comparisons to be more consistent with the work seen in [17] for the 2016 US Election.

3.3.3 Measures of polarization

Once influencers have been identified with respect to their different news categories, we

can analyze how these influencers (and their followers) drive political polarization. In par-

ticular, using the news categories, how isolated has the left and right become, drifting apart
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of top 100 rankings generated by the PageRank
algorithm and by the Collective Influence (CI) algorithm using the
2016 and 2020 retweet networks. RBO and Jaccard Similarity are
computed over the two top 100 lists, shown below their respective
news category labels. Figure author: James Flamino.

from center-oriented news? How has drift changed between the US Elections of 2016 and

2020? We can approach the analysis of polarization from two different directions: first, from

the perspective of the user base, and then from the perspective of our detected influencers.

3.3.3.1 User base polarization

The user base is all of the users we have extracted from our Twitter data, agnos-

tic of their influencer score. Analyzing the polarization of these users allow us to inspect

how partisan the average user in our dataset has become. To do this, we use the political

classifications introduced in [21] for the 2016 US Election. In this work, pro-Trump and

pro-Clinton labels are assigned to a large set of Twitter users using machine learning trained

on an extensive in-domain hashtag co-occurrence training set. As these labels imply, the
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“pro-” classifications indicate with what side of the two-party US political scale a user is

aligned with. We extend these classifications to the 2020 US Election as well, extracting

pro-Trump and pro-Biden assignments for all users in our 2020 Twitter dataset. This allows

us to do this analysis in both 2016 and 2020 separately. Given these two groupings, we

then characterize their degree of “extreme alignment” within the party they identify with

by using the news they propagate through retweets. As discussed in the data section, we

have left- and right-classified news, refined into three modalities of bias (i.e. leaning left,

left, and extremely biased left). We assign these modalities on the left and right numerical

scores to quantify the degree of bias, such that extremely biased left and right are −3 and

3, respectively. Left and right are −2 and 2, respectively. Leaning left and leaning right are

−1 and 1, respectively. Finally, center-aligned news has a value of 0.

For any particular user from within one of our two groups, we gather all the news

they’ve retweeted, tally the associated scores of this propagated news using the numerical

mapping, and find the average. This average for this user is then their alignment score,

indicating their degree of bias toward the left or right. Finally, we can take all users for

each of the two groups and distribute them by their alignment score, producing two separate

distributions that, in total, contain every user in the target dataset. The smaller the overlap

between these two distributions, the more polarized the pro-Trump and pro-Biden/pro-

Clinton user bases are, as users that discuss and propagate more to their own news (e.g.

pro-Trump users to right-oriented news) reduce the possibility of discourse with those of the

opposing party.

This approach is excellent for showing the division in the user base within the scope

of a single dataset, but should not be used to imply changes across the two elections. As

discussed in the data section, there is a drift of alignment for some of the news organizations

used to extract the alignment scores. For example, in 2016, CNN is considered a center-

aligned news organization. In 2020, it has been re-assigned to leaning left (see Table A.1

and Table A.2). Subsequently, a Twitter user who persists between 2016 and 2020 who only

propagates CNN news will then see their alignment score shift from 0 to −1. As such, we

must also craft a news-category-agnostic approach to polarization analysis in order to avoid

such artifacts, allowing us to effectively make comparisons between our two election years.
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3.3.3.2 Influencer polarization

To avoid using news categories to measure polarization, we can use influencers and

those that propagate their tweets, considering the top influencers invariant of any news

category or URL source. We analyze the users retweeting these influencers in 2016 and 2020

to measure the similarity between influencers. Note that in this analysis we only consider

retweets made from official Twitter clients to limit the influence of potential bots. However,

any observed longitudinal change in polarization in 2020 could be potentially caused either

by Twitter’s attracting more polarizing influencers or by driving moderate influencers away.

And so, to control for these possibilities, during this analysis we only look at influencers that

were present in both the 2016 and 2020 CI rankings. In summary: we implement our analysis

on the intersection of the top 100 influencers for each news category that were present in 2016

and 2020, having stripped them of their associated news category tags. Given this shared set

of available influencers, we generate a similarity matrix for 2016 and for 2020 separately. To

do this, we iterate through each influencer, scanning the entirety of the considered dataset

to identify the users that retweeted this influencer and count the number of retweets that

were made by those users to propagate the influencers content. This count was compiled

into a weighted vector of size N , where N is the number of users overall in our dataset, and

each index i is associated with a fixed user, whose value at that index is the number of times

that user has retweeted that influencer.

When computing the similarity between any two influencers, we use the associated

vectors to find the cosine similarity, where the higher the resultant similarity, the more users

that have retweeted those same two influencers a similar number of times. We find the cosine

similarity in a pairwise fashion for all pairs in influencers in our set to generate a similarity

matrix. We convert this matrix to a network, drawing an edge between two nodes, weighted

by the similarity (if it is nonzero). Then, we use the Louvain community detection [115]

to group influencers by their user base similarities. To characterize how clustered these

influencers are by the shared attention of the user base, we use two measures. We measure

the modularity of each community, and the normalized cut, which indicates the normalized

sum of the weighted edges between each community (so the smaller the value, the weaker

the connection between the two groups).

The more separated the clusters, the more separated the user base is in their retweeting

of certain influencers. And as the overlap between the groups of users is diminished, the
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more polarized the system is as a whole. Given that these measures are independent of news

categories, and that we run this analysis for one dataset and then the other ceteris paribus,

we can confidently compare the measurements of the 2016 and the 2020 data to show changes

in polarization longitudinally.

3.4 Results

Provided our toolkit for influencer extraction from the 2020 retweet networks and for

polarization analysis using the user base and influencers, we can now compare the change of

influencers between 2016 and 2020 and observe how polarization has grown.

3.4.1 Influencer rankings and account types

Previously, the investigation of this election using the CI algorithm produced the ranked

influencers seen in Table A.3, which show the top 25 influencers for each news category in

2016. Analysis of these influencers revealed that traditional news influencers were mostly

journalists with verified Twitter accounts linked to traditional news media outlets. In con-

trast, fake and extremely biased news influencers were primarily those with deleted or unver-

ified accounts with deceptive profiles and much shorter life-span on Twitter than traditional

media influencers. However, some of these influencers, despite their unknown, non-public

nature, still play a major role in the diffusion of disinformation and information on Twitter.

With this table for comparison, we use the CI algorithm on our retweet networks for

2020, producing Table 3.2, which show the top 25 influencers for each news category in 2020.

These results show the previous position of persisting 2016 influencers within parentheses.

We observe that the influencers that persisted from 2016 to 2020 are often highly ranked in

both the 2016 and the 2020 analyses. Among the top 100 influencers of all categories in 2020

(representing 598 unique users) 150 were already in the top 100 of one category in 2016, i.e

75% of the top 100 influencers in 2020 can be considered as new.

Next, we analyze how influencers’ communities, formed by the union of the top 30

influencers for each category, retweet each other in a joined retweet network. Figure 3.4

shows the retweet network of these communities for each media category in 2016 and 2020.

In this plot, the arrows of the links show the directions of information flows between users.

The size of a node is proportional to its out-degree in the complete combined network, i.e.,

the number of different users that have retweeted at least once that user tweets with a URL
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Table 3.2: Top 25 CI news spreaders of the retweet networks corresponding to
each media category in 2020. Verified users have a checkmark (X)
next to their username. Unverified accounts do not have a
checkmark and accounts marked as deleted have been deleted,
either by Twitter or by the users themselves. If a user held a
position in the top 25 in 2016 as well, we mark that position for
reference in parentheses next to the username. Despite
@realDonaldTrump having their account permanently suspended, due
to the role they played in the 2020 Election, we have chosen to keep
their original Twitter username in the table. However, we count this
account as deleted, and have removed their previously assigned
checkmark. Table author: James Flamino.

rank fake news extreme bias (right) news right news right leaning news
(10 verified, 8 deleted, (23 verified, 2 deleted, (23 verified, 1 deleted, (23 verified, 2 deleted
7 unverified) 0 unverified) 1 unverified) 0 unverified)

1 @seanhannityX (12) @DonaldJTrumpJrX (25) @DonaldJTrumpJrX @nypostX
2 deleted (3) @BreitbartNewsX (19) @marklevinshowX (1) @WSJX
3 @DavidJHarrisJr @dbonginoX @jsolomonReports @DonaldJTrumpJrX
4 @JudicialWatchX @marklevinshowX (9) @RealJamesWoodsX @EricTrumpX
5 @WayneDupreeShowX (1) @realDonaldTrump (1) @FoxNewsX (4) @realDonaldTrump
6 @catturd2 @newsmaxX @SaraCarterDCX (2) @WashTimesX
7 @TomFittonX @DailyMailX @DailyCallerX @marklevinshowX
8 @OANNX @RaheemKassamX @MZHemingwayX @brithumeX
9 @dbonginoX @RealJamesWoodsX @TrumpWarRoomX @RealJamesWoodsX

10 @Thomas1774Paine @joelpollakX (3) @dcexaminerX @KimStrasselX
11 @RealMattCouch @JackPosobiecX @JackPosobiecX @newtgingrichX
12 deleted @TomFittonX @seanmdavX @TrumpWarRoomX
13 (3) @zerohedge @TrumpWarRoomX @realDailyWireX deleted
14 @Rasmussen PollX @RCamposDuffyX @GOPChairwomanX @MichaelCBenderX
15 @atensnut @EricTrumpX (2) @realDonaldTrump @RandPaulX
16 (1) @PrisonPlanetX @JasonMillerinDCX @GreggJarrettX (15) @JasonMillerinDCX
17 @CassandraRulesX (14) @FreeBeaconX @newtgingrichX @JackPosobiecX
18 deleted @AlexMarlowX @kayleighmcenanyX @BillKristolX
19 @DineshDSouzaX @bennyjohnsonX @RepDougCollinsX @AriFleischerX
20 (5) @realDonaldTrump @FrankelJeremyX @RichardGrenellX @Rasmussen PollX
21 @HowleyReporter deleted @AndrewCMcCarthyX @IngrahamAngleX
22 deleted @SteveGuestX @SteveGuestX @RudyGiulianiX
23 deleted @BrentScherX @SecretsBedardX @MZHemingwayX
24 deleted @IngrahamAngleX @parscaleX @ForbesX
25 deleted @kimguilfoyleX @dbonginoX (11) @rebeccaballhausX

rank center news left leaning news left news extreme bias (left) news
(24 verified, 0 deleted, (24 verified, 0 deleted (23 verified, 0 deleted, (3 verified, 1 deleted,
1 unverified) 1 unverified) 2 unverified) 21 unverified)

1 (2) @thehillX @CNNX (13) @MSNBCX @DearAuntCrabby
2 (7) @APX (1) @nytimesX (3) @thedailybeastX @funderX
3 (5) @ReutersX @kylegriffin1X @kylegriffin1X @ImpeachmentHour
4 @kylegriffin1X (3) @ABCX (19) @DavidCornDCX @MeidasTouch
5 @JonLemireX (2) @washingtonpostX (1) @HuffPostX @TheDemCoalitionX
6 @NewsweekX @CNNPoliticsX @NoahShachtmanX @grantsternX
7 @yarotrofX @NPRX (4) @RawStoryX (15) @OccupyDemocrats
8 (9) @USATODAYX (4) @NBCNewsX (7) @MotherJonesX @Stop Trump20
9 @ProjectLincoln (7) @CBSNewsX @TeaPainUSA @InSpiteOfTrump

10 @JoeBidenX @politicoX @svdateX @froggneal
11 @TheDemCoalitionX @ddale8X @voxdotcomX @atav1k
12 @TheEconomistX @CREWcrewX @maddowX @diamondlilron
13 (10) @AP PoliticsX @cnnbrkX @joncoopertweetsX @HollyHuntley3
14 @TheRickWilsonX @maddowX @SlateX deleted
15 @tribelawX @jaketapperX @PoliticusSarahX @patrickinmass
16 @SkyNewsX @ThePlumLineGSX @tribelawX @Franpianos
17 @maddowX @NatashaBertrandX @JoeBidenX @willapercy
18 @FinancialTimesX @tribelawX @TheRickWilsonX @Jerrygence
19 @joncoopertweetsX @axiosX @realTuckFrumper @bethlevin
20 @FrankFigliuzzi1X (18) @nytopinionX @VanityFairX @nyx with
21 @JimLaPortaX @maggieNYTX @CREWcrewX @vg123e
22 @DonaldJTrumpJrX (14) @latimesX (6) @NewYorkerX @watercutter11
23 (24) @BBCWorldX @ProjectLincoln @PalmerReportX @404HDTV
24 @APFactCheckX @60MinutesX @11thHourX @j starace
25 @KamalaHarrisX @businessX (5) @HuffPostPolX @amberofmanyhats
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directing to a news outlet, and the color of a node indicates the news category to which it

belongs. Nodes that belong to several news categories are represented by pie charts where

the size of each slice is proportional to their CIout ranking, but only if the node’s rank is

among the top 30. Both networks are visualized using a force-directed graph layout. The

tables on either side of the networks show the top five users in each news category. The

number in green to the left of each user is their unique index, used to label the user’s node

in the network. Users with such rank for multiple news categories have colored superscripts,

indicating the rank and news classification of their other top five positions. Additionally,

verified users are indicated by a Xand for users in the 2020 tables their rank from 2016

is given by the purple number to the left of their 2020 rank. Note that for this figure,

some of the usernames in the top 10 changed between 2016 and 2020: @DRUDGE REPORT

became @NEWS MAKER, @HuffingtonPost became @HuffPost, and @TruthFeedNews became

@TAftermath2020. Those users will have their new handle displayed in the 2016 tables for

consistency (also in Figure 3.6). Now, looking at Figure 3.4, the increased separation is

notable. In both networks, two main clusters are visible with the right biased and fake

news influencers in one cluster and the left biased influencers in the other. While in 2016

the center influencers are mostly between the two clusters, in 2020 the separation between

the two clusters increased and only a few influencers remain with a central position (e.g.

@thehill). The number of edges crossing the two clusters also decreased considerably in

2020, indicating an increased polarization of the discussion between news influencers. Note

that, Figure 3.4 does not display interactions such as replies or quote tweets that are used to

comment on the tweets of someone else. As mentioned earlier, retweets simply re-broadcast

an original tweet and are therefore a stronger indication of endorsement of the original

content than replies or quotes.

Fake and biased news tend to involve influencers whose accounts are unverified or

deleted, with fake news seeing a significant increase in deleted influencer accounts in 2020

compared to 2016 (as seen in Table A.3 and Table 3.2). Conversely, the extreme biased

right news has become primarily verified influencers. An influencer affiliated with a media

organization could be a media company official news outlet (e.g. @FoxNews), or a writer,

reporter, consultant, or other individual who has directly corresponded with a media outlet

in an officially recognized capacity (e.g. @joelpollak). An influencer affiliated with a

political party could be a politician (e.g. @JoeBiden), a political campaign platform or an
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Figure 3.4: Retweet network formed by the top 30 influencers of each media
category in 2016 (top) and 2020 (bottom). The 2016 network is
reproduced from A. Bovet and H. A. Makse, “Influence of fake
news in Twitter during the 2016 US presidential election,” Nat.
Commun., vol. 10, no. 1, pp. 1-14, Jan. 2019. This article is Open
Access and no permission is required for reuse. License:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. Figure author:
Brendan Cross.

affiliate of the platform, or someone who officially represents an aspect of U.S. politics (e.g.

@joncoopertweets). An independent influencer is not officially affiliated with any media

or political platforms (e.g. @amberofmanyhats). We also include an “other” category for

influencers whose accounts have no descriptions or context that could be used to identify

them, or is a bot. We will refer collectively to influencers that are independent or other as

unaffiliated influencers.

Using manual labeling, we classify the top 25 influencers across 2016 and 2020 for each

news category to observe the makeup of influencer types for these categories. First, we found

the union of all the category lists for the two years and joined these lists together, splitting

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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this final joined list into three subsets. Then, to ensure a robust analysis, eight of the

researchers that worked on the paper that this chapter is based on (James Flamino, Alessan-

dro Galeazzi, Brendan Cross, Zhenkun Zhou, Matteo Serafino, Alexandre Bovet, Hernán A.

Makse, and Boleslaw K. Szymanski) were randomly assigned one or two of these subsets to

independently analyze the influencers therein and assign classifications. The random assign-

ments were made such that three different authors were able to inspect the influencers of

each of the subsections and assign classifications. To make accurate and educated conclu-

sions on classification of influencers, we used their account names, descriptions, posts, and

all available non-Twitter information such as Wikipedia. Given the way the random assign-

ments were set up, each influencer in the list received three different votes on what their

classification should be, with the most-voted-for classification being the final assignment.

The results of this manual classification separated by category and year are displayed

in Fig. 3.5. The presented fractions of influencers show that unaffiliated influencers are more

common in the fake and extreme bias categories, while affiliated influencers are more com-

mon in the traditional news categories. A similar trend arises in the fractions of verified and

unverified influencers found in these categories (see Table 3.2), with traditional news cate-

gories generally containing more verified influencers. In addition, media-affiliated influencers

seem to have a greater presence in the left, left-leaning, and center news categories compared

to their counterparts. This indicates a greater presence of influencers affiliated with media

linked to outlets in the extreme news categories compared to the right. Interestingly, the

number of media-affiliated influencers within most of the categories actually decreases from

2016 to 2020. The exceptions are the extreme bias right and fake news categories, which

actually increased in media-affiliated influencers, while the extreme bias right category also

increased in politically-linked influencers. This indicates a shift in polarization of some right

the influencers affiliated with right biased political and media organizations toward the ex-

treme bias right and fake news, as well as the emergence of new media-affiliated influencers

in these categories.

In addition to changes in user types and verified users from 2016 to 2020, we observe a

significant shuffle in rankings of influencers. Figure 3.6, which maps the change in rankings

of the top influencers per considered bias category, illustrates several interesting changes

between 2016 and 2020. To generate this figure, all users in this figure were ranked in the

top 10, by CI influence, in at least one media category, in 2016 or in 2020. This figure maps
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Figure 3.5: Change in fractions of the top 25 influencer types for each news
category from 2016 to 2020. Influencers are classified as either
affiliated with a media organization, or with a political
organization, or independent, or other (e.g. unidentified). Figure
author: James Flamino.

the user’s rank in 2016, displayed to the left of the user’s username, to their rank in 2020 on

the right. Each user only has one flow, whose starting color represents their highest ranked

media bias in 2016 and becomes the color of their highest ranked media bias in 2020, if a user

has the same rank in multiple bias categories the color most suiting the subfigure is chosen.

Each subfigure shows two media biases and the corresponding top ranked users. Now, we

see in this figure that highly influential users rise from obscurity. Across all categories we see

a set of users previously unranked or very low ranked entering the top 10 rankings. These

users include @TeaPainUSA, @svdate, @kylegriffin1, @marklevinshow, @DavidHarrisJr,

etc. Considering all unique users in the top 25 of all biases, we see that 58% of them came

from outside the top 100 influential users in 2016. While most of these newly influential users

are related in some way to media or political organizations, 28% of these new influencers are

independent.

Observing the change in rankings by bias, we see that right/right leaning and extreme

bias right/fake news categories have a significantly higher fraction of their top 10 influencers

having risen from low or not ranked positions (outside the top 50) than we see in the left/left

leaning biases. All biases show a number of influencers falling out of the top 50 from 2016
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Figure 3.6: Change in rankings from 2016 to 2020. Figure authors: Brendan
Cross and James Flamino.
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to 2020, and in the case of the left biases we see their positions taken up by users who were

still fairly influential in 2016. The extreme right and fake biases show the most volatility

with regards to retaining top 10 influencer positions with many top 10 2016 influencers being

ranked below 50 in 2020 or, even, having been banned from Twitter like @RealAlexJones.

We also observe a number of news category shifts. In particular, @CNN and @politico,

previously the first and third highest ranked influencers in the center category in 2016,

shifted to left leaning. Such shifts of large and influential traditional media influencers

across news categories indicates the increased content polarization on Twitter. A shift of a

number media-affiliated influencers from the right to the extreme right is also visible (e.g.

@DailyMail, @JudicialWatch, marklevinshow) as well as the emergence of new media

affiliated influencers in these categories (e.g. @newsmax, @OANN or @RaheemKassam). Outside

of these large media influencers shifting to more extreme categories, the center rankings

remain fairly consistent between 2016 and 2020 (see Figure A.1). Some new users rise from

low ranks to fill in the gaps, including @JoeBiden, but only one user dropped out of the top

50 entirely, and the remaining shifts are internal to these top ranked users.

3.4.2 Use base polarization

Figure 3.5 indicates an increase in polarization between 2016 and 2020 as a number

of influencers that are affiliated with right biased political and media organizations migrate

toward extreme bias right and fake news. In addition, the evolution of users across different

news categories (Figure. 3.1 and Figure 3.2) and the change in the retweet networks between

influencers (Figure 3.4) also suggest an increased polarization of the Twitter users sharing

news from 2016 to 2020. But to actually quantify the implied phenomena of polarization,

we implement the methods discussed in the previous section, first looking at polarization in

the user base.

Using our methodology outlined above, we find the two supporter distributions first in

2016, and then in 2020. To characterize the overlap (or lack thereof) between the pro-Trump

and pro-Clinton/pro-Biden groups, we include the histogram intersection scores. To smooth

the distributions for visualization, we use Kernel Density Estimation (Gaussian kernel). The

result of our analysis is presented in Figure 3.7.

We find that for both years, pro-Trump supporters primarily propagate right-aligned

news while pro-Clinton/pro-Biden supporters primarily propagate left-aligned news. This
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A B

Figure 3.7: Kernel Density Estimation of Twitter user base split by pro-Trump
and pro-Clinton in 2016 (A) and by pro-Trump and pro-Biden in
2020 (B) Alignment ranges from extreme bias left at −3 to extreme
bias right at 3. As the fake news label is not directly associated
with the left or right (though Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.6 imply there
is an overlap between fake news and the right), it is not included in
the alignment scale of this analysis. Figure author: James Flamino.

implies that the user base is split across the liberal-conservative scale, with little cross-

propagation of news (or propagation of center-aligned news). In addition, this behavior is

significantly increased in 2020, with even less overlap between the two distributions in that

year. However, consider the following section for a more analytical comparison of polarization

between the two elections.

3.4.3 Influencer polarization

As described in the methods section, upon generating our similarity matrices and ex-

tracting their associated similarity networks for both datasets, we run Louvain community

detection. Within both of the generated similarity networks, we find that two distinct com-

munities are naturally formed. By investigating the news category labels of these influencers

after the fact, we find that one community consistently contains influencers primarily as-

sociated with fake and right biased news categories, while the other community contains

influencers from center and left biased news categories. This is similar to what is seen in

Figure 3.4, but to a more severe degree. We show an example of this in Figure 3.8 for the

2020 data, with a subsample of the influencers projected into a smaller similarity network,

with their associated news category labeled for visualization purposes.
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Figure 3.8: Similarity network for a random subsample of the influencers,
generated using the 2020 data. Each edge is weighted by the cosine
similarity between retweeting users. Size of the node represents
that node’s degree centrality. The pie charts representing the
nodes illustrate the news categories to which that node belongs,
with the size of the slices denoting their relative influence for that
category. For clarity, edges below the average inter-community
edge weight are hidden. Nodes are placed relative to each other
using a force-directed graph layout. Figure author: James Flamino.

As seen in the figure (which is observed on a much larger scale within the full similarity

network), there is a clear split of influencers, which coincides with a split by news categories.

It implies a division in the retweeting user bases, with one part of them almost exclusively

interacting with and propagating the information of influencers from fake and right-oriented

news categories while the other does the same exclusively with center and left biased news

categories. This behavior can be likened to the formation of echo chambers, which have been

observed in social media a number of times [99], [100], [102], [104], [107], [108]. The types of

tweets generated by the influencers in one community encourages the tighter intermingling

of users with a particular set of political alignments and the cutting off interaction and

propagation of content from users in the other community. This phenomena isn’t just tied

to the 2020 data too. Generating the similarity network for the 2016 data reveals a similar

division in the network, with influencers congregating into two main communities, containing

the exact same news category types.

With these two networks, we measure if a division into this two-community pattern

(and subsequently the retweeting user bases) has changed. We measure community division

by assembling a sub-network of 500 randomly selected influencers for 2020 and 2016 and

running the same community detection. This process also results in the two-community

motif seen in the main networks. Then, as mentioned in the methods section, we use the
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modularity measure on the communities for 2020 and 2016. We repeat this process 100

times, finding that the average modularity for the community patterns in 2020 was 0.39 with

a Standard Error (SE) of 0.01, versus this measure in 2016, which was 0.365 (SE = 0.007).

This indicates that the communities in 2020 are closer knit, with stronger in-community

ties and weaker out-community ties. We then explicitly characterize the separation between

these two user bases with the normalized cut measure. We find that the average normalized

cut for 2020 is 0.128 (SE=0.005) while this measure for 2016 is 0.36 (SE=0.04) in agreement

with the community modularity test. These two results imply that there is noticeable drift

between our two groups that has increased between the two elections. Specifically, our two

measures compared across 2016 and 2020 show a general trend of polarization, as the two

detected communities become more dense from one election to the next, while their overlap

with the opposing community’s influencers becomes weaker.

3.5 Discussion

In this chapter we use a variety of techniques to study how influencers rose and fell,

how the importance of various sorts of information sites changed, and how both the influ-

encers and retweeters have increasingly separated between the 2016 and 2020 US Presidential

elections. These quantitative analyses allowed us to identify major social network political

influencers. We used several cross-checking approaches to ensure the phenomena were not

artifacts of algorithm or rating services. We find that Twitter users following US politics

clearly split into two camps (Figure 3.7), with pro-Hillary/pro-Biden users almost exclu-

sively propagating news aligned with the left, while pro-Trump users do the same with news

aligned with the right, with the overlapping propagation of center-aligned news diminishing

from 2016 to 2020. We also find that this trend of news category drift consistent with affili-

ated influencers as well, quantifying the increase in polarization along the way. Specifically,

when grouped by the users that retweet them, influencers will divide themselves into two

clear communities. Furthermore, these communities become more tight-knit and more sep-

arated from each other between 2016 and 2020. Empirically, this separation indicates that

influencers’ dissemination of information and generation of content has become increasingly

targeted toward a partisan division of the Twitter user base, causing these users to separate

into clearly divided, homogenous communities, or echo chambers. As such, we confirm that

the Twitter users following US politics split into two camps much more strongly in 2020
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than in 2016, and that the results can be used to support the hypothesis of echo chamber

existence.

Some other notable trends were the shift from the fake and extremely right biases

toward the right, and the shift of the center toward the left. We also see an increase of

affiliated influencers in the extreme right and fake news categories in 2020. Additionally,

we see that many important influencers in 2020 were unimportant or not present in 2016,

and that in both elections numerous highly referenced information sites appeared and had

influence comparable to the traditional media. Most of the influencers who appeared in

2020 are associated with significant media or political party organizations, but some are not

(for detail see Figure 3.5). Internet technologies have permitted creation of new sources of

information (frequently of low quality) and enabled new individuals and organizations to

rise to importance. These changes coincide with increased polarization among the Twitter

influencers as well as among their retweeters, in large part due to the arrival of new, more

polarized, influencers and users in 2020.



CHAPTER 4

TRANSFERABLE LEARNING OF CONTINUOUS TIE

STRENGTHS FROM BEHAVIOR

4.1 Introduction

Relationships and the interactions that characterize them are a core defining feature of

social networks [22]–[24]. In the network and social sciences, the concept of “tie strength” is

used to denote the relative durability, importance, and bandwidth of each link. Each edge

in a social network is thus assigned a weight, marking the strength of a relationship between

the people portrayed by the nodes connected by this edge. Usually, the higher the edge

weight, the stronger the represented relationship is. In this way, ties in a social network can

range from “weak” to “strong” [25]. Previous work modeling tie strength has ranged from

predicting its magnitude [27]–[29], [116], [117] to interpreting its importance in information

spread [25], [26], [59], [118]–[120].

A question of fundamental importance in social network analysis is therefore: what

aspects of interactions contribute to the strength of a tie between two people [118], [121]?

Or, more specifically, what attributes of a relationship can we use to predict a tie strength

value that properly represents the closeness of two individuals within a social network? This

question has no singular answer, though there have been highly influential works delving

into possible interpretations [25], [26], [119], [121]. Such works have pointed to both quali-

tative and quantitative attributes of relationships that seem to influence the strength of the

relationship between two individuals, and therefore would contribute to the evolution of tie

weights in dynamic social networks.

Granovetter’s highly cited early work on this topic [25] identified the following factors:

time invested, emotional intensity, mutual confiding, and reciprocal services. He suggested

tie strength was ultimately a linear combination of these factors. Krackhart’s response to

this work [26] introduced an alternative characterization of tie strength that consisted of in-

teraction frequency, affection, and time, which he defined qualitatively as an enduring history

between the two linked individuals. Marsden’s work provided further clarification to the con-

sidered factors [118], [121], introducing predictors (aspects of relationships that are related

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as: J. Flamino, R. DeVito, B. K. Szymanski, and O. Lizardo,
“A machine learning approach to predicting continuous tie strengths,” Jan. 2021, arXiv: 2101.09417.
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to, but not a part of, tie strength), and indicators (actual components of tie strength). The

former includes relationship descriptors like kinship and educational differences. The latter

distinguishes attributes of communication and shared interests, and intimacy, all of which are

commonly seen as features of tie strength in other works. In particular, Marsden addressed

closeness (emotional intensity), duration of connection, frequency of communication, breadth

of discussion topics, and mutual confiding (all of which correspond to Granovetter’s charac-

terizations of tie strength) and found that closeness played an important part in defining tie

strength.

Given the subjective nature of relationships and their attributes like intimacy and

affection, a more robust and generalizable quantitative approach to prediction faces some

challenges, though there has been groundwork to address them [27]–[29], [116], [117]. In

some of these works, tie strength is approximated by linking features like communication

frequency, social media friend overlap, shared attributes (like gender or education), and

directed message keyword usage to predict closeness between two individuals. These predic-

tions are then usually compared to a ground truth extracted from surveys asking participants

to rate their closeness either on a numbered scale or indirectly by using questions like “How

strong is your relationship with this person?”.

Facebook has been a common medium for these kinds of experiments. Like other online

social media platforms, Facebook maintains a massive social network and facilitates many

types of interactions between users. The results of these experiments revealed that fea-

tures like days since the last communication, participant’s number of friends, and exchanged

intimacy words significantly contribute to the model’s ability to predict tie strength. In

addition, some of the work showed that public communications, like Facebook wall posts,

and private communications, like private Facebook direct messages, often contribute equally

to tie strengths.

Prior studies relied on cross-sectional data which does not capture how relationships

evolve over time [122], [123]. However, their evolution directly affects how people interact

with former, current, and future friends. Hence, it is important to capture changing rela-

tionship dynamics when modeling tie strength. All of the past works mentioned above only

focus on predicting tie strength at singular time instances. Additionally, these models are

often limited to platform specific attributes, narrowing their applicability. In this chapter, we

design and test a framework that addresses these concerns and demonstrates that evolving
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tie strengths for a dynamic social network can be accurately predicted given only relatively

small and infrequent survey-based ground truth. There are three core components in our

system: the input data, the training data, and the model that learns to interpret the input

data into tie strengths using the training data.

A person’s digital communication records are used as the input data to a trained

model that predicts the strength of social ties. While communication is just one of the many

hypothesized aspects of a relationship which impacts the tie strength, as a data source,

digital communications have the practical benefits of being abundant, multifaceted, and easy

to collect in longitudinal studies. These advantages grow as the world becomes increasingly

dependent on digital interactions. Our system can work with any number of communications

mediums simultaneously (e.g., text messages, phone calls, video calls, WhatsApp, Facebook

Messenger, and face-to-face interactions via Bluetooth); it just requires that the records

include the time, type, and pair of people involved for each communication event.

To train a model and evaluate its performance by mapping input data into the strength

of ties, our model requires ground truth data on social ties for a subset of those for whom we

also have communication records. Specifically, within our data, we require a small number of

top k lists of social ties and their associated communication records over time preceding the

surveys. Within the raw data, these top k lists are not ranked to avoid response bias. There-

fore, we derive the top k rankings from the provided surveys using several complementary

survey questions about different tie strength attributes that are based on Granovetter’s [25]

and Krackhart’s [26] findings. The surveys responses provide the ground truth data necessary

for modeling of tie strength. We extract this data and communication records of individuals’

interactions from two longitudinal studies. Then, we establish a suite of different models to

test the quality of their predictions. This suite introduces a set of single-attribute baseline

modls, as well as two time series models based on past works. We also introduce two pairwise

comparison based machine learning models to probe the limits of the framework’s predictive

capabilities.

4.2 Data

To develop and evaluate our dynamic tie strength model, we require data on a social

network, and data on relationship attributes that could be used to predict tie strengths

within that social network. Optimally, both would extend over a long enough period of
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time to capture changing relationship dynamics. We used two such longitudinal studies: the

NetSense [7] and NetHealth [124] studies. Both datasets consist of data voluntarily collected

from randomly selected students entering the University of Notre Dame in two different years

(2011 and 2015, respectively). Over the course of these studies, the participating students

had Call Detail Records of their phones continuously recorded. In addition, the participants

were required to fill out ego network surveys at the end of each semester. The NetSense

study followed 196 students at its peak from Fall 2011 to Spring 2013. The NetHealth study,

in contrast, is considerably larger, as it followed 594 students at its peak from Fall 2015 to

Spring 2019.

4.2.1 Communication records

The communication record for both studies were formatted to conform to the standard

Call Detail Record (CDR) format, including a timestamp, sender, receiver, message type, and

message length. The NetSense study contains 7, 465, 776 events generated by the participants

of the study. Text messages make up about 94% of these events, with the remainder being

calls.

In addition to text messages and phone calls, NetHealth also contains auxiliary digital

communications channels, such as WhatsApp and Multimedia Messaging Services, but these

particular records were sparse, so we did not use them. The NetHealth study contained

41, 677, 368 calls and text messages generated by the participants of the study. Text messages

make up about 98% of the remaining records, a similar text-message-to-phone-call ratio as

with NetSense. Despite this imbalance in volume, phone calls remain an important medium

for communication and carry an emotional weight, especially among the younger population

captured in the study [125]. That motivated us to include both calls and text messages in

the data we use.

4.2.2 Ego network surveys

Each study contains ego network surveys that were collected once a semester to com-

plement the communication records. These surveys were prefaced with a question asking

the survey-taker (the ego) to list individuals (the alters) with whom they spend a significant

amount of time communicating or interacting. Each ego can list up to 20 alters including

people not participating in the study. Thus, the connections of an ego to their alters can
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involve a variety of relationship types such as fellow students, roommates, parents, siblings,

coworkers, and romantic partners. The ego was subsequently asked to specify their rela-

tionships with these individuals. This classification was provided to the ego as a closed list.

In general, options available ranged in familiarity from “significant other” and “parent” to

“acquaintance”. Additional follow-up questions inquire about the history of contact, shared

interests and activities, and the frequency of communication to provide more information

about the alters. Importantly, the surveys also asked the ego to subjectively rate similar-

ity and closeness with the alters. While that there were minor differences between the ego

network surveys of the two studies (e.g., NetSense specifically referred to romantic part-

ners as “Significant Other” while NetHealth referred to them as “Romantic Partner”), these

differences were reconcilable.

Despite the thoroughness of these studies, the time between surveys is still significant.

The NetSense study has four ego network surveys over the four semesters, and the study

participants listed on average 15.9 people per survey. With NetHealth, the average was just

8.4 for the eight ego network surveys over eight semesters. Despite the paucity of surveys,

our results will demonstrate that this is sufficient ground truth for the training of our models.

4.2.3 Defining tie strengths

Using Granovetter’s and Krackhart’s tie strength definitions, we can outline a template

for quantifying the connection between an ego and their alters based on ego network survey

responses. For some previous works on this subject, tie strength was represented discretely

as labels such as “close” or “not close” [116], [126]. Tie strength has also been encoded in

the form of a numerical range, which conforms to Granovetter’s belief that tie strength is

continuous, not discrete [28].

For our approach to encoding tie strength, we order the list of alters for each ego in

each ego network survey. We rank these list in decreasing order of the strength of the ties

linking the ego to each alter. This strength is determined by comparing values of a set of

attributes assigned to each tie by the ego in response to the additional follow-up survey

questions. And while our measure of tie strength is not a continuous range of real numbers,

it is designed for generalizability, customization, and still possesses the ability to represent

a nuanced spectrum of strength. We also ensured this measure had no reliance on overly

platform-specific attributes and made no particular assumptions about predictor importance.
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In the ego network surveys the wording of the starting question that prompts a survey-

taker to list individuals with whom they have communicated is void of any instructions on

the ordering of said list (for both studies). Thus, we cannot rely on the order of the raw

list to be consistently indicative of a survey-taker’s preference on any of the listed people.

Given this, we assume there is no order initially and instead craft our own ordering of listed

alters (as mentioned above) using the follow-up survey questions and the past findings on

tie strength characterization as a guide. The answers to the follow-up questions are mostly

selected from a set of answers that grade the magnitude of an attribute. For example, when

asking about an ego’s perceived closeness with a listed alter, the choices include ”Especially

close”, ”Close”, ”Less than close”, or ”Distant”. Most questions use such an ordered list of

possible answers, though there are a few questions like ”How long in years have you known

this person?” that require open answers in the form of a rational number. Guided by the

previously established definitions for tie strength, we extracted four inputs from the surveys:

closeness (how close the ego is to each of their listed alters), duration (how long the ego has

known each listed alter), frequency (how often does the ego communicate with each listed

alter), and similarity (subjectively, how similar does the ego think themselves to be to each

listed alter).

To determine an ordering from these mixed inputs without assuming the importance

of any one input over another, we use a pairwise comparative tournament selection process.

Consider one ego network survey. Every alter listed by this ego is compared on each question

against all of the other listed alters. An alter whose assigned answer to a question is of greater

value than that of their counterpart is awarded a point. If the answers of both competitors

are of the same value, they are both awarded a point. These points are aggregated across

all the questions and then a ranked list is created by ordering everyone by their score in

descending order. If there is a tie in aggregate score, the inputs with rational numbers

are used to break the tie (e.g., for two tied individuals, the one who has been known for

longer ultimately wins). After all comparisons are complete for that ego network survey, we

are left with our rankings for the top k social ties between the ego and their listed alters,

where k is the number of listed alters. We repeat this process for all egos of each study

for every survey they took throughout the considered dataset’s timeline. The simplicity of

this system ensures there are no assumptions made about the weighting of the questions.

Additionally, this system is not dependent on a static set of features, since questions can be
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removed, replaced, or added and this would not change the architecture of how rankings are

generated.

We train and evaluate our social tie prediction models by minimizing the difference

between the ranked list of alters produced from the models’ predicted tie strengths and the

ground truth list derived from the ego network surveys processed using the above method.

Once trained, the models only need communication data to generate their alter rankings.

Additionally, the models are capable of predicting tie strength at any given time provided

communication data up to the time of tie strength prediction.

It is important to note that, for the remainder of the chapter, alters will refer to any

person who has communicated with the considered ego over the range of the relevant dataset,

regardless whether these alters show up in the considered ego’s surveys or not. However,

when we need to make a distinction, we will refer to those that do show up in the associated

survey as the listed alters.

4.3 Methods

In this section we introduce our suite of models that will be implemented within Net-

Sense and NetHealth, and then describe the evaluation method we have crafted to properly

test the models’ capabilities in predicting tie strength over long periods of time. In particu-

lar, our suite of models for this ranking prediction process can be divided into three classes:

a baseline class, a time series class, and a machine learning class. For the baseline class, we

implement single-attribute models that use a singular attribute of communication behavior

that was often cited as an aspect of tie strength or directly used as a proxy for it [25], [27]–

[29], [117]. The time series class includes two models that follow the point process, using

communication events as triggers to spike the evolving tie strengths as this strength, unper-

turbed, continuously decays with time. The final class uses machine learning on the time

series or a collection of single-attribute model values to predict all tie strengths for a target

ego whose communication records are provided. These models make pairwise comparisons

between everyone with whom the target ego had communicated.

4.3.1 Baseline models

According to [53], “the more frequently persons interact with one another, the stronger

their sentiments of friendship for one another are apt to be.” Previous research has often
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used the frequency of communication to predict tie strength or emotional closeness [27],

[28], [117], [127]. Following this established methodology, we created a frequency model

that calculates frequency by dividing the number of communication events between two

individuals by the elapsed time since they first communicated at the timestep for which it is

being evaluated. In addition, we assessed a recency model that uses the elapsed time since

the last communication between two people as an inversely related estimate of frequency of

contact, as is done in [27]. This measure of time since last communication was found to be

the most predictive single feature in [28].

Stronger ties, by definition, tend to involve longer time commitments [25], [127]. Fol-

lowing this logic, we also created a duration model that uses the time since the first commu-

nication record as a proxy for length of friendship or other social bond. This was found to be

the second most predictive feature in [28]. As another proxy for a pair’s time commitment

to communicating, we add the volume model, which counts the total number of calls and

text messages between two individuals.

Some previous works have shown that the overlap of friends of two specific individuals

can help predict tie strength [128]. In [29], machine learning uses a metric called “weighted

overlap” within social networks to predict tie strength. We implement this metric here as

well to model the predictive capabilities of evolving friend group overlap. Weighted overlap,

as introduced in [29], is defined as below for an ego i with one of their alters j:

õij =

∑
k∈nij

(wik + wjk)

si + sj − 2wij
(4.1)

Where nij is the shared friends between i and j. That is, the overlap in the K = 1

neighbors of i and j, which in our data is interpreted as the shared individuals that have

communicated with ego i and alter j. We interpret the weights wij here to be the total

number of events between some i and j before the time of the survey being evaluated for

prediction. And si (sj) is the total number of events generated by i (j) before the time

of the survey. Therefore, if all the individuals that have communicated with i have also

communicated with j and vice versa, then õij = 1. And so for some ego i, we iteratively

consider every alter as j and sample each õij before the considered survey time. We then

rank by value of õij in descending order of magnitude to predict the ground truth survey

ordering.

The final model in the baseline class is a simple random baseline which we use to
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establish the lowest predictive bar. This model randomly orders the individuals with whom

the target participant had communicated previously into a ranking.

4.3.2 Time series models

While some highly cited works use just measures of frequency and duration for tie

strength prediction, others suggest this approach is incomplete [117]. To address such short-

comings, we included the two time series models. The first uses a Hawkes process [30],

which models communications between two individuals as a self-exciting point process. The

Hawkes process is fairly popular in modeling the cascading nature of events in social media,

simulating the closeness of individuals connected by a tie as determined by communication,

since the frequency and volume of the communication can often be the key in determining

the closeness of the two. Additionally, past work has seen this method being used to under-

stand relationship dynamics as well [129], making this model suitable for our task. Here, we

used a univariate Hawkes process, where the occurrence of each communication event in our

data excites the model’s point process, which is to say it increases the likelihood of another

communication event. This increase in likelihood then decays over time. We hypothesize

that the stronger a tie is between two individuals, the more likely they are to communicate,

so the likelihood of a communication event to occur can be used as a proxy for tie strength.

The univariate Hawkes model we implement in this chapter is defined in Eq. 4.2.

λ(t) = λ0(t) +
∑
ti<t

βe−β(t−ti) (4.2)

where λ is the Hawkes signal value (tie strength) at time t (the time at which the

function is being evaluated), ti is a set of event times before the time t, and β is the decay

rate. We set the arrival rate of immigrant events λ0(t) to 0. To produce a predicted ranking

for an ego with this model, we sample λ for all alters of the target ego and rank them in

descending order of magnitude. We note that Eq. 4.2 does not generate signals between 0

and 1, and even though we do not normalize λ for ranking prediction, we do normalize the

signals for consistency when comparing visualizations, as seen later. We do not distinguish

between text and cellphone data when considering events. To find the best performing β

parameter, we use Optuna [130]. For the results in Table 4.1, Optuna is used to tune β each

time a new chunk of training data is released during the evaluation process. For the results
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in Table 4.2, Optuna is run once for NetSense, and once for each of the NetHealth subgroups

(see the Results section for more details).

The second type of time series model, the Cognition-driven Social Network (CogSNet)

model, is designed to “[account] for cognitive aspects of social perception” [31], and explicitly

model human memory dynamics using ACT-R architecture [131]. In our implementation of

CogSNet, we modified the version presented in [31] to bring it closer to the ACT-R model

that improved its performance. In general, CogSNet uses event frequency and volume of

dyadic communication data to generate a signal that represents the strength of memory

recall. This signal is represented as a tie between ego and an alter with strength defined at

the time of the last interaction between them. This way, a communication stream can be

used to assemble a dynamic social network (hence the CogSNet acronym) for the analysis

of social interactions. Functionally, CogSNet differs from Hawkes in that CogSNet uses a

recursive piece-wise function as seen in Eq. 4.4 and produces a signal that is normalized to

the range [0, 1]. We posit that the strength of memory recall here represents tie strength, as

both are influenced by the compounding effect of subsequent communication events. Now,

we define a recall function as:

rij(t) = wij(t
b
ij)e

−(t−tbij)
ln (2)
L (4.3)

where tbi,j is the time of the last communication event between nodes i and j before

the evaluation time t and L is the parameter that controls the half-life of node i’s recall of

j. Given this, we define the strength of the memory signal between i and j to be

wij(t) = sij(t) + rij(t)(1− sij(t)) (4.4)

where sij(t) is an activity spike function defined as

sij(t) =

0 when t > tij

µ otherwise
(4.5)

where µ is our second parameter that defines the intensity of the memory signal between

i and j. We also introduce a third parameter θ which is defined as node i’s prevalence

threshold. During the ranking prediction process at time t, we interpret the memory signal

values wij(t) as the tie strength between nodes i and j, ordering these signals by magnitude.
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θ is tuned such that only the signals where wij(t) > θ are considered for the predicted

list. This version of CogSNet is significantly faster than the formally introduced CogSNet,

and sacrifices little accuracy. For NetSense and NetHealth we found the best performing

L, µ, and θ using Optuna as well. Again, like the Hawkes model, the parameters used for

CogSNet in Table 4.1 are found using Optuna iteratively each time a new chunk of training

data released. For the results in Table 4.2, Optuna is also run once for NetSense, and once

for each of the NetHealth subgroups (see the Results section for more details).

4.3.3 Machine learning models

Our machine learning models, unlike any of the models discussed above, predict rank-

ings through a process of pairwise comparing the communication history of all alters of a

target ego. In particular, once trained, our machine learning models compare a selected ego

A’s communication history with some alter B to A’s communication history with some alter

C to order them according to the strength of their ties to the ego A. After ordering all pairs

alters of ego A in this manner, we can produce tie strength values for all of the relationships

of this ego, and subsequently generate the predicted ranked list for A. Also unlike any of

the previous models, the machine learning models do not innately produce numerical values

that represent the strength of dyadic ties. Instead, we use a Borda count [132] to represent

tie strength in these models. Given some ego and a set n of all their alters, we find the

vector V that contains the indices of all alters in n and create a matrix M = V × V . In

M , Mij is the probability of alter i having a stronger social tie with the target ego than

alter j as determined by the currently considered machine learning model using i’s and j’s

communication history with the ego up to a specified time. The diagonal of M , where i = j,

is set to a probability of 1
2
. To find the Borda count, we must keep track of wins and losses

in the pairwise tournament in M . To do this, we transform M into M ′ using Eq. 4.6.

M ′
ij =


1 Mij >

1
2

0 Mij = 1
2

−1 Mij <
1
2

(4.6)
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For i ∈ V , the Borda count is calculated using Eq. 4.7.

Bi =
n∑
j=1

M ′
ij (4.7)

We then find Bi for all i ∈ V and then order by the alters from highest to lowest in

terms of Bi value. This order is then compared with the ground truth ranking. To produce

a continuous representation of tie strengths, we can simply generate the normalized Borda

count incrementally across the the entirety of the considered dataset. The resultant time

series is then used as the evolving tie strengths seen in the Results section.

We implement two machine learning models within this pairwise comparison frame-

work. The first machine learning model uses an ensemble of our baseline models (duration,

recency, frequency, and volume) for each alter being compared as input to a random forest

classifier [32] to predict M for an ego. The second machine learning model uses time series of

the communication between the ego and each alter as input to a Long Short Term Memory

(LSTM) network [33].

The training of both of these machine learning models is done independent of the

Borda count computation, however. For each ego that is being used for training, we consider

only listed alters. While these egos have multiple surveys, we process the training data for

the machine learning models on a survey-by-survey basis. So for each ego we consider some

survey with its listed alters, indexed by the set m ≡ {1, ...,m} where m < n. We then

generate an alter-alter training subset c = {(i, j, vij)|
∑

i∈m
∑

j∈m(i, j) where i 6= j} for each

ego, where

vij =

1 i is ranked above j in current ego network survey

0 otherwise
(4.8)

Then, our untrained machine learning model iterates through each subset c. For

(i, j, vij) ∈ c for some considered ego, the model compares the communication history be-

tween alter i and the ego, and the communication history between alter j and the ego. Both

communication histories are truncated to the time of the considered survey used to generate

subset c. The model uses vij as the training label for this pair. The process of generating

subset c is done for each survey and each training ego in the considered dataset. Therefore

alter pairs are repeated, but with a different amount of data each time. Since the following
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surveys are later in time, more communication data is released for each pair, and, more

importantly, the training label can change as time passes.

4.3.3.1 Ensemble model

As mentioned above, we implement two machine learning models. First consider the

Ensemble model, which uses a random forest classifier to generate the pairwise comparison

probabilities in M . It contains 100 trees that are trained using a specific feature vector to

predict if some alter i has a stronger social tie to its ego than some other alter j. Since we

are comparing the communication histories between i and the ego, and j and the ego, we

extract four features from each time series and join them together. As mentioned earlier,

these four features are duration, recency, frequency, and volume, as described in the Baseline

Models section.

Formally, for some (i, j, vij) ∈ c and a corresponding training ego A, let the four features

extracted from the communication history between i and the ego be:

fAi =< Durationi,Recencyi,Frequencyi,Volumei > (4.9)

Similarly for j, let the feature set be fAj . Therefore, fAi and fAj are both set in R4

feature space. To join these two separate sets of features together, we take the difference of

fAi and fAj , producing the final feature vector FA(i, j) = fAi − fAj for i, j ∈ c, subsequently

mapping FA(i, j) into R4 feature space as well. We feed F (i, j) paired with the true label

vij into the random forest for all examples in subset c for all training egos as the training

process. Upon training, we can get some test pair i, j from M and have the trained model

produce the probability Mij.

4.3.3.2 LSTM model

Unlike the Ensemble model, which extracts singular attributes from communication

history to generate a specific feature vector to train itself, the LSTM reads in the entirety

of the communication time series. We also found that, unlike any of the other models

(Ensemble, Hawkes, CogSNet, etc), the LSTM model slightly benefits from having calls and

texts separated into two separate time series. Accordingly, for some (i, j, vij) ∈ c and a

corresponding training ego A, let fAi represent the stacked calls and text communication

time series between i and the ego. Therefore, fAi has a dimensionality of 2 × T . T is the
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size of the time series up to the time of currently considered ego network survey, where the

events within the two time series are binned into 21 day intervals. Similarly, fAj represents

the communication time series between j and the ego, with the same binning and dimensions.

The neural network architecture of this model includes a starting LSTM layer with a

four-channel input, two each for fAi and fAj . The overall goal of this model is to classify

for a pair of alters which is socially closer to their ego. This is done in a binary fashion,

so the LSTM layer then feeds into two densely-connected neural network layers. This feeds

into a final 1-dimensional, densely-connected neural network layer with a sigmoid activation

function to produce the required classification probability. Therefore, to train this model,

we find fAi and fAj for all pairs of i, j in c for all training egos and pair them with associated

true label vij. We stack fAi and fAj and feed them into the LSTM layer, tuning the model

based on its resultant predictions compared to vij. To get test predictions for M for a test

ego, we procure any pair i, j, find fAi and fAj , and then feed them into the trained model to

generate Mij.

It is important to note that while the input dimensions of the model are fixed at

4× T and the output dimension of the model is constant at 1, the dimensions of the output

space of the LSTM layer and the first two dense layers are customizable. We found that a

32-dimension, a 16-dimension, and a 4-dimension output space works best for these three

layers, respectively. We also set the activation functions of the first two dense layers to

ReLU. Finally, we used binary cross-entropy as our loss function.

4.3.4 Evaluating ranking performance

Given we train our models with a selection of independent egos, each with their own

communication data and discrete, time-dependent social tie rankings, we designed a par-

ticular evaluation process to make fair comparisons between models. Initially, for a given

dataset, we use the standard three-fold cross validation to shuffle and then equally split the

involved egos into three mutually exclusive groups. For each fold, a test group is selected,

with the remaining two groups used as training data.

Let Ns be the number of semesters within the considered dataset. Within a fold, we

separate the training and testing data into Ns subsets, split by semesterly survey time. At

each survey time, the training and testing subset only includes the surveys and communi-

cation data from before that time (therefore the later subsets contain the earlier subsets).
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This design ensures that the models are not able to use any of the training surveys that

are at the same time as the testing surveys that must be predicted. We also stagger the

communication training data, such that the models only train off of communication data up

to the survey time that precedes the survey time against which the models are being tested.

Subsequently, we start with the second semester for predictions in each fold. After models

have trained off the current training subset and have made predictions for the current testing

subset, the process is then advanced one subset forward, allowing more training and testing

data to be released with each following survey time.

Note that the training and testing data are kept completely separate at all times.

Testing data cannot be used to train the models, no exceptions. Additionally, we ensure the

models have predicted the surveys for the test egos for each survey time within the current

fold first, before ground truth data are released for future comparisons. Once the ground

truth has been released for the fold, we use Ranked Bias Overlap (RBO) [114] to determine

ranking prediction error when comparing the predicted rankings against the ground truth. As

discussed in our earlier chapter on Twitter polarization, RBO is an indefinite rank similarity

measure used to evaluate the similarity of two ranked lists, making it better suited for this

task than, for example, Kendall’s τ or Jaccard Similarity. Compared to these alternatives,

RBO has several desirable attributes for this kind of comparison; it handles items being

present only in one ranking, weights the agreement of higher ranking items more than that

of lower ranking items, and works with any given ranking length. In this chapter, the weight

parameter p is again set to 0.98. Provided this measure of error, we determine the current

testing fold’s score by finding the weighted average ranking prediction accuracy (using RBO)

across all available surveys for each individual test ego. The weight of each predicted survey

is the size of that survey’s ground truth, accentuating the predictions of larger surveys. Given

a score for every participant in this fold, this score is then averaged over all test egos. The

final score is computed as the average fold score over all folds. This setup allows our models

to show if they are able to continuously predict surveys over large ranges of time without

“real-time” stimulus. A scheme of our evaluation process is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

4.4 Results

In this section, we discuss the results produced by running the suite of models through

our evaluation process. We subsequently broaden this discussion by testing the time se-
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Figure 4.1: An example of the first two steps (out of three) of a fold evaluation
within the NetSense data. Each bar represents a fold, containing a
set of egos whose communication data evolves over time from left
to right. The rectangles set in these bars represent the times of the
surveys, occurring once per semester, indicating the time a model
would need to make a prediction or train itself. As mentioned in
the evaluation process description, the training and testing data is
staggered by a semester. This is why the second semester is the
first target of prediction (marked in dark red). The data (surveys
excluded) that is fed into the trained models to produce predictions
is marked in yellow. Past data (relative to the prediction target)
that is known and used to train the models before testing is marked
in green, while future data that has not yet been made available for
either training or testing is marked in red. Any training data that
cannot be used due to their following training surveys being
concurrent with the target testing surveys is marked in black.

ries and machine learning models on cross-domain predictions. Specifically, we analyze the

performance of these models when they are trained on one of our datasets, and tested on an-

other. Next, using one of the best performing models, we observe the evolving tie strengths

of two randomly selected individuals over the entirety of NetSense and NetHealth (respec-

tively) to understand how particular relationships evolve over time. We then expand upon

the trends observed by analyzing the relationship dynamics of all the involved egos in our

datasets, revealing some fundamental behavioral patterns.
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4.4.1 Model performance

We evaluate the suite of models in our evaluation process for both NetSense and

NetHealth, with the results being presented in Table 4.1. The order of the models, sorted

by increasing predictive performance, is the same for both datasets, despite the differences

in size, and time setting.

Of the baseline class models, overall volume of calls and texts since the start of college

was the most predictive for both datasets. This was followed by frequency and recency of

communication. Duration of communication was a relatively distant fourth, but this may be

tied to the time frame of data to which we had access. Specifically, those with whom a study

participant had been friends long before college could only have an estimated duration of

friendship spanning back to the start of college. The start of college period was also a time

when egos were making many new contacts. Some of these contacts would go on to become

friendships, but many were just freshmen meeting new people who would not be significant

as their time in college went on. For this reason, this may have been a poor estimate of the

length of friendship and therefore a poor indicator of the social bond.

The limited scope of the data negatively affected the overlap model as well, which

performed even worse than the duration model. The accuracy is limited here because the

communication data only provides the comprehensive communities of neighboring friends

for study participants. Non-participants do not have their out-going messages recorded, so

their only neighbors will always be strictly participants. The overlap model requires a sizable

sample of the overlapping and non-overlapping neighbors of both individuals being evaluated

for tie strength prediction. As one of these two individuals might be a non-participant, their

neighborhood will be incomplete which skews the overlap value. These issues demonstrate

some of the difficulties of inferring social ties given just a single target person’s records.

Of the time series class of models, CogSNet and Hawkes perform well, distancing them-

selves from the baselines especially for NetHealth. The machine learning models ultimately

outperform the time series class models, yet the gap in performance here is not as great as

the gap between the latter and the baseline class of models. While frequency, recency, dura-

tion, and volume of communication have merit for approximating relationship strength on

their own [27], [28], [53], they are unable to capture a greater whole of the latent mechanics

of social dynamics. Yet when they are all used in conjunction as features, even a simple

random forest classifier performs well, as seen in the Ensemble’s performance.
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Table 4.1: Average RBO scores (with variance in parantheses) for the
NetSense and NetHealth models.

Model Class Model
RBO Scores

NetSense NetHealth

Baseline

Random 0.03022 (0.002) 0.03299 (0.004)
Overlap 0.05035 (0.006) 0.10801 (0.017)
Duration 0.21242 (0.038) 0.13403 (0.021)
Recency 0.28295 (0.029) 0.27508 (0.033)
Frequency 0.29526 (0.030) 0.30380 (0.036)
Volume 0.33804 (0.033) 0.32196 (0.035)

Time Series
CogSNet 0.36058 (0.031) 0.35833 (0.036)
Hawkes 0.36497 (0.031) 0.37117 (0.038)

Machine Learning
Ensemble 0.42918 (0.029) 0.38884 (0.024)
LSTM 0.46329 (0.030) 0.40885 (0.028)

We introduce the LSTM as an alternative machine learning approach through the use

of recurrent neural networks for the direct input of arbitrary temporal sequences. Subse-

quently, our LSTM models uses whole communication histories themselves as features; from

the start of the dataset to any time at which social ties are being evaluated. This alter-

native approach allows us to evaluate two different aspects of time series analysis within

the realm of machine learning. The Ensemble model allows us to explore the predictive

power of a feature-based approach, using attributes that are abstracted from the datasets’

communication histories. The LSTM model allows us to harness the latent features of the

communication histories more holistically, utilizing whatever underlying trends arise in the

data as a whole to predict tie strengths. This ability to analyze histories of interactions in a

temporally aware way seemingly offers improved performance compared to the more general

usage of temporal attributes in the Ensemble model. Deep learning models, like the LSTM,

are able to internally learn latent features from patterns of communication over time that are

meaningful for evaluating the strength of social ties, but they may also be more susceptible

to overfitting to the training data.

4.4.2 Cross-domain predictions

Next, we evaluate how transferable are the patterns learned by the models by using

our models trained on data from one study to predict tie strengths in the other. The success

of cross-domain modeling enables us to discover what behavioral attributes are important in

predictions across populations.
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First, we consider the difference in size between NetSense and NetHealth. Training a

machine learning model on NetHealth to test on NetSense will give them an overt advantage

over the times series models because of the size of the training data compared to the testing

data. As mentioned in the data section, NetHealth has 594 egos, while NetSense only has

196. Therefore, we randomly remove 6 egos from the NetHealth dataset and then evenly

split the remaining egos into three subsets, resulting in three subgroups of 196 egos, equal to

the number of available egos in NetSense. Then to equalize the number of social tie rankings,

we repeat the splitting twice, with the egos first keeping their first four semesters of data,

and then the last four semesters of data. This results in six NetHealth subgroups that can

be used independently for training and testing with NetSense.

We use the time series and machine learning models, since only they have parameters

that can be tuned. When training on NetHealth to test on NetSense, we train the models

on one of the six NetHealth subgroups and then test it against all of the NetSense data.

Since the two datasets were collected during entirely different times, we do not need to

worry about staggering the training and testing process as done previously. Instead, after

training our models on the entirety of the training dataset, we iterate through all the survey

times of the testing dataset, predicting the social tie rankings for all the egos of the current

survey time, taking the weighted average of the resultant RBO scores where the weights

are determined by the survey sizes. This result represents the score for the model. When

training on NetHealth to test on NetSense, the models are trained six separate times, with

the final result being averaged to produce the final score. For training on NetSense to test

on NetHealth, the models are trained once, and then tested six separate times on each of the

NetHealth subgroups, with the average of the subgroup scores being the final score, shown in

Table 4.2. Again, the machine learning models perform better than the time series models.

The tested time series and machine learning models are capable of learning how to ex-

tract latent behavior from one dataset, map it to social tie strengths from one dataset, and

then transfer this knowledge to an entirely different dataset. Overall, Ensemble preforms the

best, producing a RBO score comparable to the machine learning scores found in Table 4.1.

This could suggest the Ensemble model is better able to generalize behavior for predictions

across domains. Notably, the time series and machine learning models have similar per-

formance in cross-domain predictions. This suggests that the general behavior captured

by Hawkes and CogSNet are important components for producing accurate continuous tie
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Table 4.2: Cross-domain predictions. The dataset on the left of the arrow is
the dataset on which the models were exclusively trained. The
dataset on the right of the arrow is the dataset the models were
tested on after training. The score is average RBO with the variance
in parentheses. The difference between each model’s results and
their corresponding results from being trained and tested on the
same population as the dataset on the right of the arrow are shown
in square brackets.

Model
Training Dataset → Testing Dataset

NetHealth → NetSense NetSense → NetHealth
CogSNet 0.35970 (0.0005) [-0.00088] 0.33063 (0.0021) [-0.02770]
Hawkes 0.36293 (0.0006) [-0.00204] 0.35071 (0.0016) [-0.02046]
Ensemble 0.40793 (0.0009) [-0.02125] 0.35989 (0.0018) [-0.02895]
LSTM 0.36835 (0.0003) [-0.09494] 0.36422 (0.0015) [-0.04463]

strengths as well.

4.4.3 Evaluating continuous tie strengths

Since our models can predict tie strength values at any time, we can accurately study

here how tie strengths evolve over time, and what that evolution looks like for different

relationships. In Figure 4.2 we present the evolution of tie strengths between a randomly

selected NetHealth study participant and a sample of their listed alters as encoded by our

Hawkes model, CogSNet, the Ensemble model, and the LSTM. For consistency, we normalize

all values to the range [0, 1]. In this particular analysis we train these models using all

the NetHealth data, excluding all data relating to the selected ego and their alters. We

sequentially sampled the resultant tie strength values of our four trained models over the

entire duration of the study, which includes the time of each survey where the ground truth

values are known. We plot these sampled values against time, producing tie strength time

series. With these time series we mark the times of the surveys and denote if the tie strength

values sampled at the time of these surveys, when ordered with all other alters in descending

order by magnitude, place each alter at the right survey rank when compared against ground

truth. As we are considering listed alters, we label each alter with their relationship type

(i.e., parent, significant other) as assigned by the ego to distinguish and complement the

visualized tie strengths.

The differences between the tie strength time series shapes between model types is clear

in Figure 4.2. This is in part due to the differing tie strength generation methods of each
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Figure 4.2: Generated tie strengths for a randomly selected NetHealth
participant using the top four ranking prediction models (Hawkes,
CogSNet, Ensemble, and LSTM). The x-axis marks the timestamp,
and the y-axis marks the signal magnitude. The colored vertical
bars indicate the occurrence of a survey, denoting if the models
correctly (or incorrectly) classified the ranking of the considered
individual.

model. The Hawkes and CogSNet models generate continuous signals [30], [31], while the

machine learning models report the fraction of pairwise comparisons in which they believe

the alter has a closer social tie to the considered ego.

Despite the differences in tie strength interpretations between models, there are still

clear trends that are reflected across models. For example, in Figure 4.2, “Romantic Partner

1” becomes socially involved with our selected participant around the 6th semester of the

study. This is reflected by a spike in predicted tie strength across all models. Another

important transition point in the social life of the participant can be seen in the “Friend 4”

example. Until the 6th semester, this friend and participant had not met. At some point

they begin to interact, becoming fairly strong friends for the rest of the study.
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The universal visibility of these relationship transitions can be attributed to an accom-

panying spike in communication activity. Since the Hawkes and CogSNet models operate

directly using event occurrences, obvious shifts in communication behavior are easily cap-

tured in the outputted tie strengths. However, only the machine learning models are able to

capture more nuanced trends visibly. For example, the listed individual “Acquaintance 1”

initially meets the participant around the first semester. Beyond the first semester the par-

ticipant forms other stronger and more significant social circles, relegating the acquaintance

to simply a contact (which is why communication with them persists past the first semester

though they are no longer included within the surveys). This social tie weakens as other

relationships become introduced and evolve, and the two eventually move on with their lives

mostly untangled.

The interesting tie strength behavior is not specific to NetHealth, naturally. The above

figure generation process is replicated for NetSense using the Volume, Ensemble, and LSTM

models. These tie strength time series are shown in Figure 4.3. A similar transition for the

“Romantic Partner 1” is seen in this figure as well. Additionally, another interesting example

can be found in the listed individual “Friend 4”. Around the 3rd semester, this friend and

another participant became strong friends, enough for the participant to place the friend

on their survey. But communication is sparse overall, as shown by the Volume model. The

change in calls and text volume alone was not sufficient to warrant the placement on the

survey. An underlying shift in the pattern of communication occurred in a way that only

the machine learning models were able to detect it, and subsequently boost the tie strength

value between the two. But, while these initial anecdotes are interesting, analyzing the tie

strength dynamics of larger groups could allow us to draw stronger conclusions.

For the remainder of our analysis, we will be using the LSTM model with its Borda

count representation of tie strength. In addition to being one of the better performing models

in our suite, its comparative Borda count representation of dynamic tie strength is easy to

understand. For this analysis, we sampled predicted tie strengths from the LSTM model

across the duration of the NetSense and NetHealth studies. We can represent the inferred

strength of a social tie from one person (who’s communications records are being used for

the inference) to another as a directed edge between nodes. The weight for each edge is the

tie strength value itself, which varies as a function of time. With the two resulting dynamic

social networks, we can analyze general tie strength trends and compare them with previous
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Figure 4.3: Generated tie strengths for a randomly selected NetSense
participant using the top four ranking prediction models (Hawkes,
CogSNet, Ensemble, and LSTM). The x-axis marks the timestamp,
and the y-axis marks the signal magnitude. The colored vertical
bars indicate the occurrence of a survey, denoting if the models
correctly (or incorrectly) classified the ranking of the considered
individual.

work to verify the efficacy of the model in capturing important relationships trends using

our transferable methodology of ranking prediction.

Given the importance that relationships play in the evolution of tie strengths (as seen

above), we will use the following section to analyze the dynamics of relationships within our

two dynamic social networks.
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4.4.4 Relationship dynamics

As stated in the data section, egos were asked to classify their relationships with their

listed alters. Given these classifications, we can analyze how tie strength on average change

swith time for different nodes depending on their relationship type. In particular, we analyze

the average tie strength over time for friends, kin, and significant others (as identified by

survey-takers), to evaluate relationship stability over time.

In Figure 4.4a,c we show the average tie strength (edge weight) over time for a selection

of relationship types. We found that while friends tend to have a more volatile tie strength

(due to the fact that there are so many different kinds of friends), parents (and similar kin)

tend to stay fairly consistent with high tie strength. This agrees with previous research [133],

which shows that college students very often maintain consistent contact with their families.

For those that have frequent communication with their parents and siblings, this behavior

is correlated with their closeness to them, as reflected in survey rankings.

The average tie strength value is also very stable with parents across time, with little

variation, which can be seen in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, indicating that the rank held by

parents rarely wavers for egos, confirming the general strength of connection. This is likely

because parents are even going to make it on to a ranked list of individuals with whom

the participant has communicated the most, these relationships are going to be inherently

stable. If they were not, students would not invest time communicating with them enough

to warrant listing them.

Surprisingly, significant others are often times ranked below parents. This difference in

ranking is due to the fact that the label of romantic partner is not static, while the label of

“parent” is. Significant others can be introduced prior to the study or anywhere during the

study, and that label can be removed or changed at any time as well. This effect is seen to a

greater degree with the term friend. In addition to the conditional assignments of the term,

there are many different stages of rapport that any friend could be while being included in

a participant’s survey listing. This phenomena is especially visible in the NetHealth dataset

due to the larger sample size. The more people who can be classified as friends, the more

potential variety in ranking which brings down the overall average tie strength of friends in

NetHealth, compared to NetSense.

Interestingly, despite the volatility (or lack thereof) of these classifications, the evolu-

tion of tie strengths inevitably slows as time goes on. This is reflected in Figure 4.2 and
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Figure 4.4: A sequence of illustrations for the analysis of the evolving tie values
in NetSense and NetHealth as generated by the LSTM. (A,B)
illustrate the relationships in NetSense and (C,D) illustrate the
relationship in NetHealth. (A,C) show the growth of the average
tie strength of different relationships over time. (B,D) show the
Kernel Density Estimation of transition differences between
relationships.

Figure 4.3, as most tie strength time series settle after either a transition point or a period of

growth/loss. This indicates that in the absence of a perturbing force (e.g., getting to know a

person, experiencing a breakup), relationships tend to cement themselves to some standard

level of closeness, resulting in some consistent pattern of communication. A similar observa-

tion was made in Saramäki’s work [35], in which social signatures between individuals in a

social network were derived directly from communication data. These social signatures were

found to be generally stable and consistent in shape, corroborating the trend of stability

seen in the tie strengths here.

We further characterize the dynamics of relationship interactions by analyzing the

transition difference in tie strength over time. We do this by finding the greatest change in

tie strength (the “transition point”), then taking the difference in the average tie strength

before and after this transition point. We find the transition difference for every listed

alter, with the resultant values binned by relationship label. The Kernel Density Estimation

(Gaussian kernel) of the binned transition differences for Significant Others, Parents, and

Friends is shown in Figure 4.4b,d.

We find that for both datasets, familial relationships remain stable with a mode cen-

tered around 0, with almost no tail leading into the negative range, reinforcing the persistent

stability of those kinds of connections. Interestingly, NetHealth (Figure 4.4d) has an obvious
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second mode for familial relationships centered about 0.5 as well, indicating that there is

either little change or deviation from whatever the initial tie strength was, and if there was

any change, it was positive. The presence of such a second mode in NetHealth is due to

the fact that that study is twice as long as NetSense, allowing more time for evolution in

tie strength time series. The beginnings of this positive trend for some familial ties is also

visible in NetSense (Figure 4.4b) in the form of the fat tail in the positive range, but we

would need more data to observe the growth of a second mode.

Significant others, on the other hand, have much wider modes. In NetSense, there

is a primary mode at 0 and a smaller, secondary mode at 0.5, while in NetHealth is the

reverse, with a very prominent primary mode at 0.5 with a much smaller secondary mode

at 0. Importantly, both distributions have fat tails leading into the negative range. The

features of these distributions mark the dynamic of close (but non-familial) relationships,

which undergo positive changes when the relationship forms, and negative changes when a

break-up occurs. The former of these two events is quite obvious in NetHealth, which has

more participants, and the number of potential pairs increases proportionally to the square

of the number of participants. This also goes for break-ups. NetSense only begins to reflect

these trends, hence the smaller distributions.

As discussed earlier, the variability of closeness assigned to the label of “friend” should

be a lot greater than that of significant others or family, and subsequently a lot more subject

to change. An example for this can easily be seen in Figure 4.2, where the tie strength

time series shapes for the friend classifications vary wildly compared to that of the kin

classifications. This volatility is strongly reflected in NetHealth, with the friend distribution

being substantially different than the others. There are enough examples of tie strength

growth, loss, and stability that the resultant shape does not exhibit any kind of particular

trend. In NetSense, however, this behavior is not as obvious, but again this is likely due to

the smaller population of the study.

The significant stability differences between friendships and kin relationships have been

observed before [34]. This reference concludes that kin relations are more stable and maintain

a higher level of emotional closeness with little maintenance than friendships which are less

stable and require active maintenance to prevent decay. The combination of high tie strength

and its stability across large periods of time for some relationships can also be seen as an

example of “Simmelian Ties” as discussed by Krackhardt in [134]. Krackhardt investigated
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connections that were especially strong and persistent over time due to strong reciprocal ties

and at least one shared third party. Again, from our analysis, we find such behavior notably

common for kin, which are often intrinsically embedded into familial cliques. Ultimately,

our analysis further confirms previous observations captured also in our models by the tie

strength dynamics of friends and family.

4.5 Discussion

Continuous tie strengths introduced in our paper play an important role in the analysis

of social networks, characterizing the relationship between individuals and providing insight

into how those involved will interact with each other [25], [26], [118], [121]. While past

works have delved into predicting tie strength [28], [116], there has been limited research

into the forecasting and subsequent analysis of tie strength that evolve over long periods

of time. The paucity of this kind of research is in part due to the difficulty in collecting

social ties as they change, which is typically done through surveys. Additionally, many

past works tend to implement tie strength measures that depend on many platform-specific

attributes. In this paper, we address both problems by introducing a system that converts

easily collected communication data into continuous tie strength values. We design this

system to be generalizable, depending only on the communication data and a sparse number

of ego network surveys. Using a small set of survey questions, we extract social tie rankings

from the surveys that we use to train our predictive models and to forecast the social tie

rankings. These trained models convert communication data to continuous tie strengths,

which, at any point, can be used to predict the survey rankings. We take advantage of the

continuous nature of these tie strengths to observe their evolution over time and analyze the

relationship dynamics of our social networks.

The NetSense and NetHealth studies provide longitudinal real-world communication

data and surveys that can be used as ground truth values. Using a suite of models, we

are able to reconstruct ranked versions of these surveys with a relatively high RBO score.

With the resulting continuous tie strength values from the best-performing models, we are

able to effectively track the evolution of relationships (like identifying the time at which a

significant other enters a participant’s social circle). Furthermore, we show that relationships

with parents (and other close family, like siblings) remain fairly consistent over time, with

significant others coming in second in terms of tie strength stability. By further analyzing
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tie strengths dynamics around transition points, we show that parent tie strengths tend

to be very strong and stable, often going unchanged over time, while significant others

are more likely to experience significant transitions (driven by the initial formation of the

relationship, or a subsequent dissolution). We also establish that without a perturbing force,

most relationships reach some form of plateau at which their tie strengths settle.

In summary, our novel system for predicting continuous tie strength values using gen-

eral, platform-agnostic communication data establishes an innovative paradigm for studying

the transitions and trends of interpersonal connections as they evolve in dynamic social net-

works. This paper may establish a foundation for the continued detailed analysis of the

evolution of relationships based on empirical data, and enable the characterization of past,

present, and future interactions within social networks.



CHAPTER 5

A REACTION-BASED APPROACH TO INFORMATION

CASCADE ANALYSIS

5.1 Introduction

Consider this question: If we were to go to a movie theatre and see a random movie

without knowing the title or anything else about it beforehand, how could we guess the

movie’s genre while watching it? One way would be to examine the title and character dia-

logue. Another way would be to analyze the visuals and special effects. But a more atypical

approach might be to turn around and look to the audience for the answer. If we specifically

do not want to use dialogue or visuals, we can use the audience’s reactions. For example, if

the audience is laughing frequently, its likely to be a comedy. But if they are mostly crying

out in fear, the film is probably a horror movie. And while there are exceptions, the process

described is reliable enough given that an audience’s emotional reaction is inherently tied to

the nature of a movie’s genre. After all, the director of a horror film needs the audience to

react in fear, otherwise their film will most likely fail.

While this concept as applied through our example is unconventional, it illustrates a

fascinating concept in the realm of social media. Consider: just as these emotional reactions

from an audience fundamentally describe the associated movie, topics in online social media

have their own set of unique “user reactions” that can be extracted and used to characterize

the unique properties of the discussed subject matter without any help from text analysis.

Specifically, we hypothesize that if a user is biased in a certain way, they will react differently

in more than just text. We can find applied examples of this hypothesis in [135], where the

authors showed that, within Twitter, users have stable and consistent reactions associated

with a given topic, called a “Social Genotype Model”. However, this stable representation of

bias is only sparsely applied by the authors, being primarily used for the prediction of topic-

specific influencers and the high-level analysis of Twitter’s follower structure. And while

extracting user reactions has been seen as an essential tool for social media analysis for a

while [136]–[138], most implementations tends to be limited to natural language processing

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as: J. Flamino and B. K. Szymanski, “A reaction-based
approach to information cascade analysis,” in 2019 28th IEEE Int. Conf. Comput. Commun. Netw., Jul.
2019, pp. 1–9.
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(NLP) and the quantification of baseline interest.

NLP has established a paradigm for understanding human interactions and the content

they generate, but in this chapter we will explore the relationship between the dynamics of

discourse and conversation, and topic within social media without the use of such direct

textual analyses, opting for an alternative, novel approach of using text-agnostic, reaction-

based measures that provide significant insight into the understanding of topics in online

social media. We show that this approach not only allows us to identify topics and differen-

tiate topical divisions, but also capturing more subtle semantic differences within individual

topics. And provided the mathematical quantification of discourse dynamics, we can use es-

tablished outlier detection tools like Isolation Forests [38] to identify to identify content that

is, according to our measures, substantially different from the content of inliers. We subse-

quently investigate the content of these identified outliers and discuss the different aspects

that contribute to their differences from the norm.

5.2 Data

Given our focus on the dynamics of discourse and conversation, we need to analyze a

dataset from an online social media platform that encourages in-depth discussions of a wide

variety of topics and subjects. The format that we found to best fit this description was the

group of online platforms called forums. A forum is a network of registered users in which any

user can freely submit posts about certain topics (generally under some related category).

This post triggers responses to the post material. In turn these responses trigger more

responses, resulting in a cascade of information passed between unique users. A majority

of these cascades will be short-lived, and are quickly superseded by more recent topics, but

what conversations do occur due to that post follow the theme established by the source

post, characterizing a majority of the interactions that occur within a cascade.

One of the most well-known forum-like social media platforms is Reddit. In Reddit the

posts are clustered by Subreddit, which generally encompasses a defining theme (e.g. the

Subreddit r/politics is comprised of discussions about U.S. politics). Within a Subreddit,

a user can create a submission pertaining to the Subreddit’s genre. The submission then

becomes available to all other users. Users can vote on the quality of the submission and start

discussions in the comment section of the submission. The more provocative the subject of a

submission, the greater the response, ultimately increasing the activity of the submission and
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the vote count, which inevitably increases the exposure of the submission, evoking additional

responses.

We use the data provided from [36], which offers up a Reddit dataset that covers 5, 692

Subreddits, 88M submissions, and 887.5M comments over a time range of 2006 to 2014.

The comments in this dataset are formatted as a comment tree extension, accentuating the

natural branching conversations that sprout from the source submission. We reformatted

this into event sequence style, where the identifiers id, root id, and parent id illustrates the

event’s position in a cascade. To clarify, the root id indicates the id of the source submission,

while the parent id indicates the id of the event that the posting user is responding directly

to. This event sequence was uploaded into a MySQL database, with the 88M submissions

being supplemented with their respective titles, text bodies, and scraped headlines from any

linked URLs using Reddit’s Official API.

5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Characterizing discourse dynamics on Reddit

Our objective is to use the dynamics of discourse and conversations to characterize and

understand the overarching topic. With respect to Reddit, this means we use the comment

tree to identify the theme of the submission without any text mining from the comment tree

and even from the submission itself. Instead, we capture attributes relating to structure and

evolution of the comment trees. Some past works have established groundwork on harnessing

such response structures within social media like Twitter [135] and Reddit [139]. As men-

tioned in the introduction, [135] demonstrates in particular consistent topic-dependent user

behavior, which can be used to reinforce our hypothesis that users will often times respond

differently as a whole depending on the subject matter.

Given Reddit’s emphasis on forum-like interactions, the emergent online social media

network G(U,E) is not formed in a typical fashion, where edges connect unique users like

e = (ui, uj), e ∈ E. And while user’s can “follow” other users in Reddit, the more apparent

link to content is through the subscription to Subreddits. Once subscribed, a user becomes

part of a collective of fellow subscribers that are all updated when any other subscribed user

post a submission to that Subreddit. This leads us to assumption 1.

Assumption 1 Reddit can be considered a set of Subreddit tags R. Each Subreddit has a
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Table 5.1: Symbols and definitions used within this chapter. This table
originates from J. Flamino and B. K. Szymanski, “A reaction-based
approach to information cascade analysis,” in 2019 28th IEEE Int.
Conf. Comput. Commun. Netw., Jul. 2019, pp. 1–9. The
publisher (IEEE) does not require individuals working on a thesis to
obtain a formal reuse license for this content. c©2019 IEEE.

Symbol Definition
R Some Subreddit within Reddit
U All users subscribed to R
s A submission within R, represented

as a set of users that responded to
the submission, s = {u}, s ⊆ U

T (N,E) A tree network representing the struc-
ture of hierarchically linked com-
ments within a submission

n A user-generated comment within T,
n ∈ N

n0 The head node. Technically, this is
the submission text submitted to the
subreddit that triggers the comment
cascade.

e A directed edge within T, repre-
senting the direction of information
flowing between comments (from re-
spondee to responder), e ∈ E

B The set of branches found in T. Bk =
{n}, Bk ⊆ N where the kth branch
contains some subset of linked com-
ments (including n0) generated for a
submission.

unique set of associated users U . All users in set U are connected with an edge representing

information flow. This system forms an isolated, undirected complete graph

Naturally, the network of Reddit becomes more complicated once you consider users

subscribe to multiple Subreddits and follow other users, but when considering the graph

topology within the scope of a single Subreddit, the assumption holds. And given this

approach, we can intuitively state that submissions within a Subreddit are also generally

detached from each other. The graphical topologies of these submissions are fundamentally

different; however, as responses to a source node tend to stack recursively. This leads us to

assumption 2.
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Assumption 2 Each submission that occurs within a Subreddit is an independent infor-

mation cascade, representing a unique set of users s = {u}, s ⊆ U interacting for a short

period of time, with the resultant event sequence following the graph topology of a directed

tree network.

We now represent the event sequence generated by the users of some submission s as

T (N,E) where each n ∈ N represents a message somewhere in the event sequence triggered

by said submission. A connecting edge is defined as e = (ni, nj), e ∈ E where nj is the

responder’s message and ni is the respondee’s message. It is important to note that each

message n does have a uniquely associated user u. While each node n is unique, a user has

free reign to generate as many nodes as they please, resulting in user degeneracy in T . We

illustrate this terminology and the architecture of T in Figure 5.1. As seen in Figure 5.1,

we refer to n0 as the root node, and all nodes that directly link to the root node are referred

to as initial nodes. All other nodes are simply referred to as response nodes. We emphasize

that we can extract a subset of directly correlated messages called branches. Branches are

represented by B = {B1, B2, ..., Bm} where m is equal to the total number of initial nodes.

We can use some kth branch Bk where Bk ⊆ N to evaluate the response cascade that is

triggered by the kth initial node. We also show that for every branch, we include the root

node as an element in the set. This is because for all intents and purposes, the root node is

the submission’s contents itself, thus we must include this node to ensure our branch-specific

features capture that initial reaction from users that directly respond to the submission.

Table 5.1 summarizes the mentioned symbols. Now that we have established our definitions,

we can begin constructing our response features from the empirical data.

5.3.2 Feature design

To characterize discourse dynamics in Reddit, we split our features into two sets:

individual features and aggregate features. For the individual features, the real values must

describe the nature of user interactions within a single branch Bi ∈ B. To generate these

values, we design features that capture innate behavior exhibited in both scale and time

without recursively analyzing each involved user or message. We shall refer to these as our

individual features.

1. Depth: The path length between the root node and the farthest response node in a

branch. Using Dijkstra’s Algorithm (DA)
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Figure 5.1: Representation of a directed tree network T . This figure originates
from J. Flamino and B. K. Szymanski, “A reaction-based approach
to information cascade analysis,” in 2019 28th IEEE Int. Conf.
Comput. Commun. Netw., Jul. 2019, pp. 1–9. The publisher
(IEEE) does not require individuals working on a thesis to obtain a
formal reuse license for this content. c©2019 IEEE.

DEP(Bi) = max
n∈Bi,n6=n0

(DA(n0, n)) (5.1)

2. Magnitude: The maximum in-degree centrality in a branch. Given the adjacency

matrix A for T then

MAG(Bi) = max
n∈Bi

(
∑
k

ak,n), ak,n ∈ A (5.2)

3. Engagement : The total number of users involved in a branch where nu is the set of

messages generated by user u.

ENG(Bi) = |{u | |nu ∩Bi| > 0}| (5.3)

4. Longevity : The absolute amount of time between the creation of an initial node and

the latest response node.

LNG(Bi) = max
n∈Bi

(t(n))− min
n∈Bi,n 6=n0

(t(n)) (5.4)

In addition to these 4 features, we introduce two additional holistic features for a

total of 6. We use these holistic features to evaluate a submission’s aggregate discourse

dynamic within T independent of B. These methods are extracted from [37], in which the
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authors evaluate human communication in temporal networks using entropy and introduce

entropy-based measures for human communication. In particular, we chose to consider both

the first and second order entropy measures that were introduced. These two methods

produce distinct numerical representations that will portray aggregate comment interactions

succinctly. Thus we refer to these measures as our aggregate features.

5. First order entropy : The probability p1(u) of some user u within s generating a message

n for T .

S1 = −
∑
u∈s

p1(u)ln(p1(u)) (5.5)

6. Second order entropy : The probability p2(eij) of a unique edge eij = (ni, nj) being

formed between two messages by two specific users ui and uj within T .

S2 = −
∑
eij∈E

p2(eij)ln(p2(eij)) (5.6)

For the remainder of the chapter we use these features to characterize response dynam-

ics in Reddit. Employing the individual measures for some submission s yields a matrix Ms

of dimensions m× l where m = |B| and l = 4 for the 4 individual features defined above.

MT
s =


DEP(B1) DEP(B2) . . . DEP(Bm)

MAG(B1) MAG(B2) . . . MAG(Bm)

ENG(B1) ENG(B2) . . . ENG(Bm)

LNG(B1) LNG(B2) . . . LNG(Bm)

 (5.7)

Matrix Ms describes our individual features for all branches of s. Combined with

our aggregate features, we have a compact yet detailed portrayal of a submission’s entire

discourse dynamic.

5.3.3 Validating the features through genre classification

With the methods for the characterization of discourse and conversation defined, a

necessary next step is to validate the actual effectiveness of the selected features in the scope

of our dataset. In particular, we need to assess how accurately these features represent the

topics of the Reddit submissions they are quantifying. We can do this through a Subreddit

classification process: given a few distinct Subreddits to act as labels, we use the extracted
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response features from a subset of submissions to train a classifier to distinguish between

said labels. In essence, we investigate if our features representing some set of submissions

are enough to train a classifier to differentiate between these submissions’ genres. To run

this test we consider the Subreddits r/politics, r/gaming, r/soccer, and r/atheism, each

representing an independent genre within Reddit. We curated a set of 1000 submissions

from each Subreddit, only selecting submissions whose total comment counts ranged from

1000−3000 comments. Then for each submission we calculate Ms and the aggregate features.

We condense Ms by finding the maximum depth (the height of the tree), average breadth,

average engagement, and average longevity for each submission. We map the submission’s

measures into R6 feature space by taking these values and appending the aggregate features

to the set. We can represent this process as

f =< max
B

(DEP ), avg
B

(MAG), avg
B

(ENG), avg
B

(LNG), S1, S2 > (5.8)

Where vector f is our feature vector. Pairing f with its associated label Ri where

Ri ∈ R, we then split the assembled dataset as 70%/30% training/testing subsets and train

a Support Vector Machine Classifier (SVM) [140]. For each element in the test subset the

SVM attempts to correctly label R given f for s. A positive match results in a score of 1

for s, and a negative match results in a 0.

5.3.4 Feature exploration through clustering

The primary goal of these features are to characterize the discourse dynamics that occur

within submissions. Subsequently, another way to validate features is to cluster them, and

see if the grouped submissions are similar to each other in terms of submission content. While

the methodology of our feature extraction is text-agnostic, these features should capture some

fundamental differences in topic, as, we hypothesize, different topics should spark different

kinds of conversations. Considering the movie theater example again: a scary movie should

elicit a different response from the audience than a comedic movie. As such, when clustering

our features, submissions with a particular kind of comment pattern should be grouped. It

is important, then, to analyze the text of these submissions after the fact to help understand

why these comment patterns are similar to some, and different to others.

To perform the clustering analysis, we evaluate a set of 1000 submissions under a single

Ri whose total comment counts ranged from 1000−3000 comments. Using K-means cluster-
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ing paired with the Silhouette Score [141] to determine the K, we can find distinct clusters

among the submissions of the same label. We define these clusters as C = {C1, C2, ..., CK}
where K is the cluster number given the highest average Silhouette Score. Provided the

clusters, we need to validate that the content that the features are separating is different

in an interpretative way. To do this, we finally implement a NLP method to accurately

summarize the content that is being clustered. For some cluster Ck, we aggregate the titles

and text bodies (but not comment text) of all submissions belonging to that cluster into

a single document. We then extract all nouns (and proper nouns) and project them into

a network, where each node represents a unique keyword. The edge between two nodes

represents co-occurrence, where the weight of that edge is equal to the total number of co-

occurrences of these pair of keywords in the joined text. We then run PageRank [20] on

the resultant network in order to identify the keywords in our text that have a significant

presence. We extract all non-trivial keywords, as identified by PageRank, and count the

occurrence frequency of these keywords as they appear within said clusters. If the extracted

keywords associated with each cluster have minimal (or no) overlap, this indicates that the

response features used to identify the detected clusters has done an effective job in grouping

topic using our text-agnostic quantification of discourse dynamics.

With K-means and our keywords, we are also able to explore if the separation in content

correlates with the distances between clusters. Given a set of clusters where K > 2, we

extract from each a list of the top-10 keywords as ranked in descending order by PageRank.

We then find the Euclidean distance between each pair of cluster centroids. To quantify the

content difference between each pair, we use Ranked Bias Overlap (RBO) [114] on the two

top ten keyword lists associated with the two submissions in consideration. As explained

the earlier chapters, the lower the RBO score, the greater the difference in the considered

lists, with emphasis on the higher-ranking keywords. And so, when RBO is at 0, there is no

overlap in the top ten keyword lists extracted from the pools of content of the two submission

clusters in question. By plotting the RBO scores against the Euclidean distances of each

pair of cluster centroids, we are then able to more directly observe a quantifiable relationship

between our response features and the topics they encapsulate. If our hypothesis holds, the

farther apart any two clusters are, the less overlap in terms of content there should be, as

the comment structures should be increasingly different.
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5.3.5 Outlier detection

A natural extension of analyzing the topical differences of clusters of submissions is

to implement outlier detection. If the response features can accurately separate content

through discourse dynamics, an outlier, as characterized by those response features, would

naturally indicate that the topic of the outlier submission is quite different from those that

were grouped together. Like the previous section, to investigate the importance of outliers

as detected through response features, we evaluate a set of 1000 submissions (within the

1000 − 3000 comment range) under a single Ri. Provided the response features for all

submissions we can use an outlier detection algorithm to identify what submissions are

substantially different from the others and investigate the content of those submissions.

Here, we use Isolation Forests as the outlier detection algorithm. An Isolation Forest is a

collection of decision trees that isolate submission outliers by randomly choosing a feature

from our response features, then randomly selecting a split value that is between the available

minimum and maximum values of this feature. Given enough data to help establish a trend

of the norm, this random partitioning of features should generate shorter paths in the trees

for outliers, which distinguishes these anomalous data points from the rest. In particular,

Isolation Forests operate on the principle that outliers are observations that are few and

different from the norm, which allows us to use the resultant shorter paths to act as our

identifiers. For each point, the Isolation Forest outputs an anomaly score that has the range

of [−1, 1]. The more negative the score, the more likely the point in question is an anomaly,

or outlier. The more positive, the more likely the data is part of the norm.

5.4 Results

In this section, we validate our response features using the SVM for a set of Subreddit

labels, and then investigate how submission content separates into clusters when grouping

submissions through response feature K-means and through outlier detection.

5.4.1 Genre classification

For our SVM genre classification process, Table 5.2 shows the classifier scores between

several pairs of label sets.

Note that the average score is 0.89. This indicates that the patterns of conversation

are distinctly different between Subreddits due to their themes. In general people will not
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Table 5.2: SVM classifier scores for combinations of Subreddit labels. This
table originates from J. Flamino and B. K. Szymanski, “A
reaction-based approach to information cascade analysis,” in 2019
28th IEEE Int. Conf. Comput. Commun. Netw., Jul. 2019, pp.
1–9. The publisher (IEEE) does not require individuals working on a
thesis to obtain a formal reuse license for this content. c©2019 IEEE.

R Classifier Score
politics,gaming,soccer 0.86
politics,gaming 0.99
politics,soccer 0.94
gaming,soccer 0.89
politics,atheism 0.78

talk about games in the same ways they will talk about religion. This innate difference in

conversation style contributes enough to the overall structure that an SVM can accurate

classify a submission using only the six response features. In addition to this observation,

the scores in Table 5.2 can also be seen as a high-level quantification of the similarities and

differences between themes. For example, while the classification score between r/politics and

r/gaming is 0.99, the score between r/politics and r/atheism is 0.78. Intuitively, the score

difference makes sense. While intense debates are not unknown to the world of gaming, the

depth and intensity of debates that sprout up from every aspect of politics provides a clear

dichotomy in comment structure. However, the Atheism Subreddit (and the religious genre

in general) also provides an environment for fierce debate due to its religious connotations

which might be consistent enough to be more similar to politics.

5.4.2 Clustering analysis

For our analysis of clustering under a genre, we consider r/hockey as our first example.

We use K-means on 1000 submissions within the 1000 − 3000 comment range for K = 2.

After clustering, we use our keyword extraction process to extract all prevalent keywords

from the pool of submission texts in C1 and C2. For visualization purposes, we implement

Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the R6 dimensionality to R2. This reduces

each submission’s set of response features to a two-dimensional point that can be projected

onto a 2D plot, allowing us to view the differences in response features easily. We plot our

1000 submissions, color coded by their associated cluster, in Figure 5.2. To complement the

plot, we also illustrate the extracted keywords in word clouds linked to the clusters, where
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the size of the words in the clouds corresponds to the magnitude of their PageRank score.

Figure 5.2: PCA of response features for 1000 submissions from r/hockey,
clustered by K-means (K = 2). Word clouds of keywords extracted
from the text of the submissions contained in each cluster are
shown above, with the size of each keyword corresponding to the
magnitude of their respective PageRank score.

As seen in Figure 5.2, there are two apparent clusters, delineating a difference in

comment structure within the Subreddit itself. Using the word clouds complemented with

a cursory textual analysis of the involved submissions, we see that C1 contains submissions

pertaining to official “Game Thread” discussions, while C2 is primarily related to trash

talking and memes. We further reinforce our word cloud observation by also counting the

frequency of occurrence of some of the top keywords in the text pools of both clusters, shown

in Table 5.3.

From Table 5.3 we can see that the keyword occurrence is asymmetric, with little

overlap between the highest occurring keywords of the first and second cluster. These results,

paired with our other observations, indicate that the two r/hockey clusters, while under the

same genre, are still semantically different, involving different types of discussions therein.

Intuitively, we know there is explicit difference between official game discussions and trash
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Table 5.3: Comparison of keyword frequency between the two identified topic
clusters in r/hockey. This table originates from J. Flamino and B. K.
Szymanski, “A reaction-based approach to information cascade
analysis,” in 2019 28th IEEE Int. Conf. Comput. Commun.
Netw., Jul. 2019, pp. 1–9. The publisher (IEEE) does not require
individuals working on a thesis to obtain a formal reuse license for
this content. c©2019 IEEE.

Keyword C1 Frequency C2 Frequency
game thread 204 1
playoff 76 1
series 35 22
friday 1 31
trash talk 1 32

talking in how they are carried out in conversation, and this understanding is captured by our

response features through K-means. By extension, this system of submission clustering can

be considered a form of non-semantic topic modeling, as it identifies stable topics exclusively

through discourse dynamics.

As the two sets of keywords for our two clusters in r/hockey are clearly separate in

both content and in Euclidean space, the next step is to investigate the relationship between

cluster distance and content differences. To do this, we use 1000 submissions from r/politics,

finding their response features and then their clusters through K-means where K = 5. The

result for this is shown in Figure 5.3A. For robustness repeat the above process for r/atheism

as well, where K = 3. These results are shown in Figure 5.3B.

5.4.3 Outlier detection and analysis

An obvious next step into exploring this correlation is to explore how outliers are

topically different from the submissions grouped into clusters. In both examples of Figure 5.3,

the overlap in top keywords decreases with the increase in Euclidean distance between cluster

centroids. This indicates a clear correlation between topical separation of submission content

and the distance between submissions as represented through our response features. As such,

an outlier should suggest a substantial difference in the content of the outlier submission and

the rest of submissions being considered. Similar to the previous section, we consider 1000

submissions. We cluster them using K-means to establish different topical groupings, then

isolate outliers using an Isolation Forest. For r/soccer, we set K = 6. After clustering all
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A B

Figure 5.3: RBO score of top-10 keyword lists versus Euclidean distance of
response feature clusters for (A) r/politics where K = 5 and (B)
r/atheism where K = 3. RBO’s weight parameter p is set to 0.98.
Figure author: James Flamino and Bowen Gong.

the submissions, we plot them in 2D space using PCA and present them in Figure 5.4A.

Within Figure 5.4A there are 3 clusters containing the majority of the submissions. In

order to understand the reasons behind the differences in comment cascades between inliers

and outliers, we manually investigate the title and comments of the involved submissions.

Before identifying our outlier, we first explore the textual differences in topic between the

primary clusters. While C4 contains only general discussions, C2 and C5 consist exclusively

of “Match Thread” submissions. And aside from the fact that C2 and C5 do contain entirely

different sets of involved soccer teams in their submission text, there is no other clearly

apparent textual disparity between these “Match Thread” clusters. But there is a definite

underlying difference. Supplemental analysis of the comment structure reveal that submis-

sions in C2 are often subject to more extensive debate, as opposed to submissions in C5, which

tend to only have surface-level comments. Thus while there was little text-based dissimi-

larities between the two clusters, the response features were still able to identify additional

latent differences in the similar topics due to user reactions.

When using our Isolation Forest on this data, we find that the rightmost point in

C6 has the highest anomaly score and is the most distant from the other submissions in

terms of response features. Extracting the title and discussion from this outlier, we find

this submission discusses a scandal involving FIFA concerning Qatar hosting the World Cup

for soccer. Compared to the other submissions in our set, this is substantially different,
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inciting outrage from its repliers. However, it is important to note that this outlier, while

different from its surrounding submissions, cannot be considered a “viral” post from just

this classification as a response feature outlier. Virality of a post indicates a post receives

a disproportionally large number of responses, likes, or attention in a short span of time.

As this approach identifies response feature (and thus topical) abnormalities, the indicates

submissions can be viral due to their markedly topical differences (and likely novelty), but

are not necessarily guaranteed to be.

A B

Figure 5.4: PCA of response features for 1000 submissions, clustered with
K-means, from (A) r/soccer where K = 6 and (B) r/gaming where
K = 7. These figures originate from the paper this chapter is based
on. The publisher (IEEE) does not require individuals working on
a thesis to obtain a formal reuse license for this content. c©2019
IEEE.

We compute another example of clustering and outlier detection in the r/gaming

Subreddit. As before, we extract the response features of the collected 1000 submissions and

cluster them using K-means, where K = 7. The PCA of the response features is shown in

Figure 5.4B. While a majority of submissions can be found in C3 and C7, there are a few

outliers.

Like in our r/soccer example, when we analyze the text of the greatest group of

submissions, we find that C7 primarily contains video game giveaways, while C3 consists

of more general discussions. When using an Isolation Forest, we find that the singular point

in C5 is considered the greatest outlier of the submission set in terms of the anomaly score.

Investigating this submission, we find that the involved text contains a story about a person
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who beat cancer and stayed emotionally strong thanks to video games. In the context of

r/gaming this can be seen as a very appealing story. Additionally, past work has confirmed

that affect-laden text tends to drive the appeal (and often virality) of content [142], and the

influx of supportive responses in this outlier confirms this. Our response features characterize

this resultant cascade, identifying the significant difference in discourse dynamics such that

this submission can be easily identified by an Isolation Forest.

5.5 Discussion

In this chapter we introduced a novel approach to analyzing social media information

cascades using only the audience reactions triggered by a source post. Following this ap-

proach, we designed unique features to represent different aspects of discourse dynamics.

Using these measures as response features to characterize an information cascade, we vali-

dated the effectiveness of these representative features through label classification and topic

clustering, showing that response features can identify the differences between Subreddit

genre without needing text. We then explored the relationship between cluster centroid

distances of response features grouped through K-means, and the differences in keywords

extracted from the clustered submission content. We found that the farther apart any two

response feature clusters are, the more topically distinct the involved submissions were. This

indicates that the discourse dynamics that result from a submission (as characterized through

our response features) can capture unique differences in topic both between genres, and even

more finely in a single genre itself. As an extension of this analysis, we use outlier detection

within particular Subreddits to identify topically aberrant submissions that stand out from

the norm in terms of response features. We find that the identified outliers tend to involve

unique, shocking, affect-laden, or generally novel content that is highly likely to spawn in-

tense discussions and deep comment cascades that can be characterized by response features

in a way that sets it apart from the norm without ever using textual analysis for assistance

and enhancement. Ultimately, in this chapter we introduce a paradigm for identifying topics

within social media using text-agnostic, reaction-based features that comes with multiple

advantages, including the ability to identify latent semantic sub-divisions in a single topic,

and the ability to isolate submissions that are topically aberrant from surrounding content.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis, we analyzed and modeled multiple different aspects of human behavioral dy-

namics in an attempt to better understand such phenomena as value homophily of groups,

polarization of influencers and their user bases in social media, long-term relationship dy-

namics in social networks, and how the dynamics of conversations can characterize and

differentiate topics. Overall, we found that while all these types of behavioral dynamics are

inherently complex and often times difficult to quantify due to a variety of reasons, there are

underlying rules and driving mechanics that we can isolate and model to accurately explain,

and often times predict, the trends of these behavior.

During our analysis of the creation, evolution, and dissolution of groups in NetSense,

we introduced a measure of utility that an individual gains from groups depending on the

aligning opinions and beliefs of the other members in those groups. We hypothesized that

individuals in NetSense would make group membership changes (and sometimes even opinion

changes) in an an attempt to maximize this utility. We then formulated three maximization

criteria to characterize how the choices of an individual making a choice on membership

changes affected others. We found that almost all changes made by individuals benefitted,

at the very least, themselves (egocentric changes). A slightly smaller percent of changes also

benefitted their like-minded peers (weakly altruistic changes). Interestingly, the percentage

of changes that benefitted everyone regardless of opinion alignment (strongly altruistic) was

also fairly high. We then enhanced this analysis by investigating how the utility gained by

certain opinions is affected by the popularity of said opinions, and found that the utility

decays with the decreasing popularity of those stances, which motivates members to at-

tempt more membership changes in an attempt to maximize their utility. The agreement

between our hypothesis and the trends observed in our empirical data led us to develop a

predictive analytical model based on utility maximization. This model used our formulation

of utility to predict what groups individuals in NetSense would likely leave, join, or stay

in between semesters, as well as what opinions an individual might change. We found this

model was effective in forecasting both group membership changes and opinion changes.

These resulted have important implications for future work on this topic in social sciences,

computational social systems and complex networks. In particular, our results show that

104
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core processes isolated in previous theoretical and simulation-based work are applicable to

naturalistic settings, uncovering the motivations leading people to join or leave groups. We

also identify two side effects of utility maximization. The first is that holders of unpop-

ular stances gain lower utility from ingroup interactions and have increased frequency of

group changes. The second reveals that desire to spend more time interacting with like-

minded others contributes to the increased stance polarization across groups. This kind of

polarization has been noted previously [143], where seemingly innocuous stances and beliefs

become highly influential markers determining who interacts with whom, generating small

“echo chambers” characterized by opinion homogeneity. This is especially relevant in con-

temporary contexts featuring relatively low barriers to geographic mobility allowing persons

to self-select into social environments and to find and affiliate with groups of their choice

online or face-to-face. In the future, we seek to extend our measures and the application

of our analytical model to other datasets (including online social media to incorporate an

exploration of “online” social groups), as well as further the investigation into the degree to

which people follow our hypothesize of utility maximization.

Next, we analyzed a massive longitudinal Twitter dataset covering the 2016 and 2020

U.S. presidential elections enhanced with media classifications to identify fake news, ex-

tremely biased news, and traditional news along the liberal-conservative scale. We extracted

Twitter influencers within these media classifications based on their content and measured

how these influencers and their user bases changed between elections in terms of polarization,

or, more specifically, separation of content propagation. We found that general Twitter users

increasingly split into two divided camps of left news propagation and fake news propagation

(with a diminishing overlap of center news propagation). We also found that influencers be-

came increasingly divided as well when grouped by the users that retweeted them, with left-

and center-aligned influencers congregating into one community, and right- and fake news-

aligned influencer congregating into another. By projecting these influencers into a similarity

network, we were then able to quantify the separation and show an increasing trend of di-

vision, indicating strengthening “echo chamber” behavior from 2016 to 2020. With these

results laying the groundwork for analysis in this dataset, future research can examine the

content of the message, distinguish positive and negative quoted tweets, and further tease

apart the political shifts. An urgent question to answer is whether the influence of unaffili-

ated Twitter influencers goes beyond being news spreaders: do they have an ability to set the
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agenda or persuade/mobilize citizens, and thus increase mass polarization? The work done

here is limited to describing what happened on Twitter. The most important questions for

future research within this scope are how the actions of the followers affect the influencers,

how influencers form networks across types of media, and what are the offline consequences

of polarization of Twitter influencers and users (e.g., impact on voting). It should also be

possible to monitor interactions on other social media and during non-election periods to

permit finer grained analysis of the new entrants. A future goal, building on this work,

would be to establish “who matters now” in the context of political polarization. We also

are interested in exploring the relationship between the stability of influencer rankings and

outside resources (i.e., net worth, affluent connections), extending our analysis on influencer

affiliations and how they have changed between 2016 and 2020.

In our chapter on transferable learning from continuous tie strengths, we introduced

a novel framework that used a suite of analytical and machine learning models to continu-

ously predict tie strengths over long periods of time and use the results to analyze long-term

relationship dynamics. We found that our machine learning models were highly effective in

predicting tie strengths without real-time stimulus in our NetSense and NetHealth datasets.

Additionally, by using the machine learning algorithms, we analyzed the dynamics between

relationship types and the evolution of the tie strengths, showing that, without major per-

turbing events, most relationships will quickly reach a stable state at which the strength

of that tie will settle to a consistent value. In particular, familial ties were found to often

be the strongest and most stable, while the ties between significant others was more likely

to experience radical transitions. These results were compared to past works, reinforcing

the efficacy of our quantification and forecasting of long-term evolving tie strengths. As

this framework’s underlying mechanics essentially model cognitive trace, mapping conscious

behavior (such as dyadic communication) to unconscious behavior (such as the subjective

rating of the closeness of one person to another), the future applications of this work are

wide and varied. One potential venue of future research is the non-intrusive detection of

degenerative mental diseases, as those suffering from such afflictions would have conscious

behavior that would not be correctly mapped to their unconscious behavior, throwing up

a red flag. Alternatively, the unique signals representations of the continuous tie strengths

could also be encapsulated in a novel recommendation system, with event triggers in content

like books or movies being used to characterize a multifaceted signal representation of pacing
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or story evolution that could be embedded and compared to others.

Finally, we designed an ensemble of unique measures of conversational dynamics in

order to characterize topics in a novel, text-agnostic way. Here, we used the forum-like

social media Reddit, crafting six response features that characterized multiple aspects of the

conversational cascades that occurred within the content (or submissions) of this platform.

Using these response features, we validated their effectiveness through label classification

and topic clustering. We found that training a Support Vector Machine on the response

features representing a wide selection of submissions from different topical categories yielded

quality classifications, indicating a relationship between topic content and the conversational

cascades that were triggered by them. By analyzing submissions within a single topic (e.g.,

soccer) we found that the response features were even able to characterize a division in sub-

topic as well (e.g., post-game analysis versus game banter) through clustering. By clustering

submissions within a topic, and then extracting keywords from the text of the grouped

submission, we found there was little overlap of keywords between clusters. In fact, the

overlap of keywords progressively decreased as the distance between response feature cluster

centroids increased, indicating that the greater the difference in response features between

two submissions, the more likely the overall content of the those submissions were different.

We then used outlier detection to investigate submissions under a single topic that were

considered starkly different from the majority of other submissions as determined by their

response features. We found that the isolated topics were consistently different from the

majority of other included topics, containing content that is novel, emotional, shocking, or

unique compared to the rest of the normal submissions. One of the most viable next steps for

this work is to integrate response features into a pipeline that can analyze content generated

from Reddit in real-time, actively characterizing submissions and tracking outliers. Another

obvious venue of future work is to enhance the response features with text (specifically

using multimodal embedding to embed the response features and text into a shared space).

While response features can operate effectively invariant of natural language processing when

characterizing content, using text would greatly improve topic classification (both across and

within genres) and the detection of outliers and other points of interest.
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APPENDIX A

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS FOR CHAPTER 3

Figure A.1: Change in rankings 2016-2020, Center Bias. Outlines the change in
the ranks of the top 10 center bias users from 2016 and 2020,
ranked by CI influence. Each flow connects the best ranking for a
user in 2016, whose rank is displayed to the left of the user handle,
to their rank in 2020. The color of the lines match the bias of the
users best ranking, and gradients represent a change in the bias
classification of their best ranking. Note user @kylegriffin1 is
more highly ranked in the left leaning bias (rank 3) but we chose
to show its center ranking for this center bias plot, as the
difference in rank is small and it keeps the figure focused on the
center bias. Figure authors: Brendan Cross and James Flamino.
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Table A.1: Hostnames in each media category in 2016. We also show the
number (N) of tweets with a URL pointing toward each hostname.
Tweets with several URLs are counted multiple times. Reproduced
from A. Bovet and H. A. Makse, “Influence of fake news in Twitter
during the 2016 US presidential election,” Nat. Commun., vol. 10,
no. 1, pp. 1-14, Jan. 2019. This article is Open Access and no
permission is required for reuse. License:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

fake news extreme bias (right) news right news
hostnames N hostnames N hostnames N

1 thegatewaypundit.com 761 756 breitbart.com 1 854 920 foxnews.com 1 122 732
2 truthfeed.com 554 955 dailycaller.com 759 504 dailymail.co.uk 474 846
3 infowars.com 478 872 americanthinker.com 179 696 washingtonexaminer.com 462 769
4 therealstrategy.com 241 354 wnd.com 141 336 nypost.com 441 648
5 conservativetribune.com 212 273 freebeacon.com 129 077 bizpacreview.com 170 770
6 zerohedge.com 186 706 newsninja2012.com 127 251 nationalreview.com 164 036
7 rickwells.us 78 736 hannity.com 114 221 lifezette.com 139 257
8 departed.co 72 773 newsmax.com 94 882 redstate.com 105 912
9 thepoliticalinsider.com 66 426 endingthefed.com 88 376 allenbwest.com 104 857

10 therightscoop.com 63 852 truepundit.com 84 967 theconservativetreehouse.com 102 515
11 teaparty.org 48 757 westernjournalism.com 77 717 townhall.com 102 408
12 usapoliticsnow.com 46 252 dailywire.com 67 893 investors.com 102 295
13 clashdaily.com 45 970 newsbusters.org 60 147 theblaze.com 99 029
14 thefederalistpapers.org 45 831 ilovemyfreedom.org 54 772 theamericanmirror.com 91 538
15 redflagnews.com 45 423 100percentfedup.com 54 596 ijr.com 71 558
16 thetruthdivision.com 44 486 pjmedia.com 46 542 judicialwatch.org 70 543
17 weaselzippers.us 45 199 thefederalist.com 55 835
18 hotair.com 55 431
19 conservativereview.com 54 307
20 weeklystandard.com 50 707

right leaning news center news left leaning news
hostnames N hostnames N hostnames N

1 wsj.com 310 416 cnn.com 2 291 736 nytimes.com 1 811 627
2 washingtontimes.com 208 061 thehill.com 1 200 123 washingtonpost.com 1 640 088
3 rt.com 157 474 politico.com 1 173 717 nbcnews.com 512 056
4 realclearpolitics.com 128 417 usatoday.com 326 198 abcnews.go.com 467 533
5 telegraph.co.uk 82 118 reuters.com 283 962 theguardian.com 439 580
6 forbes.com 64 186 bloomberg.com 266 662 vox.com 369 789
7 fortune.com 57 644 businessinsider.com 239 423 slate.com 279 438
8 apnews.com 198 140 buzzfeed.com 278 642
9 observer.com 128 043 cbsnews.com 232 889

10 fivethirtyeight.com 124 268 politifact.com 198 095
11 bbc.com 118 176 latimes.com 190 994
12 ibtimes.com 72 424 nydailynews.com 188 769
13 bbc.co.uk 71 941 theatlantic.com 177 637
14 mediaite.com 152 877
15 newsweek.com 149 490
16 npr.org 142 143
17 independent.co.uk 127 689
18 cnb.cx 87 094
19 hollywoodreporter.com 84 997

left news extreme bias (left) news
hostnames N hostnames N

1 huffingtonpost.com 1 057 518 dailynewsbin.com 189 257
2 thedailybeast.com 378 931 bipartisanreport.com 119 857
3 dailykos.com 324 351 bluenationreview.com 75 455
4 rawstory.com 297 256 crooksandliars.com 73 615
5 politicususa.com 293 419 occupydemocrats.com 73 143
6 time.com 252 468 shareblue.com 50 880
7 motherjones.com 210 280 usuncut.com 27 653
8 talkingpointsmemo.com 199 346
9 msnbc.com 177 090

10 mashable.com 173 129
11 salon.com 172 807
12 thinkprogress.org 172 144
13 newyorker.com 171 102
14 mediamatters.org 152 160
15 nymag.com 121 636
16 theintercept.com 109 591
17 thenation.com 54 661
18 people.com 47 942

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Table A.2: Hostnames in each media category in 2020. We also show the
number (N) of tweets with a URL pointing toward each hostname.
Tweets with several URLs are counted multiple times. Table
author: Alexandre Bovet.

fake news extreme bias (right) news right news
hostnames N hostnames N hostnames N

1 thegatewaypundit.com 1 883 852 breitbart.com 2 192 997 foxnews.com 3 136 578
2 hannity.com 428 483 dailymail.co.uk 600 523 dailycaller.com 771 765
3 waynedupree.com 258 838 bongino.com 346 103 washingtonexaminer.com 717 017
4 judicialwatch.org 233 085 thenationalpulse.com 215 017 justthenews.com 689 725
5 truepundit.com 176 647 freebeacon.com 197 092 thefederalist.com 687 091
6 zerohedge.com 165 960 newsmax.com 192 924 dailywire.com 396 233
7 davidharrisjr.com 150 887 pjmedia.com 123 338 theepochtimes.com 288 656
8 politicalflare.com 145 838 newsbusters.org 71 008 nationalreview.com 283 172
9 djhjmedia.com 112 049 therightscoop.com 66 676 saraacarter.com 267 237

10 rumble.com 101 979 americanthinker.com 59 142 townhall.com 256 631
11 theconservativetreehouse.com 99 716 theblaze.com 191 515
12 oann.com 97 325 thepostmillennial.com 181 674
13 thedcpatriot.com 90 209 westernjournal.com 165 914
14 washingtonews.today 79 314 redstate.com 144 010
15 rightwingtribune.com 58 442 thegreggjarrett.com 139 749
16 rt.com 54 985 bizpacreview.com 97 375
17 wnd.com 54 929 twitchy.com 95 401
18 gellerreport.com 54 277 trendingpolitics.com 92 094
19 nationalfile.com 52 393 lifenews.com 90 064
20 summit.news 49 539

right leaning news center news left leaning news
hostnames N hostnames N hostnames N

1 nypost.com 1 701 531 thehill.com 2 256 888 nytimes.com 6 775 402
2 wsj.com 887 537 apnews.com 1 182 504 washingtonpost.com 6 438 506
3 forbes.com 748 636 usatoday.com 993 957 cnn.com 5 577 352
4 washingtontimes.com 408 349 businessinsider.com 773 328 politico.com 2 290 755
5 foxbusiness.com 212 742 newsweek.com 756 820 nbcnews.com 2 231 564
6 thebulwark.com 175 417 reuters.com 746 033 theguardian.com 1 116 515
7 marketwatch.com 96 626 bbc.com 296 098 theatlantic.com 1 046 475
8 realclearpolitics.com 93 120 economist.com 123 939 abcnews.go.com 1 042 419
9 detroitnews.com 77 223 fivethirtyeight.com 101 824 npr.org 871 571

10 dallasnews.com 75 910 ft.com 91 524 bloomberg.com 767 059
11 rasmussenreports.com 58 712 foreignpolicy.com 87 729 cbsnews.com 747 442
12 chicagotribune.com 56 974 factcheck.org 79 456 cnbc.com 649 041
13 jpost.com 55 223 news.sky.com 78 372 axios.com 621 609
14 msn.com 613 127
15 news.yahoo.com 586 724
16 independent.co.uk 513 765
17 latimes.com 451 878
18 citizensforethics.org 382 101
19 buzzfeednews.com 369 962

left news extreme bias (left) news
hostnames N hostnames N

1 rawstory.com 2 148 200 occupydemocrats.com 18 151
2 msnbc.com 1 606 071 lancastercourier.com 5815
3 thedailybeast.com 1 404 756 deepleftfield.info 5753
4 huffpost.com 1 121 642 tplnews.com 4022
5 politicususa.com 671 043 bipartisanreport.com 3243
6 palmerreport.com 434 503 bossip.com 2287
7 motherjones.com 424 106 polipace.com 586
8 vox.com 420 613
9 vanityfair.com 352 964

10 nymag.com 320 049
11 newyorker.com 288 409
12 dailykos.com 288 384
13 slate.com 250 942
14 salon.com 229 583
15 rollingstone.com 190 828
16 thenation.com 130 272
17 alternet.org 126 788
18 theintercept.com 104 153
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Table A.3: Top 25 CI news spreaders of the retweet networks corresponding to
each media category in 2016. Verified users have a checkmark (X)
next to their username. Verifying its accounts is a feature offered
by Twitter, that “lets people know that an account of public
interest is authentic”. Unverified accounts do not have a checkmark
and accounts marked as deleted have been deleted, either by
Twitter or by the users themselves. Reproduced from A. Bovet and
H. A. Makse, “Influence of fake news in Twitter during the 2016 US
presidential election,” Nat. Commun., vol. 10, no. 1, pp. 1-14, Jan.
2019. This article is Open Access and no permission is required for
reuse. License: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

rank fake news extreme bias (right) news right news right leaning news
(7 verified, 2 deleted, (15 verified, 1 deleted, (22 verified, 0 deleted, (20 verified, 1 deleted
19 unverified) 9 unverified) 2 unverified) 4 unverified)

1 @PrisonPlanetX @realDonaldTrumpX @FoxNewsX @WSJX
2 @RealAlexJonesX @DailyCallerX @realDonaldTrumpX @WashTimesX
3 @zerohedge @BreitbartNewsX @dcexaminerX @RT comX
4 @DRUDGE REPORT @wikileaksX @DRUDGE REPORT @realDonaldTrumpX
5 @realDonaldTrumpX @DRUDGE REPORT @nypostX @RT AmericaX
6 @mitchellviiX @seanhannityX @FoxNewsInsiderX @WSJPoliticsX
7 deleted @WayneDupreeShowX @DailyMailX @DRUDGE REPORT
8 @TruthFeedNews @LindaSuhler @AllenWestX @KellyannePollsX
9 @RickRWells @mitchellviiX @RealJamesWoodsX @TeamTrumpX

10 deleted @LouDobbsX @foxandfriendsX @LouDobbsX
11 @gatewaypunditX @PrisonPlanetX @foxnationX @rebeccaballhausX
12 @infowars @DonaldJTrumpJrX @LouDobbsX @WSJopinionX
13 @Lagartija Nix @gerfingerpoken @KellyannePollsX @reidepsteinX
14 @DonaldJTrumpJrX @FreeBeaconX @JudicialWatchX deleted
15 @ThePatriot143 @gerfingerpoken2 @PrisonPlanetX @JasonMillerinDCX
16 @V of Europe @TeamTrumpX @wikileaksX @DanScavinoX
17 @KitDaniels1776 @Italians4Trump @TeamTrumpX @PaulManafortX
18 @Italians4Trump @benshapiroX @IngrahamAngleX @SopanDebX
19 @ Makada @KellyannePollsX @marklevinshowX @asamjulian
20 @BigStick2013 @DanScavinoX @LifeZetteX @JudicialWatchX
21 @conserv tribuneX deleted @theblazeX @ Makada
22 @Miami4Trump @JohnFromCranber @FoxBusinessX @mtraceyX
23 @MONAKatOILS @true pundit @foxnewspoliticsX @Italians4Trump
24 @JayS2629 @ThePatriot143 @BIZPACReview @TelegraphX
25 @ARnews1936 @RealJack @DonaldJTrumpJrX @RealClearNewsX

rank center news left leaning news left news extreme bias (left) news
(24 verified, 0 deleted, (25 verified, 0 deleted (21 verified, 0 deleted, (7 verified, 1 deleted,
1 unverified) 0 unverified) 0 unverified) 17 unverified)

1 @CNNX @nytimesX @HuffPostX @BipartisanismX
2 @thehillX @washingtonpostX @TIMEX @PalmerReportX
3 @politicoX @ABCX @thedailybeastX @peterdaouX
4 @CNNPoliticsX @NBCNewsX @RawStoryX @crooksandliarsX
5 @ReutersX @SlateX @HuffPostPolX @BoldBlueWave
6 @NateSilver538X @PolitiFactX @NewYorkerX @ShareblueX
7 @APX @CBSNewsX @MotherJonesX @Karoli
8 @businessX @voxdotcomX @TPMX @RealMuckmaker
9 @USATODAYX @ABCPoliticsX @SalonX @GinsburgJobs

10 @AP PoliticsX @ezrakleinX @thinkprogressX @AdamsFlaFan
11 @FiveThirtyEightX @nytpoliticsX @mmfaX @mcspocky
12 @bpoliticsX @guardianX @joshtpmX @ShakestweetzX
13 @jaketapperX @NYDailyNewsX @MSNBCX deleted
14 @DRUDGE REPORT @latimesX @NYMagX @JSavoly
15 @cnnbrkX @BuzzFeedNewsX @samsteinX @OccupyDemocrats
16 @businessinsiderX @MediaiteX @JuddLegumX @ZaibatsuNews
17 @AC360X @HillaryClintonX @mashableX @wvjoe911
18 @cnniX @nytopinionX @theinterceptX @DebraMessingX
19 @brianstelterX @CillizzaCNNX @DavidCornDCX @SayNoToGOP
20 @KellyannePollsX @MSNBCX @dailykosX @coton luver
21 @wikileaksX @KFILEX @JoyAnnReidX @EJLandwehr
22 @SopanDebX @TheAtlanticX @nxthompsonX @mch7576
23 @KFILEX @SopanDebX @thenationX @RVAwonk
24 @BBCWorldX @FahrentholdX @justinjm1X @ Carja
25 @NewDayX @BuzzFeedX @ariannahuffX @Brasilmagic
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